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PHEFACE
It may be worthwhile for the reader to consider the vari-
ous approaches to the problem of employee training in post-war in-
dustry. William Snyder,^ Secretary to the International Typographi-
cal Union, said the very scope of the problem, suggested by the
title, would challenge the resources of several well-endowed re-
search institutions.
Perhaps, then, because of the nature of the subject, it
is possible to obtain only the effect of a revolving beacon: light
which illuminates brightly the objects close to its source of light
and reveals vaguely those things which are more remote. Perhaps,
too, a reluctance to make specific recommendations or predictions is
the prerogative of the Master student. It is hoped, however, that
this treatment of employee training will stimulate an interest in
one of the real economic problems of our day.
Educators, and labor and management leaders, interested
in employee training congratulated the author on the timeliness of
this study, but hastened to assure him that all work would be spade-
work in the field. Indeed, they were correct. However, the work as
it stands has stimulated the author so that he may explore the field
of sales training or workers' education, for example, as a doctorate
dissertation.
1. In a letter to the author on May 4, 1945.
i
Digitized by the Internet Archive
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As implied, the sources used are all primary ones. The
final presentation is divided into three main parts. Part One
gives a historical treatment of the employee training services a-
vailable through Government resources during Vvorld War II. Part
Two emphasizes the factors influencing the post-war status of si-
milar services. Because of the impact of these war-time services
any anticipation of post-war conditions must pay special attention
to their present and probable function in a dynamic economy. Part
Three reveals a role that New England Colleges might play in train-
ing employees and sets down some check points and trends which ought
to be considered by everyone interested in tenployee training in post-
war industry.
At the outset, attention is drav/n to the final paragraph
in which the author confesses he would like to be able to say (to
labor and management leaders and educators) "This is itJ”, but he
can in fact only say this paper reveals some of the more important
considerations of trends which will infli’.ence employee training in
post-war industry
<
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I. GOVERNMENT TRAINING SERVICES AVAILABLE
DURING TEE MR
INTRODUCTION
A study of the training services for industrial employees
available through the Government is no exception to the general rule
that any study has meaning only when associated with a broader scheme
of things* Parts I and II are an examination of a staff relationship
of Government with Industry.
To say that the training services are in a similar category
with the services of the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce (in
that they are advisory and supplementary) is to neglect the assump-
tion by the Government of an emergency program to facilitate an adjust-
ment of the economy. The precedent had been set by the PM and WFA
times of another emergency; i.e., the 1930's. It is not unreasonable
to recognize, as the Committee on Education recently stated in an in-
terim report to the Connecticut Fost-War Planning Board ,
^
that the
Federal Government possesses a primary responsibility to facilitate
the transfer from a war to peacfe economy through the provision of the
financial means for retaining.
Economic considerations have dictated and will dictate the
wisdom of training services by Government. In war, training made
victory possible. In peace, training can help readjustments and
1. ’’Interim Report to the Connecticut Post-War Planning Board,”
by the Committee on Education, Hartford, Conn., July 1, 1940,
p. 90.
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lighten the burden of unemployment relief.
1
It is generally conceded that the "miracle of production"
could not have been achieved in time to have turned the tide of battle
without the help of the training services offered by the Government;
so it is appropriate to consider exactly for whom the training was
available, the scope of each service, why it was offered, and through
whom it was obtained.
Since the need (demand) for the training services was es-
tablished before the outbreak of war, we shall consider, in Part II,
underlining the need for retraining in the post-war, to what degree
the present services will be maintained. In making such a determina-
tion it will be necessary to examine the statement of various pressure
groups, seme legislation already passed, and some legislation not yet
approved.
A. SERVICES CONVERTED FOR WAR TRAINING
1. United States Employment Service
Several permanent training services have been geared for a
war-time economy. The local employment offices of the U.S. Employment
Service are commissioned to recruit and place qualified workers of all
kinds. In its effort to bring together men and jobs, TJ.S.E.S. fre-
quently assists in recruitment of applicants for training; it surveys
1. The unanimous opinion of fifty industrial plant training men, as
well as NAM, USCC, MAI, and CIO representatives in correspondence
with author.
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a plant's individual personnel needs and directs the applicant to the
training service Tkrhich will qualify him for the job opening.
The legal history of U.S.F..S. may be traced through four
distinct steps:
a. Established in the Department of Labor by Public Law-
Mo. 30 (Wagner-Peyser Act), approved June 6, 1933.
b. Transferred to the Federal Security Agency by Public
Law No. IS, approved April 3, 1939, effective as of
July 1, 1939, becoming the United States Employment
Service Division, Bureau of Employment Security, Social
Security Board.
c. Affiliated State iinployment Services federalized on
January' 1, 1941.
d. Transferred to war Manpower Commission by Executive
Order No. 9247 of September 17, 1942.
2. Apprentice Training Service
Perhaps the Apprentice Training Service (ATS) has more
prestige than any other training service offered by the Government.
Through its field staff, ATS offers assistance in the solution of la-
bor relations problems arising from training programs. ATS has been
in existence since 1937 and has had wide experience in assisting em-
ployees in the solution of problems of seniority, hours, wages, and
classification of workers in connection with training programs. The
function of U.S.E.S. and the labor relations function of ATS may more
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properly be considered as services contributing to the training of
war workers than as training services in themselves.
ATS, drawing upon its years of experience in apprentice-
ship training, provides assistance for employers planning production
or preproducticn training for specific operations. The ATS never does
any training. Specialized training is paid for by the employer en-
tirely and is done during hours of employment. ATS goes one step
further in aiding the formulation of training programs that enable
employed workers to qualify for upgrading. The purpose of upgrade
training is to develop specific skills in individual workers through
(a) organized work experience; i.e., ATS works out with joint committee
of labor and management organized and formalized plans for training
machine operators and process workers, and (b) supplementary training
provided by vocational schools. In all ATS training, how workers will
be trained for upgrading depends upon the training facilities available
in the community.
^
In assisting a plant, ATS endeavors to give adequate atten-
tion to all training needs, i.e., what the plant should do now; what
2it will need to do in a year or more. This raises the problem of
training workers through apprenticeship. Apprenticeship, as conducted
in American industry under modern methods, is a system of training in
1. Patterson, W.F.
,
"ATS Looks at Present at at the Future
1
' Manpower
Review, April, 1944, p. 4.
2. Patterson, VY.F., "Wartime Program of ATS", Personnel, November,
1943, p. 1.
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which a* employee is given thorough instruction and experience, both
on the job and in the classroom, in all the practical and theoretical
aspects of the work in a skilled trade.
^
In the development and establishment of apprenticeship pro-
grams, as described above, industry has the assistance of ATS, War
Manpower Commission, and State apprenticeship agencies in States in
which these agencies are established. These programs are set up in
accordance with certain basic standards, mutually agreed upon by em-
ployers and labor in the various skilled trades, which are recommended
by the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. This committee, which is
equally representative of management and labor, is the national poli-
cy-making body on apprentice training.
Applicants for apprenticeship are selected by the employer
or by the management- labor apprenticeship committee. Apprentices
earn while they learn; they usually are upgraded every six months.
Choice of craft or trade may be selected from over 100 approved occu-
2
pational groupings in over 30,000 different industrial plants. Ap-
prenticeship training usually requires about four years '- the time for
training varies with the trade, previous experience, and ability to
become proficient in skills of the trade.
In addition to the training on the job, every apprentice
receives related supplementary’ classroom instruction which is- usually
1. War Manpower Commission "Apprentice Training for Veterans", Bu-
reau of Training, Washington, D.C., 1S44.
2. Ibid., p. 2
..
.
.
'
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6provided by local public vocational schools. Under most apprentice-
ship programs, apprentices are required to spend at least four hours
a week in these classes, or 144 hours per year, during each year of
their apprentice training.
The major provisions of an apprenticeship program are em-
bodied in a written apprenticeship agreement signed by the employer and
the apprentice. Each individual apprenticeship agreement is officially
registered with the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship or a State
apprenticeship council in States (26 in 1945)^ in which such a council
is established. Outlined in this agreement is the time required for
training, the credits for past experience allowed the apprentice, the
work processes in which he is to be trained on the job, the number of
hours he is to attend classes in supplementary related instruction
and the progressively increasing schedule of wages he is to receive
during each period of his training.
Upon completion of the term of apprenticeship, an appren-
tice becomes an all-round skilled worker. In recognition o^ his new
status, he is awarded a Certificate of Completion of Apprenticeship
which is similar to a diploma awarded graduates of a school or college.
This certificate is issued by the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
or a State apprenticeship council where such a council is established.
The enabling acts for ATS are traced in one piece of legis-
lation and two quasi pieces of legislation: the ATS was (a) establihhed
1. Ibid., p. 5
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in the Department of Labor by Public Lew No. 308, approved August 16,
1937, (b) transferred to Federal Security Agency by Executive Order
No. 9139 of April 18, 1942, (c) transferred to War Manpower Cammissicn
by Executive Order No. 9247 of September 17, 1942.
Mr. Joseph Gargan, one of ATS's Boston Representatives,
stated, when interviewed by the author on October 3, 1945, that no
figures are "available" for the number of persons trained in coopera-
tion with ATS. If figures were available, they would be almost mean-
ingless since the age group of apprentices in almost every instance
coincided with the age group covered by Selective Service - and most
apprentices went to War. However, Mr. Gargan stated that although
there were only 35 indentured apprentices in Massachusetts in January
1945, there were 100 in October 1945. Thus, the end of the war has
witnessed a trend, already increasing, which will be given further
stimulation by the previsions of the "G.I. Bill of Rights".^
3. Visual Aids Service
Visual Aids Service (VAS) is another permanent training
service. VAS was established in the United States Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, by Public Lawr 647, which was approved July
2, 1942. VAS provides motion pictures, film strips, and instructors’
manuals as aids in training program.
Two weeks before "Pearl Harbor", December 7, 1941, the first
visual aids for war training of the U.S. Office of Education were
1. See p. 41f and p. 69f.
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placed cn the market. Sc well have these films done their job that
Ysar Manpower Commission ex-Chairman McNutt recently termed them -Ameri-
ca's "secret training weapon" putting "war industry workers on the
production line in one-fourth to one-third less time."’*'
Today the Office of Education has over 400 training firms
in continuous use in vocational schools, in war plants, and in the
Army and Navy. Subjects for the films ccme from training needs.
These needs are closely examined to determine their motion-picture
possibilities and to ascertain whether training aids are not already
available (either motion pictures or otv er aids). The subject areas
are approved by the Chairman of the WMC and the subjects themselves
by a committee of training experts in the Office of Ed\ication.
Production of the films is done by educational motion pic-
ture companies. Each film is supervised by a technical specialist and
a visual specialist of the Office of Education, and by a local commit-
tee of technical and training experts in the locality in which the
picture is produced. The films actually cost the Government nothing,
since they are sold by the Office of Education at a rate calculated
to return the full cost of production.
This is the first time that the Office of Education has
produced films in integrated series, graduated in difficulty, and in-
tended to form basic curricular material designed to gear into
1. Klinefelter, C.F., "VAS Provides Visual Aids for War Training",
Manpower Review, April, 1944, p. 8.
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organized courses of instruction. It is also the first time that in-
tegrated visual units have been developed with motion picture, rilm-
strip, and instructor's manual, planned and produced as an instruc-
tional unit to meet today's training needs.
Visual training aids are not merely a wartime expediency.
The national Industrial Conference Board'*’ reports that 62 percent of
the companies covered in a recent survey were using themj further,
85 percent of the executives of these firms stated that they intend
to continue the use of visual aids after the war.
4. Vocational Training for 'War Production Workers
1/Vithin the permanent U,S. Office of Education is a division
of vocational training for war production workers (VTWFW)* The
VTWFW program was established in the United States Office of Educa-
tion, Federal Security Agency, by Public Law No. 668, which was ap-
proved June 27, 1940.
Ifthen the wartime emergency began, the Nation was faced with
a serious shortage of trained mechanics. Since it is impossible to
train skilled tradesmen in a short time, it became necessary to train
frast numbers of workers in single skills. The public vocational
schools which had nearly a quarter of a century of trade and industri-
al education experience were waiting to do this essential training
job.
1. Klinefelter, op. cit., p. 9.
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VTWTW, in cooperation with State and local boards of voca-
tional education, provided occupational training in courses of less
than college grade to workers in war production industries.
Up to 1944, more than 6,000,000 men and women had been
given training chiefly for jobs in such industries as aviation, ship-
building, machine tools, and ordnance."'" Workers had also been trained
for such essential industries as mining, lumbering, hides, motor and
railroad transportation, and communications. More than 1,000,000 women,
new to the labor market, had received training in the public vocation-
2
al schools.
Total enrollments included 500,000 supervisors, foreman
trainers and instructors as well as 500,000 civilian employees and
uniformed personnel of the armed forces - civilian mechanic- learners
(radio) for the U.S. Army Signal Corps, civilian mechanics for the
Air Service Command, and enlisted personnel for branches of the U.S.
3Navy. An incidental contribution for the U.S. Navy was the training
of thousands of civilian mechanics to repair and maintain facilities
damaged in the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor. Civilian workers and
enlisted personnel trained by the public vocational schools for the
armed services are serving around the world in 1945.
1. Hawkins, L.S., "VTWIW Program an Integral Part of Manpower Utili-
zation," Manpower Review, April 1944, p. 6.
2 . Ibid
.
,
p. 6.
5. Ibid.
,
p. 6.
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The program of VTWTW was governed by three important con-
siderations: (a) the training program is definite part of the over-
all manpower program; (b) it operated in the sphere of national man-
power policy coordinated by the V»ar Manpower Commission which concerned
the preparation of workers for employment in specific war industries
or workers who were seeking to advance themselves to jobs requiring
greater skills, knowledge, and responsibility; (c) the training pro-
ram was a cooperative undertaking between the Federal Government
and the States, governed by a State plan which set broad standards
concerning instructor and supervisor qualifications, representative
advisory committees, and types of training. ^ Cost was defrayed by
funds certified to the States by the U.S. Office of Education. The
7f.CC approved the list of occupations for which training was given.
The conduct of the training program required the prepara-
tion of special instructional materials to meet war conditions and
several of the States established instructional materials labora-
tories. A total of 101 instructional monographs dealing with ship-
building occupations, aircraft manufacturing, electrical manufactur-
ing, machine shop, sheet metal, inspection practices, have been de-
veloped and are being used by training programs of war manufacturers,
the Army, the Navy, and other agencies.
i» Iaid>
,
p. 7.
d. Ibid.
,
p. 7.
2
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In 1945, the vocational schools are serving industry by
providing consultation services to employers and organizing training
programs in the schools or in plants to meet specific training needs,
such as the training of specialists, or in the selection and train-
ing of instructors, foremen, and supervisors. Much of the training
is for the purpose of replacement and for the refining of the skills
of plant workers.
VTfi'FW (in cooperation with State boards for vocational gdu-
cation and through public vocational schools) developed training ser-
vices which we may classify roughly into six groups.^
1. preemployment training: specific and intensive training for
definite payroll jobs in war industries, to prepare individuals
for entrance into war industry employment as production operators
and process workers.
2. preproduction training: training in the performance of specific
operations; to provide instruction for beginning or potential
workers during hours of employment.
3. supplementary training: instruction in skills, techniques, and
special knowledge; to increase effectiveness of employed workers.
4. conversion training: training in specific operations and re-
lated knowledge; to train workers in operations requiring new
skills.
1. Viar Manpower Commission, "Training Services", Bureau of Training,
Washington, D.C., November 1943, p. 10.
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5. refresher trainings training in manipulative skills and related
knowledges; to refresh dormant skills and knowledges of craftsmen.
6. supervisory training: short-unit courses in various phases of
supervision; i.e., training of supervisory personnel as instructors
and conference leaders to assist them in carrying out their re-
sponsibilities as managers, supervisors, and instructors within
their respective departments.
5. Training Teacher-Trainers
Another somewhat similar service was available through State
boards for vocational education (not VTVYFW) and was called "training
teacher-trainers". This service provided a comprehensive program of
instruction in the methods, techniques, and materials used in effi-
cient instruction; its purpose is to train full-time instructors to
conduct training programs.
The State boards* and the public vocational schools' ser-
vice is a permanent one; whereas, the VTWTW’s was an emergency estab-
lishment within the U.S. Office of Education.
Before discussing the training services sponsored by the
Government as temporary, war-time expediences, let us examine two
other permanent services: namely, those of the U.S. Department of
Labor, and the U.S. Maritime Service. The Veteran's Administration,
while performing an important service, certifies training programs
for such a relatively small number of employees that a discussion of
*ii
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its services will be postponed to Part II 1
6. Department of Labor
Within the Department of Labor, in addition to the Appren-
tice Training Service (discussed above since an Executive Order has
placed it for the duration under the *>MC), are the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and the Division of Labor Standards. The former has dis-
tributed many publications to help labor in industry effect sound
collective bargaining. In 1945, to mention only a few such publica-
tions, the Bureau distributed "Preparing a Steward’s Manual”, "Set-
tling Plant Grievances”, "Foremen's Guide to Labor Relations", "A
Guide to Labor Legislation for Supervisors and Shop Stewards", and
"Improvement of Labor-Utilization Procedures". The CIO and AF of L
both endorse an extension of the Division of Labor Standards' ser-
O
vice of guidance, information and material on workers' education.
7. Workers' Education
Workers' education is a broader concept than employee
training, but since it is so clesely related to the subject, it
warrants some consideration here. In the U.S. there has been little
public support of v/orkers* education on a non-relief basis (cf. WPA)
1. See p. 41f.
2. "Report of Education Directors' Conference" (CIO), "Washington,
D.C., March, 1945, p. 3.
3. Coit, Eleanor G., "Government Support of Workers ' Education",
American Labor Education Service, Pew York, 1940, p. 52.
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Some experience with the use of state funds is found in California,
where the State Federation of Labor and the Extension Division of the
University of California have cooperated in a prograin of workers'
education.^ The School for workers at the University of Wisconsin,
although its winter work was dropped for a few years through lack of
provision by the Legislature, nevertheless is perhaps the outstanding
example of a workers' education program given extensive state support
2
over a continuous period of time.
8. United States Maritime Service
The U.S. Maritime Service is a governmental agency entrusted
with the task of training approximately 200,000 officers and men be-
tween July 11, 1952 and January 1, 1945. Although the original task
was completed, the U.S.M.S., in October 1945, maintained a full train-
ing program.
Section 216 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 provided for
and directed the United States Maritime Commission to set up a train-
ing organization for the purpose of training officers and unlicensed
men to handle the newly built vessels. By Executive order of the
President, the training program was placed under the jurisdiction of
the "War Shipping Administration for the duration of the war. The
1. Kerchen, J.L., "Workers Education on the Pacific Coast", Workers '
Education
,
June, 1934, p. 2.
2. Schv.arztrauber
,
E.E.
,
"The School for Workers", The School for
Workers
,
University of Wisconsin, ^adison, Wis., February, 1938.
3. War Shipping Administration, Training Organization, "Information
Booklet - TJSMS", Washington, D.C., 1944, p. 15.
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training program which has been adopted was evolved from thorough
studies made of the systems in vogue in foreign nations, revised
and augmented to meet the specific needs of our own manning problems.
Though designed originally to meet peacetime needs, the
accelerated shipbuilding program necessitated many changes, shorten-
ing and streamlining the training courses and vast increases in
training facilities.
The training courses that have been established are de-
signed to meet the specific needs aboard the modern vessel. They
include every activity aboard ship in the deck, engine, radio,
steward, and hospital departments, and cover the training necessary
to prepare licensed and unlicensed personnel.
The U.S.M.S. pays a base rate corresponding to one's active
appointment ratings in addition to board, lodgings, and travel fare
from point of enrollment. It is perhaps sufficient to note that the
U.S.M.S. operates various types of schools and the curricula of train-
ing established at these schools covers every activity carried on
abaord the merchant vessel.
The five types of training schools established by the
United States Maritime Service are;^
1. United States laritime Service Training Stations where new men
entering the industry receive tra_ning in the deck, engine, or
1. Ibid., pp. 19, 20
to
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stewards departments.
2. United States Maritime Servic e Officers* Schools where seamen
possessing the minimum required time at sea are given courses to
become licensed officers in the deck or engine departments.
3. United States Maritime Service Radio Training Stations where quali-
fied men receive training to become radio operators.
4. United States Maritime Service Upgrade Schools '*' which provide
training courses in the deck, engine, or stewards department for
men who possess the qualifications and required sea time to raise
their ratings or licenses.
5. In addition, the United States Maritime Service operates special
training courses for ship’s carpenters; assistant purser-hospital
corpsmen; signal schools; barrage balloon schools; convoy proce-
dure, and communications courses; turbo-electric schools; refresh-
er courses for men returning to sea; and correspondence courses
for men at sea.
B. EMERGENCY TRAINING SERVICES
1. Engineering, Science, and Management War Training
To meet the war-time demand for professional men, within the
U.S. Office of Education in 1940 there was established an Engineering,
2
Science, and Management War Training (ESMWT) program. ES^'!WT, in co-
1. War Shipping Administration Training Organization, "Upgrading
Schools - U.S.M.S."
,
Washington, D.C.
,
April 1944, pp. 1-46.
2. Engineering, Science, and Management War Training Frogram Estab-
lished in the United States uffice of Education, Federal Security
Agency, by Public Lav; No. 812, approved October 9, 1940.
''
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operation with colleges and universities, provided short courses of
college grade designed to meet the shortage of engineers, chemists,
physicists, and production supervisors in fields essential to the
National war effort.
All of these courses, whether elementary or advanced, pre-
employment or upgrading, were free. The Federal Government paid all
costs of instruction, leaving only the cost of textbooks and minor
supplies to be met by the trainee. If one desired full-time instruc-
tion, he was accomodated in classes that met daytimes for about 40
hours a week. If his time was more fully occupied, he attended
evening classes two or more nights a week. Whichever he chose, the
courses could have been completed in from 8 to 16 weeks.
The 200 participating institutions conducted ESMWT classes
throughout the Nation in over 1,000 towns and cities near the homes
1
and workplaces of those who wished to enroll. The ESMWT Institution-
al Representatives at those institutions published the dates and lo-
2
cations at which courses started and handled details of enrollment.
3ESMWT was established primarily to serve three main groups
of applicants:
1. See p. 70f. 12,000,000 men and women trained through all of the
U.S. Office of Education's programs.
2. In Boston, the Dean of Northeastern University, Dean William White,
headed the ESMWT program.
3. Case, George V/.
,
"ESMWT Colleges Meet Industry's Professional
Training Needs", Manpower Review, Yiashington, D April, 1S44,
pp. 7-9.
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1. Unerr:ployed high-wchool graduates lacking industrial experience
who could be tra ined to ^-erform essential jobs in engineeri ng,
chemistry, physics, or management. Necessarily, the bulk of
ESMWT was concentrated here. Their instruction did not train
them to be ”fullfledged" engineers, chemists, physicists, or pro-
duction supervisors, but rather prepared men and women to take
part of the burden from the shoulders of key men. Thus, thousands
of women were trained as engineering draftsmen, aircraft-stress
computers, precision inspectors, and occupations calling for a
similar level of skill.
2 . More mature persons with profes s ional or related experienc
e
either unemployed or employed in less-essential industries.
These rapidly gained proficiency through ESMWT for employment in
a critical field. Illustrative of this are the retraining of
construction engineers for mechanical, electrical, and aeronau-
tical engineering employment; the grooming of managers from less-
essential industries for managerial posts in war work; and the
advanced training of recent technical-college graduates.
The University of Chicago, Stanford University, harvard
University, the University of Pennsylvania, and the Illinois In-
stitute of Technology, among others, succeeded admirably in re-
furbishing the talents of displaced executives. Typical members
of a retraining class were married men, over forty, with one or
two children. Most of them were college graduates. Upon
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completing about 500 hours of class and laboratory work in
modern war production expeditors, investment managers were
employed as job evaluation technicians, and bank tellers made
good as purchasing agents. Mature women, too, did well in
these courses#
The recent college graduate often required somewhat
different training. An ESMWT course in advanced mechanics of-
fered at Brown University and at New York University turned such
people into specialists in the mathematical analysis of research
problems.
3. War Industry employees who could progress, through ESMWT, to
jobs of greater responsibility. A very high proportion of ESMWT
courses were designed, in consultation with war employers, for
this purpose. ESMWT helped airplane draftsmen to become de-
signers; General Electric designers were given instruction in
electrical-induction, metallurgical equipment; Sperry Gyroscope
employees took courses in advanced applications of mathematics,
physics, and electronics to fire-control and flight instruments;
and the personnel of companies engaged in the design and construc-
tion of new catalytic, petroleum-cracking plants attended ESMWT
courses in heat exchanger and pressure-vessel design.
Professional engineers - chemists - physicists - management
specialists - practically everyone in these slowly learned occupations
was snapped up at the war’s beginning. The shortage of such people
.' ); m
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was at least partly averted through the cooperation of the colleges
and universities which participated in ESMWT from 1S40 to 1945. These
institutions trained thousands of men and women through short courses
so that the continued demands of war production could he met."*"
2
ESMWT in 1944 was opened to shop stewards through Pennsyl-
vania State College which had previously done stewardship training
work.
2 . Food Production War Training
Before examining the Training Within Industry Service, we
should note, in passing, the Food Production War Training (FFWT) pro-
gram, the activities of which were coordinated by the War Manpower
Commission's Bureau of Training (as are all agencies mentioned through-
out - save U.S.V'.S. and the service of the Veteran’s Administration).
•Since no figxires are available for the number of employees trained for
industry by this program, we can bat state that one of its purposes
was to provide mechanical trainirg for persons (for whom war production
training was unavailable) who might enter war industries.*' FBWT, in
cooperation with State boards for vocational education and local boards
of education, was specifically assigned to give training of less than
college grade.
3. Training Within Industry
The Training Within Industry Service of the WMC has received
1 . Ibid.
, p . 6
.
2. C.I.O. "Report”, op. cit
. ,
p. 3.
3. ’War Manpower Commission, op. cit., p. 3.
1.
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more publicity than any other training service although it was di-
rected to a minority group in our economy-management’s supervisors
(labor’s leaders have recently been included).
TWI ' s life history may be summarized by citing six events:
TV/I was (a) created by Council of National Defense in June 1940,
(b) transferred to Office of Production Management on March 18, 1941,
(c) transferred to War Production Board on January 16, 1942, (d) trans
ferred to Federal Security Agency by Executive Order No. 9139 of
April 18, 1942, (e) transferred to War Manpower Commission by Execu-
tive Order No. 9247 of September 17, 1942, (f) abolished ' :ay 22, 1945.
TWI itself assisted those responsible for training to iden-
tify needs, organize programs and increase effectiveness. This par-
ticular phase of the TWI program offered a four-day Institute for no
more than ten men responsible for organizing training within their
own establishments. They were given coaching and took part in prac-
tice sessions on how to plan training which met specific production
needs and how to organize these training plans into an operating
plant training program. The schedule of the Institute was three con-
secutive days and a fourth day one week later. During this one-week
interval the ten participants worked in their own plants on the iden-
tification of production problems which could be met through training.
TWI, in cooperation with State boards of vocational educa-
tion, assisted first-line supervisors in acquiring skills in their
1. War Manpower Commission, oc. cit.
,
p. 8.
''
1
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The VvMC recognized that the shortage ofeveryday on-the-job work,
skilled and experienced supervision was the biggest handicap our war
economy had to overcome and directed this program to help solve the
problem through three, short, intensive training programs for em-
ployed supervisors: Job Instruction Training (JIT), Job Methods
2
Training (j T), and Job Relations Training (JRT):
1. Job Instruction Training was an intensive ten-hour program of
five two-hour sessions designed to give the supervisor or ex-
perienced worker practice in "how to break in" men on new jobs.
TWI field staff members prepared plant men to put on this train-
ing program, or, in small plants, arranged for instruction by
Trainers paid from State Vocational Education funds.
2. Job Methods Training helped management to make more effective use
of the manpower, materials, and machinery available in their
plants through fully using the inventive ability of their super-
visory forces. In this ten-hour program supervisors practiced
how to improve methods of doing jobs for which they were respon-
sible. In a word, JMT made supervisors conscious of time and
motion studies.
3. Job Relations Training gave the supervisor pointers and practice
am how to .work with people in a way that gains cooperation and
1. Ibid
.
,
p. 10.
2. Manpower Review, op. cit. p. 9.
--
.
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promotes teamwork. It gave the supervisor training and practice
in a method which (a) provided a good foundation for ereryday
relations with the people whose work he directed and (b) set up
a pattern for. handling the problems that do arise. In this 10-
hour program supervisors brought in, for practice, plant situa-
tions with which they were currently dealing.
Well over 1,000,000'*' supervisors received certificates of
completion of one or more of these three programs up to January, 1944.
Only since that time has TWI aided in developing labor training pro-
2
grams through JRT. Using the one successful principle - leann while
doing - TWI’s staff trained local union people who in turn trained
union stewards along the lines that supervisors were trained in JRT
as described above. The Shipbuilding vYorkers (CIO) started using
TWI in 1944. Since the supervisor’s manual needed to be revised for
stewards, three union officials did it, but retained JRT's over sim-
plified, basic four-step method for handling problems: 1. know ob-
jection; 2. get facts; 3. weigh and decide those facts; 4. take
action (and check results). By June 1945, over 400 stewards were
3trained through the TWI program in the Shipbuilding Union alone.'"
1. Ibid.
,
p. 10.
2. CIO "Report”, op . cit.
, p. 2.
3. Ibid.
,
p. 2.
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II FACTORS INFLUENCING THE POST-WAR STATUS
OF TRAINING SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
In Part I, dealing with the situation of war time training
services made available for industrial workers by the Government, wre
were able to consider factual data. Here, however, in establishing
considerations that may collectively determine, to a greater or lesser
degree, the post-war status of these services, we must necessarily
evaluate opinions, impressions, and estimates, as well as factual data.
The status of these services would be easier to determine if there
were clear agreement as to size and nature of the need (demand) for
training or retraining and as to how well the war services performed
their function. We shall cite the services which have had enabling
acts, and consider proposals and statements by influential parties or
groups. The purpose of this whole section will be to accumulate evi-
dence upon which intelligent conclusions may be based in answering
three questions: 1. which training services will continue to be
available in the post-war? 2. which ones may continue? and 3.
which ones will not be available through the Government?
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A. EVIDENCE OF NEED
1.
The Big Shift
That the need for retraining millions of workers exists is
indisputable. The Chairman of the War Production Board, Mr. Krug,
stated before V-J Day that "at least 7,000,000 men and women will
«2
shift place of employment due to contract cancellations. In April
1944, the MC anticipated the "task of past-war reconversion will
involve realigning the whole labor force of some 30,000,000 persons".''
On October 1, 1945, Mr. John W. Snyder, Director of the Office of V/ar
Mobilization and Reconversion, issued his report entitled "Three Keys
to Reconversion" in which he forecast an unemployment rise and a 40
4
to 50% increase in goods and services above pre-war levels. In a
capsule recapitulation of the human side of the transition from war
to peace, Mr. Snyder said that 18,000,000 persons would have been re-
leased from war production or combat between Japan’s surrender and
\
the end of 1946 (9,700,000 from the armed services alone). The size
of the big shift is then pretty clearly indicated at this point; that
retraining will be needed is obvious; that the government will under-
write the training of perhaps 14,000,000 ex-service folk (within seven
1. On October 1, 1945, Mr. Joseph Salerno, Head of Mass. CIO, said in
a telephone conversation with the author that "the CIO anticipates
about 12,000,000 people to be seeking work between now and April
1, 1946." Mr. Salerno expected 8,000,000 would find jobs - thus
leaving a minimum of 4,000,000 unemployed by April 1, 1946. Mr.
Salerno stated that this estimate was generally accepted as rea-
sonable by National CIO officials.
2. "The Christian Science Monitor", May 29, 1945, p. 1.
3. "Manpower Review", Vol. 11, no. 4, April 1344, p. 1.
4. "New York Times", October 2, 1945, pp. 1 and 16.
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to ten years) through the G.I. Bill, is indeed significant.
2 • Baruch-Hancock Report
The Baruch-Hancock "Report on War and Post-War Adjustment
Policies” has the dynamic theme "To Win the War and to Prepare for
Peace". One recommendation is that the human side of reconversion
be taken care of by providing retraining for veterans and war work-
ers. By Executive Order on February 24, 1944, in line with recommen-
dations of the Baruch report, the President set up in the Office of
War Mobilization a Retraining and Reemployment Administration headed
by Brig. Gen. Frank T. Hines, then the Administrator of Veterans
Affairs. ^ With the assistance of a Retraining and Reemployment Poli-
cy Board, consisting of nine members (representing the Department of
Labor, the Federal Security Agency, the War Manpower Commission, the
Selective Service System, the Veterans Administration, the Civil
Service Commission, the War Department, the Navy Department, and the
War Production Board) the new Administration will have general super-
vision and direction of the activities of all Government agencies
relating to the retraining and reemployment of persons discharged or
released from the armed services or from other war work. It will
issue regulations and directions and advise on emergency problems with
appropriate committees of Congress, and will develop programs in con-
sultation with the agencies represented on the Policy Board. In
other words, the Executive Order directs the new Administration to
1. "Manpower Review"
,
op. cit.
,
p. 1
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utilize existing agencies and function through them to the fullest
extent possible, avoiding duplication and overlapping in the work
now being done.^
3. National Resources Planning Board Report
Perhaps the first and clearest statement of the post-war
training problem and recognition of the need for retraining was by
the National Resources Planning Board. The Board’s declaration is
2
so relevant that it is worth quoting extensively:
"When hostilities cease, many million men and
women who have been members of the armed ser-
vices or workers in war industries will need
to find employment in civilian activities,
many of which have little or no relationship
to the work they have been doing. Among those
persons will be many who have never worked in
a civilian occupation. Undoubtedly, several
million of them will need wither pre-employment
traini ng or retraining. *
The training program will need to be as diver-
sified as the*
-
present program for the training
of workers in war industries. It will include
full-time employment training for those prepar-
ing to enter new occupations; and training on
the job with related training provided by
schools, colleges, and universities, for those
who are employed and need training to increase
their effectiveness in present work or to pre-
pare them for advancement.
1. June 8, 1945, President Truman announced he had accepted General
Hines' resignation. The President has appointed General Omar
Bradley as head of Veteran's Admini strati or but the Administrator
of Retraining and Reemployment has not been named at this writing
in October, 1945.
2. National Resources Development Report for 1943, Part I, "Post-
War Plan and Program", National Resources Planning Board, Washing-
ton, D.C., pp. 79-71.
* Underlined by author.
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Many of those demobilized will be youth whose
education was interrupted by the war. For them
a full-time program of general education, at
the level of high school, college, or universi-
ty, should be available. Others among those
demobilized will need a part-time program of
general adult education.
No one can new foresee how many men and women
serving in the armed forces or wording in war
industries will become injured or otherwise
disabled to the degree that retraining will be
necessary as a part of rehabilitation. Educa-
tion should be prepared to provide whatever
training proves to be needed for both war dis-
abled and other disabled persons.”
B. PROPOSALS
1. A New and Accepted Concept of Government
In all d*scu\Ssions of educational policy in the post-war
years, the role of the federal government is a matter of much concern.
There are divergent views, but the trend seems to be toward recog-
nizing a function for the federal government which most educatdrs a
few years ago would have contemplated with great distrust.
Our traditional fear of a central government and, as a con-
sequence, the determination to prohibit the federal government from
participation in education, derives from a conception of the state no
1
longer appropriate to a modern democracy. Government 'was once an
external, often an arbitrary, agency unconcerned with the vital con-
cerns of the governed. With improved communications on the one hand
1. Johnson, E.P.
,
"Which Way Education?", Information Service, Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, New York, N.Y.,
January 20, 1S45, p. 8.
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and a conception of interdependence that enables people to function
fruitfully in the lives of others, a more intimate relationship be-
tween a government and its people has evolved. Our government is an
extension of our own interests and concerns. It is the organized
expression, the vehicle, of a people's will, designed to realize co-
operatively ends that cannot be realized in isolation. Fear of govern-
ment as such derived from an age in which government signified rule,
not service. It dates from a period of arbitrary restraint and regu-
lation antedating the creation through democratic means of common de-
vices for ministering sensitively to men's needs. (in this instanoe,
the need for a post-war training and educational program as diversi-
fied as the war-time one.)
2 . Proposed National Education Board
Two recent books by educators have shown an awaremess of the
need of post-war participation by the Government in sponsoring and in-
tegrating educational and training programs.
The authors of one book^ advocate federal and state support
for equalizing educational and job opportunity. The authors state
flatly the government- sponsored war-time programs have been character-
ized by a democratic policy and have made such an impact that they
expect a continuance in post-war years.
1. Brooks, D.V.N., and Miller, J.H., "The Role of Education in War
and After", Harper and Brothers, New York, 1944.
• •
fja
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The authors of the other book advocate as their major pro-
posal the setting up of a National Emergency Education Board coordi-
nated with such federal agencies as ISIC, WPB, etc. The Board would be
charged with developing a grand conception of organized education in
America; translating this conception into actual programs; coordinat-
ing school and non-school educational agencies; seeking to integrate
with the schools and with one another the educational functions and
efforts associated with the armed forces and the various federal a-
gencies. The authors,
.
presumably, would be only partially satis-
fied with the Retraining and Reemployment Administration headed by
General Hines, and now, presumably, by General Bradley.
3. Murray-Kilgore Bill
A concrete proposal designed to meet the need for retraining
in the post-war was incorporated in the Murray-Kilgore Bill. Since
this proposal is so indicative of the trend of the time and so illus-
trative of various reactions, its fate invites investigation.
This discussion of the Murray-Kilgore bill is divided into
three main sections: one part merely lists the provisions of the ori-
ginal bill paying particular attention to the training provisions, the
second part contains a critical analysis of the congressional debate
on training which resulted finally in a complete change from the ori-
ginal intent of the authors, and the third part underlines what may
1. Melby, E.O.
,
"Mobilizing Educational Resources"
,
(Written in
collaboration with Melby, as Editor, by Harold Benjamin, Kenneth
Benne, Theodore Brameld, George S. Counts.) Harper and Brothers,
New York, 1S43.
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be, historically, the significance of the episode. The whole em-
phasis herein is on training.
On August 1, 1944, the bill (S. 2061) was placed on calen-
dar^
-
of U.S. Senate by Senator James Murray to provide a national
program for war mobilization and post-war adjustment. Specifically
the bill, temed Murray-Kilgore Bill, provided^ in Title I for the
creation of office of War Mobilization and adjustment with a Direct-
or and an administration staff to coordinate war agencies and to pre-
pare for elimination or establishing bureaus created by Executive Or-
der and do everything to foster full employment. Title II set forth
policies to be followed in cutting back war production and resuming
peacetime civilian production. Title III will be discussed fully be-
low. Title IV directed the National Housing Authority's administrator
to survey needs and to develop programs for private housing and public
works needs.
Title III created a Retraining and Reemployment Administra-
tion whose Work Administrator would establish a unified reemployment
program covering the recruitment, training, transfer and placement
of returning servicement and workers in war and civilian production.
The Work Administrator would be authorized to pay transportation of
1. A Bill, S. 2061 (Report No. 1036), "To provide a national program
for war mobilization and post-war adjustment." 2nd Session, 78th
Congress, Washington, D.C., August 5, 1944.
2. Report (to accompany S. 2061) Washington, E»C., August 5, 1944.
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workers and ex-servi cement
,
dependents and household effects from last
previous residence to new jobs, to provide to any person with vocation-
al free education for six months full-time study, or its equivalent,
and maintenance (<|50-$100) . Mustering out payments in two installments
ranging from $100-1150 would be paid veterans plus an additional in-
stallment for each year of active service. A government agency would
be authorized to pay unemployment compensation based on average weekly
wage earnings, ^uch compensation would range between $20—?35 depend-
ing on dependency status.
Now, let us direct concentrated attention to an examination
or the arguments for and against Title III and what significance those
argments may bear in relation to the future.
Historically, the first acceptance of the provisions of
Title III was in the Baruch Report^- in which a Work Director was re-
commended to see that human side of demobilization is not forgotten
"by developing adequate machinery for job placement of veterans and
demobilized war workers, ....resumption of education interrupted by
war, vocational training, the special employment problems of the great
war industries and others.” In the 1942-44 period there was much talk
of "soldiers of the production front" in an effort to glamorize and
make popular, through patriotic motif, the jobs needing workers in war
1. Congressional Record, "Proceedings and Debates of the 78th Con-
gress," 2nd Session, Vol. 90, No. 125, Washington, D.C., August
10, 1944, p. 6906.
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industries • While Baruch assumed the concept had caught on, the
A.F.L. and C.I.O. were the only organized groups giving lip service
to such an analogy. The mass of public opinion could not accept the
idea, because of the obvious pay differential and Congress' failure
to pass a National Service Act. The American Legion was quick to
seize upon this point as shall be shown later. ^ But the Baruch Re-
port focused attention on the need for training (or retraining) not
only of veterans but also of war workers, ^ith the exception of Sena-
tor Robert A. Taft (R.
,
Ohio) no Congressman raised the point that
retraining was not necessary or should not be given. The objection
was to the classification of veterans and war workers in the same
category and to the way the administration of such a provision should
be carried out.
The Senate gave the "Murray-Kilgore” Bill a ” legislative
mauling” as Representative Thomas A. Jenkins (R.
,
Ohio) described it,
when Senator James E. Murray (D.
,
Montana) proposed his bill as an
4
amendment to (S. 205) a bill to amend the Social Security Act, popu-
larly known as the George bill. The House's Ways and Means Committee
so dissected the George bill that, since it was unrecognizable, the
Dingell bill was substituted for the Ways and Means Committee's ver-
sion, and, although Representative John D. Dingell (D., Michigan)
U Ibid ., pp. 6907f
.
2. See three pages later.
3. Congressional Record, op. cit.
,
No. 125, August 10, 1944, p. 6910f
4. Congressional Record, op. cit.
,
No. 123, August 8, 1944, pp. 5835f
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admitted he was not familiar with what it said, it proved to be sus-
piciously similar to the George bill passed by the Senate. The George
bill emphasized the need for broadening the base of coverage by so-
cial security, but took every precaution to guard against "federali-
zation of State unemployment insurance systems while displaying a com-
plete lack of understanding of the post-war unemployment problem (for
example, merchant mariners, arsenal, ship yards, navy yard, munition,
,
2
etc., workers are not covered). But still we shall keep an eye on
the elusive, proverbial ball and trace the philosophy of Congressmen
on employee training regardless of the four (and the final compromise
fifth) bills in w'hich it appears.
Senator Murray and Senator Walter F. C-oerge (B., Georgia) both
plagiarized Baruch (Hancock) terminology in approaching Shuman demobi-
lization". Whereas unemployment compensation is a negative approach
to the unemployment problem, retraining is a positive one. Senator
Murray stated that in recognition of the fact that expanding civilian
production will inevitably call for new skills, his amendment, would
provide "a comprehensive program of vocational training and education
to take care of unemployment situations which will nevertheless arise
in special areas of the economy and for limited periods of time.”
Congress recognized training as the sine qua non of the war production
1. Congressional Record, op. cit
., Ho. 138, August 29, 1944, pp. 7339f
2. "The Washington Post", Vfeshington, D.C., August 28, 1944, Editorial
Page.
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goal and in every contract let by agents of the U.S. five per cent of
the total contract price was allowed for the training of workers.
x
2
A similar principle was accepted and supported in the training phase
of WPA program. Jane 30, 1942 General Fleming reported that it al-
ways had been the policy of WPA to assign workers to projects to re-
tain skills or to train new skills to more readily fit private indus-
try's demands. Congress granted funds to UYA, CAA, Dept, of Labor,
and Office of Education that was spent on vocational training, but na-
tional socialism did not result (as predicted at the proposal of the
Murray-Kilgore amendment). These precedents were not mentioned in
Congressional debate of these issues, but rather testimonials from
AFL and CIO were read in support of both the Murray-Kilgore bill and/
or the George bill.
The reasons why individuals and g*j>ups opposed these measures
are interesting: let us start with the American Legion and then examine
the main worries of Congressmen.
3
An analysis of the American Legion's objection points to
one single fear - the leveling of the benefits of a veteran to those
of a non-veteran. The Legion did not comment on the need of retrain-
ing (assumed it is necessary) b\it expressed disapproval of (a) plac-
ing any matter of veterans under anything save the Veteran's Adminis-
tration (b) classifying civilians with veterans in matters of unemployment
1. "Congressional Record", op. cit
., p. 6835f.
2. Federal Works Agency, "Report on Progress of the WPA Program,"
Washington, D.C #J June 30, 1942, pp. 7 and 27-29.
3. Congressional Record,, op. cit., No. 124, August 9, 1944, p. 6886.
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compensation, reemployraeiit
,
retraining and education. In short, the
Legion argued that the veterans are a special, privileged groups who
should get the biggest piece of perk from the legislative barrel. We
shall not discuss the motive of the Legion to perpetuate itself in
power by championing the new veteran’s cause when almost all of its
present-day membership is civilian workers.
Senator George D. Aiken (R.
,
Vermont), apparently in sympa-
thy with the principle of federal coordination of employee training,
feared the Work Administrator would have the power to demand the work-
er to go to a prescribed school under penalty of losing compensation.
This interpretation was farfetched, but Senators George, Kilgore and
Murray were willing to accept an amendment to clarify the point. "The
intend, " said Senator Harley Kilgore (D.
,
West Virginia), "was
only to provide training where training was necessary. In other words,
if he wanted a job and was not trained for it, he could get the train-
ing necessary for that job, if it was the only suitable one to be
found for him."
Senator Chapman Revercomb (R.
,
West Virginia) has several
p
objections which may be summarized as a fear of the "unlimited" pow-
ers of an administration who could "regiment" the workers by selecting
"any" person or number of persons (even non-citizens), training them
1. Ibid
.
,
pp. 6881f.
2. Ibid., pp. 6881f and 6889
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"anyplace", and placing them "appropriately”. Congress, said Senator
Revercomb, is not justified in educating people for six months at
public expense. He apparently forgot (a) the eighteen-month provision
of the WPA (et alteri) which was extended for special groups, (b) the
intent and philosophy of the bill, (c) the attitude of American work-
er who even in war time objects very strenuously to any encroachment
upon his liberties, (d) eighty-six educational activities of present
agencies.
Senator Taft felt workmen "presumably have learned the
general character of the work in which 'fcrhey have been engaged" and
so do not need training. Such a complete lack of understanding of what
has happened in industry is pitiful. War workers have had job in-
struction which means the millions on war work know' well how to per-
form one simple job (as Northeastern’s Dean White said to the author,
"A segment of a profession or a skill is the most they know.").
Senator Taft further''- objected because the Murray-Kilgore bill would
suppress "self-government". Actually, it would simply put a floor
under unemployment compensation, maintain U.S.E.S. in existence as
clearing house, and coordinate and publicize local training; facili-
ties (once again. Senator Taft’s cry of "state socialism" is without
basis). The Senator went on to declare the bill "destructive to the
American economy, unconstitutional, destroyer of individual liberty"
while Senator Claude D. Pepper (D., Florida) refuted such a claim with
1. Congressional Record, oo. cit.. No. 125, August 10, 1944, p. 6910f.
2. Ibid., p. 6911.
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the fact that state's rights are inferior "to rights of men, women
and children to live fruitful and righteous lives with their fellow
men under God”. These two statements are cited as evidence of the
difficulty to trace development of a training-philosophy. Even Sena-
tor Taft would favor (the George amendment to the original George
bill) a powerless administrator who would recommend to Congress where
training facilities ought to be expanded.
When the Senate bill (the George bill) reached the floor of
the House of Representatives the provision for fcetraining had been com-
pletely deleted. Representative Robert L. Doughton (D., North Caroli-
na), Chairman of Ways and Means Committee, said the reason for the o-
mission was because of the cost element rather than objection to the
principle involved or disagreement as to administration. Representa-
tive Daniel A. Reed (R.
,
New York) feared that the inclusion of an
executive director would make the provisions "political bait", and
turned attention of the House to the Federal Security Agency and
Veteran's Administration whose functions are already defined and are
2
being performed. Mr. Thomas A. Jenkins cited "tremendous sentiment
in the Nation opposed to Federal Government’s entry into school system."
(The dilemma in this issue comes from conflict in the system of
checks and balances and the outright gift of Federal funds without
1.
'
Ibid
.
,
p. '16911.
2. Ibid., p. 6913.
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management or control as to their allocation for fear of encroach-
ment upon state's rights.) The Dingell bill, proposed as an amend-
ment to the House Committee ’ s version, started the debate all over
agiin just as it appeared the training provision was lost. Represen-
tative Emanuel Celler (D.
,
New York) was the chief proponent of this
revamped Murray-Kilgore bill and had the backing of all organized
labor. Mr. Daniel A. Reed cited.''' the Smith-Hughes Act of 1S17 and
George-Deen Act of 1936 providing for widespread development of voca-
tional training as a coope rative activity between the State and Fede-
ral governments. The facilities have been long established and the
relationship is deep rooted and friendly. The Dingell substitute
2bill was defeated on August 31, 1944 by a vote$ of 113 to 41 and be-
3fore the House passed the George bill a joint committee had agreed
that the Retraining Administrator's function would be to confer with
existing Federal and State and local agencies for purpose of coordi-
nating activities. Consider how dissimilar this is from the original
provision.
This historic episode may have revealed some significant
points; such as (a) Congress accepted training as a necessary func-
tion of scientific management, (b) Congress expressed its constitu-
tional right to take care of welfare bf workers by reaffirming support
1. Congressional Record, op. cit
. ,
No. 139, August 30, 1944, p. 7455f.
2. Congressional Record, op. cit
. ,
No. 140, August 31, 1944, p. 7543.
3. Congressional Record, op. cit.
,
No. 153, September 20, 1944,
p. 8089.
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to agencies offering vocational training, (c) Congress is reluctant
to legislate a planned economy; not even one which fcrould have the
Federal Government pay the cost of selecting, training and transport-
ing workers, (d) Congress shows a woeful lack of understanding of prob-
lem of training and what the existing agencies are actually doing
(not once was the ftdC program mentioned in debate), (e) Congress will
carefully examine any legislation mentioning veterans but will listen
very carefully to the will of the constituency before acting upon
such proposals.
4. Labor Extension Program
A bill for a labor extension program to be introduced soon
to Congress will, if passed, influence the role of the Government in
workers' education. The Special Services Committee in Ann Arbor, a
group of private individuals with enough money to donate to causes
they feel should be supported, has offered to provide $10,000 to a
responsible labor advisory committee to work for a workers' education
program carried on by the government; i.e., a special bureau in the
Department of Labor responsible directly to the Secretary of Labor.
This would necessitate the introduction of a new bill, drawn from a
bill introduced in 1944 by Senator Thomas of Utah asking for $20,000,-
000 for adult education, asking for $10,000,000 for workers' education
and providing for a labor advisory committee and full labor participa-
tion in setting up the program. "A meeting was held with people
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present from the Special Service Committee, the AFL and the CIO, at
which the AFL and CIO were asked to contribute $5,000 each to match
the Committee’s contribution of $10,000”, stetes a CIO report."^
The CIO recognizes that the need for workers’ education must
be either obvious or proved to exist, and phrased its sentiments thus-
lys "The need is pressing, but no program will be possible without a
tremendous indication of need and demand. The AFL and CIO are already
on record for a labor program and the CIO would doubtlessly support
such a program."^
Yiihat is the place of public support in a permanent program
of workers' education in this country? The answer to this question,
concluded Eleanor 0. Coit, Director, American Labor Education Ser-
vice, lies partly in experimentation and testing in the adaptation of
legislation for education to the needs of workers' groups. It lies
in part, also, in the assumption of responsibility for an educational
program by a strengthened labor movement, active in the political as
well as the industrial field; and in its skill and understanding in
working with public authorities in planning for the use and control
of public assistance, in developing a permanent and effective program
2
of workers' education in the country.
^
This brings us immediately to the ability of the public to
support an adequate program of workers' education. Certainly it
1. CIO "Report", op . cit
.
,
p. 4.
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 4.
3. Coit, Eleanor G., "Government Support of Education," American
Labor Education Service, New York, N.Y.
,
1S40, p. 58.
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cannot be done on the basis of state and district support. It has been
sufficiently shown by the report of the President's Advisory Committee
on Education that the poorer states economically have not sufficient
taxable wealth in proportion to the number of children of school age
to support the present program of education.'*' To do that, the finan-
cial aid of the federal government is necessary. It is apparent then
that the expansion of the program of education to meet the needs of
the vast army of workers can be made only when such aid is fcrth-
2
coning.
C. IN THE FUTURE
1.
G.I. Bill
The implications of any piece of legislation that may af-
fect the training of almost 14,000,000 potential employees deserves
careful consideration.
3
Early in 1945, an estimate was published that 1,000,000
returning men and women will seek at least one year of higher educa-
tion; from 300,000 to 400,000 two years; from 200,000 to 300,000
three years; and at least 100,000 four years. The size of such a
training program available through the G.I. Bill is tremendous.
Consider too that, in some fields of civilian life, there will be an
1. The Advisory Committee on Education, "Report to the Committee",
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1938.
2. Baker, Frank E., "Relations With Public Education", Workers'
Education in the U.S., Harper & Brothers, Nev.r York, N.Y., 1941,
p. 246.
3. Johnson, Ernest F.
,
op. cit
. ,
p. 7.
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excess of trained personnel, and retraining programs will be needed.
Thus, millions more may demand their right to the benefits of at least
one year of training (regardless of age).^
On June 22, 1944, President Roosevellp signed an act "to pro-
vide Federal Government aid for the readjustment in civilian life of
returning World V«ar II veterans. The act, officially cited as "Ser-
vicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944" (public law 346-78th Congress -
Chapter 268-2nd Session), is known popularly as the "G.I. Bill of
Rights”. Title II - Education of Veterans - concerns us here since no
other single piece of legislation has granted such liberal education
benefits to so many (14,000,000) people. To relate the significance
of this provision to employee training in post-war industry it will
be necessary to examine fully many details. Let us define who is
eligible, what cash allowances are provided, and the specific types
of training allowed by the Administrator of Veteran’s Affairs. A
special section will be devoted to the attention of apprentice train-
ing.
Above, the figure of 14,000,000 eligibles was mentioned.
The bill provides that any person who served in active duty for 90
days on or before September 16, 1940 (effective date of Selective
Service Act), and prior to termination of the present war shall be
1. As Congress reconvened in September, 1945, there were 1,500
amendments to the G.I, Bill proposed.
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eligible for training for a period depending upon his length of ser-
vice, type of discharge, and age. No benefit is to extend beyond
seven years after the termination of the emergency; however, a man
with nine years service if discharged for any reason save dishonorable
would start his education and training in 1945 and, assuming two more
years before the emergency is declared to be at an end, he could be
eligible for nine full years at government expense. (Such a case is
not inconceivable. A friend of the author has set up such a program
for himself.
)
A consideration of the wording of the bill, then, would have
us conclude that all service men and all service women are eligible and
the most conservative estimates of the total service personnel, in-
cluding those already discharged, arrive at a figure of 14,000,000
1
service personnel before V-J day. This figure need not be modified
even after noting that anyone not over 25 years of age at the time be
entered the service must "have had his education or training impeded,
delayed, interrupted or interfered with" because of entry. Relative-
ly few men and women interested in college education were over 25
years when they entered service and these have little trouble to show
active duty has not caused a disruption of their training to get,
maintain, or progress in their job.
1. Indications in September, 1945, that Selective Service will be
continued for at least two years lead us to consider 14,000,000
eligibles as a conservative estimate.
1.
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Many of the service folk already discharged because they are
unfit for military service are eligible for the benefits of Public
Lav/ Number 16, Seventy-eighth Congress, by reason of the fact that said
lav/ provides Vocational Readjustment and Rehabilitation for Disabled
Veterans of World War II* This fact does not make disabled veterans
ineligible for the G.I. Billj rather, it gives them the opportunity to
choose whichever program they deem will be more advantageous to them.
So, the present 1,000,000 or more discharged, for reasons other than
dishonorable, are eligible for the educational provisions and consti-
tute a part of the potential 14,000,000.
The G.I. Bill allows $50 per month if without a dependent
and $75 per month if with dependents for subsistence while in train-
ing. The term subsistence is aptly chosen because such an allowance
p>er se permits only a level of subsistence in our economic stratum.
The selection of the arbitrary figures of ’c'50 and $75 is probably
wise since it must be high enough so that a person will maintain
health and decency, but yet it must be low enough so as not to be an
encouragement to "educational bums" (such as were experienced after
the last war). Persons attending a course on a part-time basis or
"receiving compensation for productive or other training on the job
at institutions, business or other establishments" shall be entitled
to such lesser sums (as allowances) as may be determined by the Ad-
ministrator.
The decision of the Administrator is to pay allowances for
B.
'
.
"other training". Conceive the tremendous incentive to industry to
hire veterans and to train them. Less than 30% of present service
personnel had a regular job before entering active duty. So 60%
will need training for whatever job they get. A negligible number
of the 30% group will not need retraining. Industry in general, and
New England industry in particular because of its need for skilled
and semi-skilled men to produce its technical products, will do well
to establish formal training programs and have them certified by the
state department of education as capable of training or retraining a
man for the specific job or occupation. Then an employer can say to
an untrained veteran, "Look, Joe, you are worth only 50 to 65 cents
per hour to me as a trainee. You need $50 per week to live as you
would like. So, why not assure yourself of a steady job and a regu-
lar income as a trained man by taking a job as a trainee and getting
the G.i. Bill allowances, thereby giving you an income of $50 a week
until you will be worth that to me at the end of your training." The
veteran too has many reasons for accepting such a proposition. This
possibility has not been explored, as yet, but the potential value and
good will of such a synthesis is tremendous.
As early as October 1944 (and many times since them) in a
speech at New Bedford, the author has been pleading with various em-
ployer's groups to plan for a synthesis between the 6.1. Bill benefits
and Selective Service reemployment rights. The suggested program was
quite different from the on-the-job-training possibilities as outlined
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above, but the end result of a loyal, appreciative well-trained man
would be the same - but on a high job level.
The impetus for such an arrangement might well come from a
progressive college (colleges or scientific and technical schools) to
provide a curriculum that would train and educate men to be better
supervisory material, aides to engineers, draftsmen, accountants,
clerks, production and statistical control experts, technicians of all
kinds, etc. A company would, under such a plan of study, suggest the
type of course to follow, count his senility from the day he enters
school, have the Veteran’s Administrator pay the customary fees to the
institution, and supplement the veteran’s income with an amount at
least equal ($50-^75) to the subsistance allowance. For a very small
investment the company would get (by contrast) the services of a read-
justed man, trained especially for the vacant job. Such training
might last from six months to four years and should include orienta-
'tion to company policies and practices. Professional (the best) edu-
cators would train men in a company-approved curriculum. Wo one de-
nies the need for training men to fill the jobs requiring skilled men
(only a piddling amount of whom have been trained during the Yfar). Is
it not advisable for planning to obtain a combination of the facili-
ties we have and the labor resource we shall have in order to effect
the "best type" working force yet known in this, or any, country?
2. Continuous Training is Nece ssary
The several instances, already cited, of expressions of an-
ticipated demand for training services (perhaps sponsored by the
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government) have been further supported by private interviews and
correspondence. An awaking that "the training and education of su-
pervisory management is a continuous process” is revealed in "Super-
visory Management" a booklet issued recently by the National Associ-
ation of Manufacturers.^- Dr. R.B.W. Hutt, Training Director of the
Ersign-Bickford Company, has expressed a unanimous decision of New
England training men that employee training is not an ephemeral thing
predestined to abandonment now that the war is over when he wrote
that present emphasis on upgrading indicates all training must be con-
tinuous. Dr. Hutt also is representing a general feeling when he says,
"It is certain that employee training will prove to be
more than merely for the duration. Savings in training
time have been demonstrated. Worker attitudes, after
careful training, have proven satisfactory. Only by
training, have first line supervisors been brought to
an adequate realization of the importance of their func-
tions as direct representatives of management in company-
worker relations.
It is anticipated that competition will be keen after the
war and that the margin of efficiency difference between
companies with well trained andwell motivated employees
and those companies lacking these things may prove cru-
cial."
3. Training is a Local Problam.
Only two conservative estimates of the scope of the training
problem have been discovered. One very recent article emphasizes the
problem that $ob shifting is not universal, and so may lessen the de-
mand for retraining in particular industries or locales, but even this
1. National Association of Manufacturers, "Supervising Management,"
New York, 1944.
2. In letter to author in March, 1945.
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article concludes millions will be forced to new jobs. The other
conservative (or pessimistic) tone is sensed in a letter from William
2
Snyder, Secretary of International Typographical Union.
Let us examine, first, the debunking of the theory that
everyone will change-over and there will be delays everyplace before
civilian goods will be produced.
The Baruch-Hancock report of 1944 declared that "a relative-
ly small proportion of American industry will have a reconversion
problem in the true meaning of the word.” Reconversion means a phy-
sical change in the plant; not shifting from war orders to peacetime
orders on the same product.
Thus the huge, vitally important textile industry has no
reconversion ahead. It will continue to make most of the products
now on its looms. Rolling mills for metals have only to change their
rolls to make another product. They do it every day, in peace or war.
The excellent survey made by the industrial publication
Steel supports the Baruch-Hancock report. It shows that only 15 per
3
cent of the metalworking industry's plants face total reconversion.
"Actually," the survey reports, ”49.4 per cent are making the
same products as before the war, while 36.6 per cent are partially
engaged on prewar products.”
1. See following paragraphs.
2. See two pages later.
3. Browning, Arthur, "Will there be a job for Mrs. Jonejf’, The
Christian Science Monitor, June 2, 1945, p. 3.
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Steel's survey found that 80.4 per cent of all plants that
changed products for the war will go back to their former products;
17.3 per cent will go back partially: and "only 2.3 per cent will not
take up their old work to any extent."
Still more interesting, with reference to long delays, the
survey found that 74.4 per cent of stefcl-industry plants expect to re-
convert immediately; 15.6 per cent will require a month; 3.6 per cent
three months; and 6.1 per cent six months or more.
Thus, we may imply the training problem will vary from in-
dustry to industry and from plant to plant. We can support Arthur
Browning’s statement that,
"Reconversion is not as much an adjustment of machines
as of human affairs. The most helpful quality we can
bring to it will be fluidity. Undoubtedly, movements
and counter movements, pressures of all kinds, in con-
cert and in opposition, will force millions of wartime
workers out of job lines, and back to former occupa-
tions and conditions."
Mr. Snyder's attitude is not typical of the whole labor move-
ment, but must be considered because of the powerful pressures that
conservative A.R.L. unions exert. Mr. Snyder states that personnel
experts have told him they expect trouble in downgrading and retrain-
ing. He would frown on large training programs to train skilled
workers and would give little support to expanding governmental bud-
gets for vocational training. His own words are quite clear, as he
wrote to the author on May 4, 1945,
"in the industries where training has been neglected
because the war effort drained off usual sources of
.,
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recruitment we find (in the printing,, building trades,
etc.) employers calling for large-scale training pro-
grams. They are opposed by the trade unions who claim
that the employers are seeking to flood the trades with
more workers than can be absorbed.
Always in the training picture are the vocational
schools. The physical plants of the schools were
greatly expanded in the service of the war effort.
Administrators and teaching personnel have a vested
interest in keeping them expanded and in justifying
their swollen appropriations in the governmental
budgets. The schools, therefore, have been casting
covetous eyes on the generous financial provisions
of the 6.1. Bill of Rights for educational purposes.
However, labor has traditionally evaluated training
limited to schools as being "prevocational" and has
often irritated the schoolmen by not recognizing or
only partially recognizing credits granted by the
schools
.
Labor's attitude toward the schools derives from
its experience that even though the vocational
schools owe their very existence to the trade union
movement, which campaigned for their establishment,
that the schools have been used against the best
interests of the workers and the nation. Many
skilled craftsmen feel that the schools are run
and staffed by men of limited industrial experience and
that they flood the trades with semi-skilled workers
to the detriment of their standards and working con-
ditions."
4. The Cost Element
There is a powerful incentive for management to encourage
a post-war employee training service by the Government. The war-
time extensive service was paid for entirely by the Government.
Even when the training service was a consultative one the cost to
management was borne by the Government since every wartime contract
carried a 5% allowance to take care of the cost of training
t
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employees* fthen goods are produced under private contracts in the
post-war, the cost of training employees will have to be added to the
selling price, or deducted from profits, or shared by the buyer and
the manufacturer. The cost element would, in general, motivate manage-
ment to encourage a continuance and an extension of training services
made available through the Government.
D. EVALUATIONS
1. Scientific Analysis
The discussion throughout has progressed on the assumption
that the wartime governmental services were doing the kind of job
that was needed. Perhaps, we should try to determine how well that
job was done. Whether or not the services will continue is conditioned
by how well they did, No formal evaluation has been made, even by the
WMC,of wartime training services. The Bureau of Training has revealed
only a few of the thousands of testimonials. The various State De-
partments of Education pass off Industry’s appreciation with the re-
mark, "We are too busy to stop for pats-on-the-back n . Only personal
contacts reveal that most training men like their work and are coope-
rative with anyone who may be interested in perpetuating them in their
job. They "sense" whether or not their efforts are filling a need.
They are always seeking evidence to prove their supply of services
meets the demand. In order to justify their existence, they must
1. See p. 34 - as quoted from the Congressional P.ecord
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provide a needed service, and so they gear their activities to meet
needs that are continually changing.
Individual reactions from labor and management are unanimous
in the praise of every activity of the VvMC ' s Bureau' of Training. This
is not to say there have been no criticisms. Management and labor
have made similar observations about the TV?I program: (a) it is very
simple, perhaps it would be too simple if so many people did not over-
look these simple procedures; (b) in the absence of anything better,
it is fine (things are good only relatively); (c) it is clear, suc-
cint but not inclusive enough and takes too much time on one phase;
(d) it is weighted on the side of management.^ These comments are
sound, but are not valid as criticism when we consider the level to
which the program was directed and that the manuals were written for
industry in general and were intended to be interpreted to meet an
individual plant's needs.
Perhaps the only scientific evaluation through statistical
2
analysis of any program has been made by Roy W. Bixler. The ES*!WT
staff received many letters from employers indicating that the par-
ticipating institutions were doing a splendid job of determining
training needs and operating appropriate courses. While there was
strong justification of confidence in the efficacy of the program in
1. CIO "Report," op. cit.
, p. 5.
2. Bixler, Roy W.T^'How Well is the ESMWT Program Serving War Pro-
duction Training Reeds?", Journal of Engineering Education, Vol.
34, No. 8, -^pril, 1944, pp. 526-531.
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this respect, and since members of the staff were constantly seeking
verifying evidences, Bixler was commissioned to study how well the pro-
gram was serving training needs. We may summarize his finding in four
points: a. Highly significant positive correlations were found to
exist between the ranks of the states in volume of war production and
volume of training activity, b. These high correlations have pre-
vailed since the beginning of the training program in 1940. c. Both
training activity and war production have been largely concentrated in
seventeen states, d. Active enrollments, on November 30, 1943, were
found to be concentrated in areas of critical and imminent shortage.
Three justified conclusions may be drawn from Bixler* s study:
a. The highly significant correlations between the ranks of the states
in volume of training and volume of war production justify the conclu-
sion that E.S.M.W.T. placed training in the localities where war pro-
duction was gping forward, b. The concentration of training activi-
ty in areas of labor shortage warrant the conclusion that the 1943-
1944 E.S.M.W.T. Program was sensitive and responsive to the training
needs created by conditions of the labor market in the war production
program, c. Therefore, the findings of the study warrant the general
conclusion that E.S.M.W.T. served the training needs created by the
war production program.
2 . Individual Opinions
Professor Paul H. Nystrom of Columbia wrote"'
-
the author
1 In December, 1944
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that it is his impression "that there are very few companies that have
compiled the evidence in black and white on the need for training",
so we may accept individual statements of endorsement of war training
and its relation to the post-war as satisfactory evidence in determin-
ing how good it has been and if it will be continued. Restrictions
of space necessitate a selection of a few statements that represent
the feeling of approximately one-hundred training directors. For ex-
ample, the Electric Boat Company of Groton, Connecticut states, "we
are convinced that the production knowledge required today must be
obtained by an intensive use of all type of training facilities com-
bined with in-plant instruction". Just as typical is U.S. Rubber Com-
pany’s Naugatuck Plant Manager 1 s statement. Mr. H.L. Carter wrote,
^
within the last few months,
"We strongly feel that training heads the list of
aids in getting greater quality production in less
time. Management often questions those efforts
which produce somewhat intangible or long-term re-
sults .
The Naugatuck Footwear Division of the United States
Rubber Company has always recognized the value of
training. Today, when confronted with the changes,
increases, and interruptions of war production, the
dubious intangibles have become vivid dollar and
cents advantages. The real worth of long-term train-
ing has been brought" home to usJ
Not only our own program but the government-sponsored
Training Within Industry sessions have pointed out
again how instrumental training has been in keeping
the worker satisfied, in getting higher quality, in
1. Sent author copy of letter prepared for WMC
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shortening the orientation period, in getting mere
production faster, and in making the best use of the
people we do have.
It is our sincere belief that if industry does con-
centrate on holding what help we do have throughmore
and better training, we will be doing a lot to speed
up the war of production and hasten victory."
The Industrial Secretary of Associated Industries of Massa-
chusetts, Mr. F.V. Bistrup, comes forward with a significant state-
ment that would have us believe that Industry wants all the war train-
ing services to continue in the post-war period:^
"The principal credit for the accomplishment of
this huge program, I believe, should be given to
the Training in Industry Program connected with
the War Manpower Commission; to our state voca-
tional schools and the technical schools and col-
leges of the state who participated in the Engin-
eering Science and Management courses sponsored
by the government in cooperation with these col-
leges .
In the Post-War period I should think it would be
most logical to expect that similar methods would
be used. Certainly the experience in these last
few years have demonstrated the efficiency of
these plans."
At present, there is a disagreement as to the type of train-
ing to be given, (it is significant to note in this discussion an
assumption of Government cooperation in training programs.) Mr. L.
2
G. McKenney of Hood Rubber Company, Watertown, senses a replacement
of the apprenticeship system with vestibule training. Mr. William
1. Letter to author April, 1945.
2. Letter to author May, 1945.
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Snyder of International Typographical Union says labor particularly
the craft unions, are committed to the apprenticeship principle."*
Mr. C.R. Dooley, Director of TWI and Socony Vacuum Company Training
Director stated his feelings in a letter to Senator Thomas in con-
nection with Hearings on the "G.I. Bill". To quote a section of a
copy he sent the author,
"It has been my experience in private industry, and
as director of a Government training activity in
World Wars I and II, that one of our most serious
manpower deficiencies lies in a shortage of all-
round skilled workers. If we could have gotten our
apprenticeship program well enough under way in
peacetime to have had enough men trained to fill
the essential supervisory jobs in war industries,
our problem of training and even of production sould
have been greatly simplified.
"While the recommendation I am endorsing will tend
to strengthen the apprenticeship program and assist
in producing the kind of trained men we need in
peace as well as war
,
I feel that the principal
consideration is the fact that the Nation should
help these men to secure the training which other-
wise they will lose because of their service to the
Nation."
What appears to be a difference of opinion is simply a
failure to state that, because of the technology in manufacturing,
some firms will be able to use men to perform some very specialized
operations while other firms will need men of greater versatility.
Mr. Ansel Cleary, Assistant Director Apprentice Training Service, has
2written this reply to the question concerning TWI’s program and its
1 .
2 .
See p. 49f
May 1945.
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effect on the thinking of those in industry with respect to apprentice
ship.
"
, . . ,we are finding that both management and labor
are taking a greater interest in training skilled
workers than ever before. This trend we think is
due to the fact that the experience generally is
that narrowly trained workers are not sufficiently
versatile and that both groups are growing more and
more to appreciate the value and advantages in having
workers with the broad skills which apprenticeship
produces
.
"Industry has always done a certain amount of job
training, and we are convinced that from the ex-
perience obtained in training new workers during
the war period, management will have discovered
proper training methods sufficiently profitable
that there will be a considerable extension of
the training effort over anything done in peace-
time."
3. Other Considerations
Two final considerations must be mentioned in evaluating
the training program of the a. the time element and b. the
number trained. Yve need not labor the point that time was of the es-
1
sence in winning the war. The training of 20,000,000 men and women
is testimony that speaks for the worth of the program. The impact
of \anv factor in our economy that influences the lives of 20,000,000
workers is bound to 1^ ave a lasting impression. What exactly this
impression will be cannot be determined in advance. It is not un-
like ly that workers and ex-service men and women may demand their
right to be trained in order to survive on the economic battle-field
2
in the post-war era.
1. War J anpower Commission Bureau of Training, "Growth of Organized
Training since 1940", Government Printing Office, Washington,
April, 1944, pp. 1-21.
2. This concept of a right to be trained is a corollary to the one
of a right to work.
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E. CONCLUSIONS
The one inescapable conclusion to be drawn from the cita-
tion of the training services available during the war and the fac-
tors influencing the post-war status of Government training services
is that it is impossible at this time to answer "vhich war training
services definitely will be available in the post-war era?"
As recently as the end of May 1945, the House of Represen-
tatives eliminated all appropriations for war training programs con-
ducted by the U.S. Office of Education, and the Training Mthin In-
dustry program, and reduced the defense appropriation of the Appren-
/
tice Training Service. Therefore, the only training programs,
available during the VE to VJ-Day period and now the post-war period,
are those conducted under the regular program of the Apprentice Train-
ing Service and the vocational programs under the regular ^ith-Hughes
and George-Deen funds, plus whatever carry over of ESMWT type of
training that the colleges and universities see fit to offer.
In a letter to the author on June 11, 1945, Philip S. VanWyck,
Director, Bureau of Training 1RMC, pointed out that a Bill, Senate 619,
has been introduced which would provide $97,500,000 for an extension
of all types of vocational training by the local vocational schools.
What the fate of this Bill will be is impossible . to predict at this
time.
It is not to be concluded that cut backs by Congress in the
period between VE and VJ-Day were indicative of a post-war Government
;
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policy. The sentiment of the Nation is perhaps best expressed by the
Connecticut Post-War Planning board when it says that it is generally
recognized that the Federal Government of the United States possesses
a primary responsibility in attempting to deal wmth the problem of
post-war training. Certainly in behalf of those who have been serving
in the armed forces, the responsibility is clear for the provision of
financial means to make additional education and training possible
wherever needed or desired. Also, for those displaced by war industry,
it is deemed wise, if unemployment on an unprecedented scale is to be
avoided, for the Federal Government to facilitate the transfer from a
war to peace economy through the provision of the financial means for
retraining. Economic consideration alone still dictates the wisdom
of such a course, in the light of the experience yielded by the de-
pression in carrying the burden of unemployment relief.
Even though every statement as to the post-war status of
training services must be qualified by a recognition of thfeir depen-
dency upon the employment situation, it is worthwhile to examine the
present status of these agencies:
1. USES2
Unquestionably, the United States Employment Service
will continue to play an important role in the employ-
ment field. Its veteran's representatives bespeak
1. "Interim Report to the Connecticut Post-^ar Planning Board", by
the Committee on Education, Hartford, Conn., July 1, 1944, p. 90.
2. United States Employment Service - see p. 2.
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its perpetuation. Its testing service and referral
service to training programs in accordance with oc-
cupational trends and needs will be relied upon by
both employers and employees.
2. ATS 1
Apprentice Training Service is, today, says Mr.
Jerkins, New England Regional Supervisor, being
demanded by employers more than ever. It is dafe
to expect a greater-than-ever demand for aid,
added Mr. Johnson, his assistant, in an interview
in May 1945, for service in establishing apprentice
programs in the next ten years.
3. ESMWT
There is a great need in industry, declares the
2
Connecticut Post-War Planning Board, fcr the
technical institute type of training, consisting
of short intensive courses at the college level
designed to fit persons for immediate practical
duties. It is fairly safe to assume that a pro-
gram similar to the ESMWT Program will be organized
and financed by the Federal Government to assist in
the retraining of war veterans and war workers.
1. Apprentice-Training Service - see p. 4.
2. "Interim Report", op. cit.
,
p. 90.
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Experience with the ES^WT Program has shown
the effectiveness of instruction applied di-
rectly to specific jobs, and in the future,
perhaps, more emphasis should be put on appli-
cations and less on principles in technician
(but not professional) training, the Board con-
tinues.
Experience in ESMWT^ has indicated the desira-
bility of night schools in engineering colleges,
and has resulted in increased recognition of
the need and value of extension services and
programs of adult education. It has also in-
dicated a need for subsidized graduate study
for Civil Service employees as well as for in-
dustrial employees - the Board states unquali-
fiedly.
4. YAS
The National Industrial Conference Board has
2
reported that employers intend to continue to
demand the services of the Visual Aids Service
to a greater extent in the post-war.
1. See pp. 16-20
2. See p. 7f.
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5. Vocational training for Production Workers:
Above is cited a Bill currently under consi-
deration to provide 197,500,000 for vocational
1 2
training. The experience of VTVFFW will be
helpful in supplying teachers and curricula for
any vocational training program.
To cite five concrete services that probably will continue
(the degree to which they will continue is not yet clear), is to
give only part of the picture, '^he aid to veterans is already promi-
nent. The subsidy for war-workers retraining is confidently felt to
be forthcoming.
The influence of other war training services in the post-
war may not be experienced as Government sponsored programs, but
undoubtedly all types of training will use, for example, TWI’s
techniques to a great extent.
Meantime, whether it be the result of a latent interest in
training, or a part of the overall concern of industry for the control
of market operations - apparently multiplying in intensity as the
’’post-war” consciousness of business men becomes more acute - the
pressure for more information on the subject has been stepped up to
a degree unsuspected at the time this assignment was undertaken. c
1. See first paragraph this section.
2. See pp. 8-10.
3. Withess to this demand for information is the studies of the
C.E.E., primarily, and the statements in daily press of such
men as Henry Kaiser and Eric Johnston.
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In view of increasing pressure for information about train-
ing, it would be valuable indeed to have concluded at this point the
post-war status of training services available through the Government.
However, predictions, or intelligent guesses, are all that are warranted.
Both employers and employees have individually expressed
the desirability of a continuation of a service similar to the war
training programs. These expressions of a desire will not become
crystallized as a pressure for legislation until the industrial eco-
nomy experiences the pain of unemployment.
A greater consciousness of the need for more and better
training has been developing, since the war. The influence of military
training will have conditioned millions to adjust to and to appreciate
training for economic survival. The evidence of the extension of
visual aids for training is ovewhelming. The spread of the conference
method is only natural. As one employer summed up, "It is cheaper
for us to pay for good training than to double our personnel."^
With the recognition of the necessity for training to cut
costs, to give the employee occupational dignity, etc., we note the
insistence that training programs be (a) continuous and (b) modeled
to fit the needs of each individual plant. The day of the pseudo-
psychologist and one-shot inspirational pepper-upper is gone. To
1. Committee for Pccromic Development, "Selecting and Training
Post-War Sales Personnel", ho. 5, New T 0rk 1945, p. 7.
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the visiting expert who pontificates, "Plan your work - and work your
plan" employers and employees are asking more insistently "'What work?
What plan? How? Why ?"
Since this recognition of training as the means to effec-
tive operation is so widespread, we may expect the Goverranent to pro-
vide post-war training services at least for the unemployed and "small
business"
.
^
The whole post-war Government training s ervice program will
be conditioned by the employment situation. If unemployment is wide-
spread, we may expect the Government to sponsor a program. If unem-
ployment exists only for these in certain areas or with particular
trades or skills, we may expect technician training programs sponsored
by the Government based upon occupational family group. If "full em-
ployment" is our happy circumstance, training will be done almost
entirely by private individuals and concerns since it will be vir-
tually impossible to persuade a Congress to appropriate training funds
in prosperity.
2Many feel established institutions (schools and colleges)
have the physical facilities and personnel resources to provide spe-
cific services for industrial plant training programs. It is only a
matter of time until such cooperative schemes will be worked out. We
1. Congress has before it in 1945 a proposal to establish a research
unit for small business - an extension of which would be training
services
.
2. Such as Leo O’Neil, former Head of Economics Department, B.IT. (C.B.A.
)
and Erector Utilization of Manpower Civil Service Commission; Dean
White, Northeastern; Dr. R. Small, Mass. Dept, of Education; Dr.
Schell, Professor Industrial Relations, M.I.T.; et altiri.
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do not do educators justice if we doubt their ability to wrangle a
subsidy (if one is needed) out of Congress for any progrem. (Witness
ASTP, NYA, Student Aid, G.I. Bill, etc.)
That the size and scope of Government sponsored training
programs will depend upon the employment situation cannot be overem-
phasized. It is safe to say the Federal Government will have to help
the economy to reconvert. Government aid can be expected to come as
a staff relationship in the field of retraining. We may expect, at
this waiting, such a training to be bigger than before the war, but
not so big as during the war. Perhaps, Government training programs
will establish standards of quality and will develop techniques for
improved training - in addition to working out ways for measuring the
value of training programs. Beyond the five specific services listed
above, the Government will be expected to subsidize vocational (pre-
vocational) training, extension courses for workers' education, and
aupplementary training for all employees as the need develops.
There appears to be a great day coming for those interested
in the training of employees and the role the Government will play in
training will, in all probability, be tremendously influential.
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PART III EMPLOYEE TRAINING IN POST-WAR INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION
Parts I and II noted trends to be anticipated in the role
played by Government training services in the post-war. Part III con-
siders trends in training from a different angle. The opportunity
suggested for colleges is one which has not been set down elsewhere
although labor leaders and industrial men are receptive to the idea.
The check points and the final outline of trends are not claimed to be
the solution of all training problems in post-war industry, but they
do indicate the main areas for investigation and consideration by those
interested in employee training.
A. College Cooperation
1. Training for Industry
Considerable attention has been focused upon the ESMWT
«
(see Part III, Section B). There is evidence that industry ana labor
are aware that colleges have the resources to be of service in train-
ing employees in the post-war.
Mr. R.C. Manhart, Manager of Training for Sylvania Inc.,
stated'*' that he is sure that industry and educational institutions
have a grand opportunity "to work together in not only unfolding the
1. In letter to author, March 22, 1945
«.
i. . '
.
story of the part which training has played in the magnificent produc-
tion record of the war years but also in transferring many of its val-
ues into our oeacetime production and distribution economy*"
Labor, too, is conscious of what has been accomplished of
late and the writings of leaders,^
-
such as David Dubinsky and Mark
Starr, would indicate a strong desire to cooperate both with educa-
tional institutions and management in developing the labor movement.
Perhaps the failure of labor-sponsored colleges (because of lack of
sufficient financial support) has influenced a change from the day
2
when Henri DeMan wrote:
"When Labor strikes it says to its master:
I shall no longer work at your command.
When it votes for a party of its own, it says:
I shall no longer vote at your command.
When it creates its own colleges and classes, it says:
I shall no longer think at your command.
Labor’s challenge to Education is the most fundamental
of the three.”
After five years of unprecedented activity, the vast Govern-
ment-sponsored war training program is drawing to an end as this is
being written. The impact of college level training on the thinking
of management, labor, and educators in planning post-war training
programs cannot be ignored. Since its founding as an emergency measure
in 1940, the vocational project, under the direction of the United
States Office of Education, trained 12,000,000 men and women for war
1. See p. 74f. et alter.
2. "Growing-up 1917-1938" I.L.G.W.TJ*, Norfolk, 1938.
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jobs, at a cost of $5500,000,000. By way of comparison, 60,000 war
workers were trained in public vocational schools during World War 1.^
Colleges and industry learned to cooperate to a greater ex-
tent than ever before . Frequently, the colleges took the initiative
and surveyed the area to find what type of program should be offered
on the campus. Where the need for aviation workers existed, for ex-
ample, the institutions stressed training for them. Courses were
offered at any time of day or night, at any place that suited the
2
needs of the workers involved.
Direct savings to industry as a result of the training pro-
grams are impressive. One company reported a $10,000,000 annual saving
The accident rate dropped as much as 50 per cent, in plants where col-
3
lege courses in safety were installed.'
Perhaps Rutgers University can be cited as an illustration
4
of how the colleges conducted the war training programs. Since the
project started, Hungers trained 56,000 men and women, representing
1,500 industrial concerns in Pew Jersey. Courses designed especially
for specific industries were conducted on the premises of 211 plants.
Graduate courses were offered for refresher and advanced
training to chemists and engineers seeking material substitutes and
more efficient methods of production. Management and labor were
1. Fine, Benjamin, "Education in Review", New York Times, June 3, 1945
p . 27.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 27.
3. Ibid.
,
p. 27.
4. Ibid.
,
p. 27.
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provided with 900 special classes for greater worker morale, efficiency,
and productivity,
A sampling of the trainees shows that 90 per cent, consider
the course to have been worthwhile, They sited wage increases, better
adjustment to the job, advancement to more interesting work, increased
knowledge and skill and greater participation in the war effort as a
result of their studies,’*'
Many valuable lessons have been learned as a res\ilt of the
five years’ experiences, says Dr. John W, Studebaker, United States
Commissioner of Education, For one thing, the school has developed a
pattern of cooperation with the community and with industry. A valu-
able by-product has been the way in which educators have been willing
2
to readjust their curriculum to meet the needs of the day.
Professor Leo O'Neil points out some institutions have planned
programs for vocations before the war, and cited his own insurance
courses at the College of Business Administration, Boston University.
He, along with Drs. Schell of 1 . 1 . T . and White of Northeastern, are
receptive to the idea of colleges taking the initiative and cooperating
with labor and industry by readjusting curricula for specific plants
and encouraging paid employees to be offered courses (training at time
and place that suits their needs). So, it may well be that some of
1. Ibid.
,
p. 27.
2 . Ibid
. ,
p. 27.
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the methods employed in war training will carry over into peacetime
academic life of post-war New England. (A more lengthy discussion of
a proposal for colleges follows in sub-section three.)
2 . Training for Labo r.
The reactions of trade-union leaders and trade-union members
in higher education vary between two extremes. One is the good-humored
scepticism which used the term "professor" in mild derision and pokes
fun at theories and book knowledge. The other extreme accepts with
indiscriminating and often unwarranted respect all that higher education
provides without, in most cases, attempting to make any immediate and
practical application of such knowledge to union problems. At the
level of trade school and technical training, of course, there has
been cordial cooperation, both in securing and administering voca-
tional education. In New York State, educators, employers and union
leaders agree ira setting up apprenticeship systems and in blending
liberal arts with vocational training.
However, some labor leaders point out'*' that there is now an
awakening in our colleges and universities to their responsibilities
in training men and women for administrative work and leadership in
the trade unions. Outstanding as a cause of this changed attitude of
our colleges to organized labor is the great increase in the numerical
strength of the unions during the last decade; also the new legal
1. Starr, Mark, "Cap and Gown Meets Overalls", Guidance, Practical
Arts and Vocational Education, January, 1945, p. 47f.
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status which the unions enjoy in the community, thanks largely to the
Wagner Act. When the unions were literally fighting for their lives,
the colleges, with a few notable exceptions, also shared in the ani-
mosity expressed against them. Too often the colleges trained the
economists, the lawyers, the judges and the business executives who
justified and practiced the boycott against the unions, granted injunc-
tions against their activities and developed in the large corporations
personnel and welfare work to serve as a backfire against the alleged
menace of union organization.
Happily that situation is changing. There is a bridge of
mutual assistance being built between the labor unions and the col-
leges. David Dubinsky, speaking recently, thus welcomed this trend:
"Labor education is already an impressive factor
in the life of many unions today, but its role in post-
war years should become even greater and it should re-
ceive the whole-hearted cooperation from the liberal
educators all over the country who see eye to eye with
us in that matter.
"That some of our leading colleges and universi-
ties are beginning to think in terms of labor educa-
tion and opportunities for training labor leadership
is a sign of the times. I have in mind the interest
of such great institutions as Harvard, Wisconsin and
Michigan universities and several others in the Mid-
west and on the Coast, in sponsoring trade union
schools and courses and fellowship for ambitious and
wide-awake labor men and women. It is something the
labor movement of tomorrow should learn to take ad-
vantage of on an ever increasing scale. A well-in-
formed and intelligent labor leadership is most essen-
tial for the future of labor and of our country in
general."
1. As quoted by Mark Starr (op. cit
. ,
p. 49)
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Already seme forty to fifty educational institutions have
taken steps in this direction.'*' Previously, radical groups had tried
2
to run independent labor colleges. Universities and colleges had
offered their premises to house institutes run by unions,by the Work-
ers Education Bureau, and summer schools run by the Southern Summer
School and the Office Workers School. The Textile Workers Union has
conducted such institutes at the University of North Carolina and of
South Carolina. Wayne College and the University of Michigan have pro-
vided facilities for the Automobile Workers Union groups. The School
for Workers has been an integral part of the University of Wisconsin
since 1921. Less than one year ago, the A.F. of L.'s Educational Di-
rector noted many evidences of growing interest among educational
institutions in working with organized labor, e.g., Indiana University
has distributed over 10,000 questionnaires among labor organizations
in that state to secure information upon which to base an adequate
statewide program of workers education. During the year the director
conferred with the authorities of several universities, at their in-
vitations, on continuing programs of labor education. Among these were
the Universities of North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, New namp-
shire, Washington University at St. Louis, Indiana University, Penn-
sylvania State College, Columbia University and City College of New York.
1. Starr, op. cit.
, p. 49.
2. Black Mountain and the Rand School and the Hudson School are only
three out of many.
3. In the "Report of the Executive Council of the A.F. of L. to the
64th Annual Convention” at New Orleans, La., November 20, 1944,
p. 561.
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The colleges now plan to conduct their own courses in which,
in some cases separately and in some cases jointly, labor and manage-
ment are provided with special courses in industrial and labor rela-
tions. It may be noted, for example, that Connecticut University is
setting up a course in Labor-Management Relations. The School of Com-
merce at the University of Kentucky is providing courses in this sub-
ject. New York University continues to provide special courses. More
ambitiously, the University of Toledo provides a group of courses in
which the student receives "a certificate of labor leadership" and a
university credit of 24 hours. Xavier University, Cincinnati, runs a
labor school and recruits its students among union members. The Uni-
versity of Minnesota provides a 16-weeks course for trade unionists.
In the Far West, the University of California, Santa Clara College and
San Diego State College have organized institutes. The University of
Virginia runs special projects for labor unions. Rutgers University,
as many others, has over a long period, cooperated with the Workers
Educational Bureau. Pennsylva^.a State has used its Extension Division
to conduct special courses for shop chairmen and foremen. Yale gave
scholarships so that trade-union leaders could participate in a gradu-
ate seminar in 1943 and proposes to continue such work after the war.
Temple University (Philadelphia) provides courses on Labor Education
which include leadership training. In the same city, the Board of
Education has set up a program to train shop stewards and other union
personnel. Rockhurst College (Kansas City) has currently a special
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four-year course which proposes to train young men and demobilized sol-
diers for business agents and similar work. The University of Illi-
nois and the University of Chicago have made ambitious plans to serve
organized labor and business. The University of Michigan has newly
appointed a special field worker to assist unions in their educational
activity. The National University Extension Association, which links
together over 50 of the larger universities, has discussed workers’
education in its annual meeting and has a committee to explore and de-
1
velop the field.
The Harvard Labor Fellowships are now in their third year
and have been officially recommended by the American Federation of
Labor. These fellowships are financed jointly by the University and
the Unions. The men are chosen first by their own unions, without
prerequisites - not even a high school diploma. However, the Univer-
sity asks that men be sent who have already proven their ability in
trade-union service. The courses include: Economic Analysis, Trade
Union Problems and Policies, and Human Problems of Administration.
The war has reduced the available student body but the University au-
thorities and the union leaders are satisfied with the advances which
have been made.
2
The A.F. of L. Education Director makes a more sweeping
3
statement in reference to the Harvard program:
1. Starr, op. cit
.
, pp. 49-52.
2. Ibid
.
,
p. 50.
3. 1944 Annual Report (A.F. of L.), op. cit.
,
p. 125.
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"In addition to these formal courses, weekly-
seminars and dinner meetings provided additional
opportunities for discussion and for outside speak-
ers. These students with practical experience, the
majority of whom have held responsible union posi-
tions, have had an influence upon the student body
.
in addition to benefiting by educational opportuni-
ties afforded them.”
Moreover, the A.F. of L. gave Harvard $5,000 to help in the
establishment of the Louis E. Kirstein Professorship. Commented the
1944 Annual Report:
"A proposal to raise an endowment for a chair
to constitute a keystone in a research program in
the human problems of administration was presented to
the American Federation bf^Labor with 'the request
that we make a contribution. This field of labor
relations is so important to us that research under
such auspices should benefit the entire movement.
The Executive Council authorized a contribution."
Another plan in formation is the Pew York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations to be started at Cornell University in
1945. This has received wide attention in the press. The U.S. de-
partment of Labor’s Labor Information Bulletin, A\jgust, 1944, de-
scribed the establishing of this school as "the most important enact-
ment in the industrial relations field," and gave the statement page
one prominence.
In commenting upon the school, the Committee on Education
of the New York State Federation of Labor said in its Convention,
August, 1944:
"The report of the New York State Joint Le-
islative Committee recommended the setting up of
''*•
”
.
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-
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a school of industrial labor relations and $10,000 *
was recently voted to establish such a school at Cor-
nell University. While favoring the extension of
educational activity into this important field and
welcoming the representative given labor in the
eight-man board of control, your Committee makes the
following suggestion:
”1. That the labor representative should play
an active part in determining the curriculum
,
the
methods and the appointment of teachers in the pro-
posed school and not merely serve in an advisory
capacity to certify plans already made.
”2. That the college should endeavor to set
up extension activities in the big industrial
cities to make its work more effective and far
reaching. .
•
"3. That the committee, setting up the school,
shotild take pains to consult with the trade-union
organizations which have already carried through
plans for in-service training and refresher courses
for their officers and members. It should also
cooperated with the Workers Education Bureau and
other groups which have conducted classes, insti-
tutes and summer schools for trade union members.
Such a program of adult education should play an
important part in the solution of post-war in-
dustrial problems.
"Your Committee urges all unions, affiliated with
the New York State Federation of Labor, to study their
own educational needs
,
to initiate training plans and
to be prepared to cooperate with all genuine efforts
made by the new School of industrial and Labor Bela-
tions and all other colleges and institutions to create
educational facilities for union members, subject to
the conditions your Committee has suggested."
In large part these suggestions have already been adopted in
the official plans for the projected activities of the School which
will open in the fall of 1945.
% This appropriation was raised to $200,000. (Source: Kathryn
Lewis, "A Letter from the Secretary Treasurer", UMW - District
50 News, Vol. 4, No. 19, Washington, D.C., July 1, 1945, p. 2.)
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It is estimated that there are at least 100,000 union lead-
ers in the Unted States.^ The staff of the trade unions now includes
a large clerical staff in its national and local offices; some 50 to
60 research workers and two or three industrial engineers who usually
operate from the national headquarters; editors, journalists and writ-
ers; an increasing number of education teachers, directors and counsel-
ors who are responsible for a large amount of educational, recrea-
tional and social welfare activity. In the main, the schools orga-
nized so far aim at the leaders who are responsible for negotiation
and policy formation. In many cases these are only potential leaders
because, unfortunately, the responsibilities of administrative duties
prevent the actual top leaders from abandoning their work and taking
college courses. However, there is no reason why there should not be
refresher courses and in-service training even for such leaders, if
the colleges are able to prove that they have useful skil ls and can
help the union leaders. Incidentally, some of the unions are estab-
lishing close relationships with the technical schools in the univer-
sities. For example, the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers has made an arrangement with Marquette University under which
a number of its members can study the latest developments in elec-
tronics, return and transmit the information to their members in the
2locals. A press release describes the school thusly:
1. Starr, op. cit
. p. 52.
2. Eeston Traveler, November 15, 1944, p. 4.
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"The school, established under arrangements made
by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Union (AFL) and Marquette University, is the first of
its kind in labor and industrial history.
"The attending electricians will be given six
weeks’ courses with classes run eight hours a day,
five days a week. Intensive classroom and laboratory
studies make up the day's program.
"The worker-students are paid while attending
classes. Their union foots the wage bill and in ad-
dition bears tuition and other school costs and tra-
veling expenses. The only cost for students is room
and board.
"Three large companies in the electric field -
General Electric, Westinghouse and Allis-Chalmers -
have assigned experts from their staffs to assist
Marquette faculty in handling the classes."
Undoubtedly, if labor-management cooperation develops, there
will be similar instances of this sort.
3. A Proposal
New England colleges have an opportunity that they never
have had before. Those institutions which are willing to adjust to
0
purposeful education can provide both labor and management a needed
service and be well paid in dollars and prestige.
The war training programs have shown industry and colleges
that training by educational institutions can be productive enough to
warrant its continuance. Cooperative training schemes initiated by
colleges for labor union members have wrorked well. Labor has not been
especially articulate as to its specific needs, but college liaison
men could easily determine them. 'Whether labor and management should
study problems together depends upon the faith each has in the other,
the goodwill built over time, and the present relations in the parti-
cular plant.
.
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The industrialized (and unionized) states in New England
might well anticipate a need for training and retraining as shall be
shown later. New England colleges either individually or cooperative-
ly have the resources in terms of personnel and equipment to serve as
training consultants to New England labor and management. No one can
accurately predict at this time the role of New England colleges in
employee training in the post-war.
V»e can point out here and throughout the need for such a
service is even more apparent now that the Government is removing its
subsidy to College-training-for-industry. Some educators have been
considering the problem and are anxious to become a service unit for
New England industry (M.I.T. has made plans and contacts). If formal
programs are to be amended to fit the needs of particular plants
,
pres
sure must be brought to bear on education-policy-makers. This pres-
sure perhaps never will be organized because individual consultants
will attempt to fill labor's and management's needs. At present an
opportunity merely exists, but it presents a challenge to educators to
modify their philosophy of education. Educators (i.e. New England
College Heads) must have the ingenuity and ambition to seize the op-
portunity by showing initiative and bringing the "mountain to Mohammed
(i.e., contacting, surveying, planning, coordinating, accomplishing
training programs in cooperation with labor and management representa-
tives in individual plants).
In a word, some New England Colleges, by functioning as a
.. .
,
.... :
'
• •
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service to the community (and. this applies to the distributive trades
as well as the manufacturing ones), can provide training for employees
(VJLB defines employees as all who are paid wages or salaries) and
thus make a college a real, living institution contributing directly
to the health (safety) and welfare (in terms of higher pay for great-
er productivity) of its fellow citizens.
B. Check Points
The Association of Consulting Management Engineers has pre-
pared a check list for the Committee for Economic Development. One
of the six steps these consultants would take in planning a post-war
set-up for a plant employing 50 or more persons is to prepare suitable
training. Mien the number of employees has been determined, and their
work and responsibilities defined, it is advisable to review all em-
ployee training programs to see whether these are adequate.
No employer should overlook the fact that millions of men
and women coming out of the armed forces will have experienced the
most intensive and purposeful training ever devised. Modern military
training shows the recruit the whole picture, tells him the reason "why
and is geared to two purposes, beating the enemy and self-preservation.
Future industrial training must likewise be purposeful, and
must show the employee how he can get more out of the enterprise for
himself by helping other employees and the company to get more. All
1* The quarrel with military training is over the mechanics; i.e.,
the lack of follow-through on almost-perfect programs. Criticism
of military teaching is justified!
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employee training programs should be reviewed, the following being
some of the important points to be considered:'*'
"(a) Factory employees.
1. Have adequate programs for retraining factory
employees been worked out?
(a) Will these programs retrain employees for
their new jobs quickly and efficiently?
(b) Have steps been taken to see that instruct-
ors are properly trained? Do these instructors
command the respect of their audiences?
2. Do employees thoroughly understand the reason
for training programs?
(a) Are these programs interesting?
(b) Do the students show a desire to learn more?
(c) Do they feel that these programs are intended
to help them eern more?
(b) Supervisory, engineering, sales and office
employees
.
1. Have programs been devised for the instruction
of employees in foremanship, for superintendents,
etc ?
2. What steps are taken to extend the education of
engineers, to keep them up-to-date with advances
in technical knowledge?
3. What sales training methods are in use for your
sales force?
(a) have plans been made to inform salesmen of
changes in market requirements, new products,
changing requirements of customers, etc?
4. Have plans been made for proper training of
clerical, stenographic and other office employees?
(c) Management personnel.
Many companies make a practice of calling to-
gether the top management of the company to
regular sessions at which the objectives and
the methods of running the company are dis-
cussed.
1. Handbook No. 1, "Planning the Future of Your Business", Asso-
ciation of Consulting Management Engineers for C.E.D., New York,
January 1945, p. 14.
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While such sessions may well he devoted
largely to the day by day problems of running
the company, provision should be made for ob-
jective discussions of long range policies, plans
and procedures designed to bring about more ef-
ficient operation, lower costs, greater sales and
bigger profits."
Admittedly, the considerations above are quite general, but
a realization of the usefulness of such a list is apparent when com-
pared with the useless platitudes of the Massachusetts Committee on
Post-war Readjustment; for example, "plan now. . .make a check list of
all affected by planning. . .including. . .personnel."^ If such general
phrases constitute planning, how small our training problems must be!
The program of the Connecticut Post-^’ar Planning Eoard il-
lustrates a contrasting situation to that in Massachusetts. The con-
stituency of both post-war committees is similar (in that people from
similar walks of life serve), but the results are amazingly different.
2
One illustration will be given below.
Whether consciously or unconsciously, whether formally or
informally, and whether well or poorly administered, and no matter
what it may be called, every company has always had some sort of train-
ing for its employees; and if there is one common denominator that has
been agreed on bj' those who have been comparing notes, it is that plans
must be individual for each company.
1. "Business Planning Now for V Day", Committee for Postwar Readjust-
ment, Boston, Mass., March 19, 1943, pp. 1-25.
2. See two pages later.
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It is, therefore, not the purpose of this paper to provide
any formula - or even to suggest the details of what the training
policy or methods of any individual company should be. But the cross
section of experience compiled herein may serve as a table of reminders
for consideration in developing or revising training plans.
The International Ladies Garment Workers’ Union is famous for
leadership in field of workers’ education and so it may be helpful to
know what it anticipates:"^
"While the future cannot be clearly mapped owing
to the uncertainty about when and how the World War
will end,^ the following tasks and lines of develop-
ment seem clear:
1. Greater utilization of institutions of higher
learning for trade' union training under ap-
propriate safeguards on the lines of the Har-
vard experiment.
2. Closer cooperation with shop chairmen and
business agents to ascertain the needs of
our members and so better to recruit them
for study groups and activities; to carry
ideas into the shops and homes by picto-
rial leaflets; and to increase refresher
courses for our officers and classes for
new members. The work of the Officers’
Qualifications Courses should be extended
to new areas.
3. Improved training for our teachers and edu-
cational directors by special institutes
with better organized progressing courses
for our advanced students.
4. More varied supply of visual aids, movies,
filmstrips, pamphlets and books, and a bet-
ter check on their use.
5. An extension of our aim to world vistas and
1. "Annual Report" ILGWU, New York, May 31, 1944, p. 17.
2. In October 1S45, the ILGWU had made no statement of post-war
plans
.
..
.
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international organization, starting from our
shop and local community and widening out to
secure international cooperation and under-
standing to overcome the repercussions of the
war and its intensification of our social prob-
lems.
"The educational activity of the ILGWTJ will thus
be ready to keep step with progress in the future as
in the past."
Certain types of training, such as apprentice training,
can be planned even if there are no prospects at present. In Massa-
chusetts, even though it is a highly industrialized state, in 1945
there are only thirty-five (35) indentured apprentices
.
^
In spite of the Massachusetts Post War Committee's state-
ii H ^
ment that there will be a huge supply of trained labor
,
it will
be necessary to establish broader training programs than have usually
been offered. Development of new industries and new products as a
result of war production will create demand for workers in fields where
little or no training has hitherto been done. At this point the work
of planning organizations, both national and local, comes into sharp
focus. It is probable, however, that the facilities and experience
of the vocational educational departments will be most valuable, even
in training for these new developments.
The Connecticut Post-War Planning Board points out that:'"
"Actually we face an acute shortage of highly
skilled labor during the next few: years. The fact
1. Figure from Robert Nolan of Mass. Dept, of Education when inter-
viewed by author in April, 1945.
2. Mass. Committee, op. cit.
,
p. 11.
3. Interim Report, op7 cit'.
,
p. 103.
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that it takes several years to train a competent me-
chanic, coupled with the fact that industry faces
a tooling job exceeding in scope and variety the
problem of conversion to war production, makes this
irevitable. Apprenticeship, the only thoroughly
tested, economical, and practical method for de-
veloping the essential skills, is a present, as
well as a future must."
Apprenticeship training should be brought down to the
community level. The State apprenticeship councils should promote
community councils embracing representatives of local manufacturers,
local unions, the local office of the United States Employment Ser-
vice, local school authorities, and the representatives of the Appren-
tice Training Service.
hithin the framework of the Federal Committee on Apprentice-
ship, use should be made of existing Federal and State agencies pre-
sently concerned with this problem. To this end, effective coopera-
tion should be established between veteran agencies, the United States
Employment 8ervice, the United States Office of Education, and the
apprentice training school on a national level so that a uniform and
nation-wide approach to the problem may be made.
Past experience has shown that apprenticeship must ope rate
under definite standards with adequate safeguards as to training, ex-
periences, and wage rates if abuses are to be eliminated. The appren-
tice agreement setting forth in detail what the training program shall
consist of should be required and, wherever possible, joint manage-
ment-labor supervision of the program should be encouraged. In fact,
returned soldiers should be referred only to companies which have had
their training programs approved by authorized reviewing agencies.
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which in turn would be governed by basic minimum national standards.
For a great number of the youth and for the greatest number
of the adults it will be necessary to establish a different program.
Trade schools offering training of 4,000 hours or so, and apprentice-
ships of 8^000 hours will not supply the demand for the millions of
skilled and semi-skilled workers required for our multiplicity of agri-
cultural, industrial, and technical service, and for business enter-
prises. To meet this need it will be necessary to establish facili-
ties for short, intensive, direct, but adequate technical training.
During World War I this field of training received its ini-
\
tial impetus, but in a very small way (60,000). The huge industrial
expansion and conversion of ?<orld War II, however, has caused the birth
of several excellent and worth while intensive training plans. From
the experience of these agencies should be drawn the plans for retrain-
ing and pretraining the postwar workers. The experiences of the armed
forces have in some instances amazed the established educational au-
thorities. From them also much can be learned.'*'
Although it is recognized that these emergency plans for in-
tensive training must be approached with a critical attitude, it is
nonetheless true that considerable good can be accomplished by this
2type of training.
1. "Time", July 2, 1945, pp. 49-53.
2. For more information see chapters 1,2, 3, 4.
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It would be easier to fix the probable status of employee
training in post-war New England industry, if there were a study made
of the outlook for industries and occupations."'' No research body or
planning group has completed such a study. Only two studies remote-
ly related to post-war training because of war change have found their
way to the Monthly Labor Review. One article notes a civilian net
out-migration from Maine of 19,033, from New Hampshire of 11,995, from
Vermont of 31,407, and a net in-migration to Massachusetts of 37,032,
2
to Rhode Island of 29,478, and to Connecticut of 127,422. The con-
clusions of this study were too general to be considered in setting up
a check-sheet for post-war training. The importance of these figures
in case of sudden demobilization has been verified with the advent of
Victory.
The other study emphasized the importance of 166 estab-
lishments in Massachusetts constituting less than 0.3 of 1% of all
firms, but employing more than one-third of all the workers. These
166 firms have experienced the biggest increase in employment (ac-
counting for 65,009 or 90% of the total increase in transportation-
equipment, for example). This study would indicate that unless these
1. Even the New England Council has only "thought about” employee
training.
2. Conant, B., "State Variations in War Migration and Post-War De-
mobilization", Monthly Labor Review, Washington, D.C., September,
1944, pp. 481-495.
3. Fine, Verna R.
,
"Employment Changes in Massachusetts in ^elation
to the Post-War Situation", Monthly Labor Review, Washington, D.C.,
October, 1944, pp. 740-746.
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166 firms readjust gradually the impact of war contract cancellations
would disrupt the whole economy of Massachusetts.^
-
The important point
is the element of timing of the changes in employment. The major in-
dustries have been affected differently by pre-war and war conditions,
depending on their importance to military demands; each industry, too,
will be affected differently by post-war conditions. The adjustment
period is not a definite one affecting all industries simultaneously,
nor is it a period that is still in the future, to arrive only when all
the boys get home. The adjustment period is here now; its effects on
industry will continue, irregularly spaced, well into the post-war
period. However, since all but two of the major industries have al-
ready made downward adjustments, the full impact of reduction is being
spread out. The retraining problem is correspondingly lessened because
of the advantage time gives.
Training planners will actually plan for all types of train-
ing, so a listing of considerations of a state vocational administrator
will give the plant training man an insight to what might be available
to him. (Previously, future trends in workers' education from a union
point of view were cited as a similar aid for coordinating the activi-
ties of an extensive training program.) A state vocational adminis-
trator perhaps would consider these several questions.
To what extent can the collaboration between industry and
the schools, which so successfully characterized the War Production
1. The relatively small number of unemployed in Massachusetts in
September, 1945, seems due to little literal reconversion
change of physical plant and equipment).
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Training Program., be utilized in retraining, refresher, and appren-
tice programs? To what extent can skilled workmen, foremen, and other
plant personnel be used as teachers? How can the occupational needs
of particular crafts and industries be forecast? Mil a careful sur-
vey of probable occupational shifts from heavy industry to consumer
goods be desirable? How can the training program parallel this con-
version? How can training on the job best be combined with theoreti-
cal or technical training?^-
C. Trends in Training
Throughout this paper is sufficient data to answer the
question "Why train?" Simply it may be stated employers cannot af-
ford not to train. Training is the means for producing the result of
a highly productive employee whose quality and q\iantity of v:ork pays
in a very short time for the cost of his training. In saving of time
because of accident prevention, the saving on labor turnover because
of well adjusted, productive employees, and the savings due to plea-
sant employee relations, are reasons to motivate even conservative
New Englanders to train employees.
The day has passed when we thought of capital and labor as
abstract ideas. The day may come in our times when we shall talk less
of management and labor as abstract groups. Even now we know they are
1. Similar considerations listed in "A Program for the Education of
Returning Veterans", National Education Association, Washington,
D.C., 1945, p. 17.
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both just people - people, incidentally, with many more potential
points of common interest than points of conflict. Perhaps we are
realizing that the natures and attitudes and abilities of the people
we know as "employees” can, and do, make or break the people we class
as "employers" - and vice versa.
The very essence of the democracy which we Americans cherish
is the conviction that all these individual people are important; and
that, given Government and business leaders in whom they have confi-
dence, John and Jane Average are able to discharge the responsibilities
that, go along with the privileges of freedom, and with the requirements
of their jobs.
The tendency of employers to give more and more conscious
attention to the selection and training of the people who make up
their organizations is a vital part of the growing recognition of the
human responsibilities of business leadership in a democracy - and it
does not make this social trend any less helpful to the public interest
to know that it also seems to have great promise from a strictly-busi-
ness point of view.
A great amount of attention has been directed to the probable
role of training services available through various Government resources
'
" the post-war. A suggestion has been made to New England Colleges to
carpe diem and perform an industrial-community service as a training
resource. Both discussions, from an employer's point of view, serve
to underline possibilities. Many other guide posts (such as the
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thinking of so-called Post-War Planning Committees ) can help an em-
ployer in determining a training policy. This project is not geared
for a specific plant or industry; hence it has limited value in help-
ing to establish a specific training program.
Most post-war plans talk in terms of V-J Day as the Ar^.y
talked of M-Day back in 1939. Our economy is so complex that over-
night changes are impossible. Training plans must be flexible - but
there must be plans if there are to be jobs. An employer is interested
primarily in his own unit, and so this paper would not be complete
without summarizing a few trends that need to be thought about by men
planning post-war training programs. Since Dr. Hutt has observed^-
trained employees may make the difference between success and failure
in the competitive post-war, it will pay employers to consider these
trends in training if they are to attract and keep a high type of em-
ployee who, when trained, will enable them to survive.
The Committee for Economic Development has recently made note
of the usefulness of training in the period after V-J Day. One state-
ment is that: "The several training programs for war workers will con-
2
tinue to be useful in the reconversion period." Charles Meyers has
restated a reminder to personnel policy makers:
"While not part of the hiring process, proper
training is important in attracting and keep-
ing new workers. Those who have been inadequately
1. See p. 47f . - letter to author March 1945.
2. A Statement of National Policy by the Research Committee of the
CED. - "Post-war Employment and the Removal of Wartime Controls",
New York, 1945, p. 23.
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trained not only are poor producers but
often become dissatisfied and quit."'*'
The following paragraphs summarize six trends of a different
nature than has been discussed above. These six points are not to be
considered a summary of all trends since they are merely additional
considerations.
1. Better Selection
Employers and employees, alike, are apt to have more respect
for aptitude tests and various other controls for assuring efficient
selection and assignment. This respect may be due to several real
reasons - because of the work that has been done in the universities
and in industrial personnel departments during the past twenty-five
years; because of their wide-spread use in the relations between the
U.S. Employment Service and employers; and, finally, because so many
millions of young men will have been assigned to square or round holes
by the classifications methods of the Army and Navy.
It will be a long time before any of these £an be accepted
as a full substitute for judgment; but employers may well make more
active use of them as accredited supplements to raw judgment.
Obviously, the training problems are lessened as "better"
personnel is selected. The weighted application blank and the
standardized interview wee& out obvious misfits. Considering the
expense of hiring, indoctrinating, and training, every step forward in
1. Meyers, Charles A. "Personnel Problems of the Post-War Transi-
tion Period," C.E.D., New York, 1945, p. 40.
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reducing turnover of personnel contributes to the efficiency of the
individual employer.
The use of personnel controls to help select employees for
upgrade training has much to offer. Naturally, the development of
higher grade employees is, at least, as important as the training of
new ones.
2. More and Better Training
On the whole, the future will see more evidence of respect
for the general idea of training, and a more scientific approach to
questions of technique and management of training programs.
Notable progress has already been made during the past twen-
ty years; and the present heavy emphasis on training in both military
life and in the production departments of industry is being watched
closely by employers.
A much neglected phase of training has been in upgrading.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics words it thusly (with respect to new
plants ) t '
”A systematic upgrading procedure is an important
step in meeting requirements for experienced workmen.
Success in building up working staffs for new plants
or for plant expansions will depend largely on the ca-
pacity of upgrading methods for developing supervisors
and skilled employees. Although the procedures regu-
larly employed at most facilities may be generally sa-
tisfactory, the large scale and accelerated rate at
which upgrading must take place will usually require
some modifications. These will include a more careful
search for ability and skills among workmen, a review
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of the standards for upgrading to higher jobs,
improved rating methods, more effective means
of acquainting employees with opportunities
for promotion, and supplementary training pro-
grams
3. More Specific Measurement
Employers have long known certain methods of training have
worked - but few know how much
,
or how well, they work. The May 1945
issue of "Personnel" carries a warning to post-war training directors
that they must prove the training warrants the cost.
The difficulty of measuring the worth of sane types of train-
ing is apparent. For example, a hint to the value of a foremanehip
course in employee relations might be reflected, in part, in maintain-
ing a schedule, in absentee statistics, in personnel turnover, in
grievance cases, etc.
One recent step forward is a system for evaluating appren-
tices, devised by O.L. Harvey. Mr. Harvey is aware that faced with the
necessity of proving the value of their work to top management, train-
ing specialists often find themselves forced to depend on guesswork
and implication, and so are unable to adduce convincing evidence in
support of their claims. His article constitutes an attempt to deve-
lop an accounting technique for apprentice training, and to reduce the
various items involved to a dollars-and-cents basis. While Mr. Harvey
cautions that his listing is a tentative one, his paper should point
1. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "improvement
of Labor Utilization Procedures," Bulletin No. 807, Washington,
D.C., February, 1945, pp. 18-20.
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the way toward a more factual consideration of personnel costs
1
The ideas presented in Mr. Harvey’s article represent mere-
ly a theoretical consideration of methods of measuring the costs of
training apprentices and the value of the apprentice as a productive
agent. As a first approximation, the consideration is limited to
broad concepts, and therefore fails to show exactly how each item is
to be measured. Its primary purpose, however, is to suggest possible
items for measurement and a way of balancing costs against returns.
If a standardized method of accounting could be worked out and widely
adopted, the answer to the question "what does it cost to train an
apprentice?" and "is he worth the money spent in training hi i?" would
be available. Sinee lr. Harvey’s study is the only one published, hi
hypothethetioal apprentioe-training profit and loss statement is in-
cluded in Appendix A.
In Summary, training can best be evaluated on the basis of
extra results. These extra results can usually be best measured by
comparisons with previous results obtained by the same men, as well
as results being secured by other men on comparable items and under
similar conditions.
At any rate, training objectives need to be set up with
specific goals of accomplishment.
To say that the objective is to "train employees" means
1. Harvey, O.L., "Evaluating Apprentices", Personnel, American
Management Association, New York, January, 1944, pp. 49-55.
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little. But to say that, "through training, our objective is to in-
crease production per man ten per cent, within a year's time," is a
goal on which sights can be set, so that at the end of the year the
management at least knov;s how far short the training effort has fallen,
or how far beyond the objective training has carried.
4. Bhanges in Emphasis
Two of the most obvious changes in emphasis in the technique
of training will probably be in the increased use and effectiveness of
(a) visual methods and (b) the conference-discussion for groups. Both
of these techniques have a place in supervisory training.
^ome companies feel that their chief difficulties with train-
ing have arisen from not giving enough attention to the fact that su-
pervisors, too, need to be trained.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has this comment to make on
Supervisory training:'*'
"The training of supervisors is probably neglected
most, since the effects of inadequate training are of-
ten not directly perceptible in plant operation. Ac-
tually, poor supervision has many serious and pervasive
consequences, ranging from employee dissatisfaction
(with its resultant excessive turnover) to production
deficiencies. At the present time, when supervisory
work carries additional heavy responsibilities for new
processes, new products, and the training of other
workers, the adequate preparation of leadmen, foremen,
and superintendents is especially necessary."
The supervisor should be kept reminded that no amount of
training can provide a substitute for hard work - but that "good
form" can make hard work more productive.
1. B.L.S., Bulletin No. 807, op. cit.
, pp. 1S-20.
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Careful organization and handling are necessary, if either
of the two generally recognized types of group training is to pro-
duce useful results:
(a) The "meeting” where the speaker, or speakers, present
one or more subjects to a group, usually a large group*
(b) The "conference" where the leader guides a discussion
involving all members of a smaller group*
A typical situation is cited by a training manager in a
C.E.D. publication:^-
"One of the mistakes our training division has
made has been permitting ourselves too much of tend-
ency to gather data for training programs independ-
ently; and turn it over to the line organization as
a completed training package*
"Too often, however, we have done this in such
a way that the person from whom the facts were se-
cured felt no personal responsibility for the success
of the completed program."
The main weakness with the "meeting" lies in the fact that
most meetings have been looked upon solely as a medium of "instruction"
They do not provide enough\ of an opportunity for discussion and de-
cision. That is^: they have too often been held for the purpose of
stuffing men’s brains with predetermined information - trying to fun-
nel ideas into their minds.
Because so few people like the idea of being "taught", the
subjeot matter of a "meeting"must be extremely good and extremely
1* "Selecting and Training Post-War Sales Personnel," No. 2, C.E.D
New York 1945, p. 25.
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clear, if any considerable percentage of the men can be expected to
carry anything away that they will put to work.
Growing numbers of supervisors are finding a remedy in hold-
ing the "discus si on” type of meeting - i.e., the "conference". In
this the chairman doesn’t give forth with his own ready-made opinions
and front-office decisions, but leads the group members to build up
the plan for themselves - and to commit themselves to act accordingly.
Of course, this doesn’t mean that the group leader goes into
the conference without any ideas. Ke must, in fact, be better prepared
than ever.
The difference is that he does as little talking as possible -
and confines most of v.'hat he does say to questions that will lead in
the direction of agreement on a sound plan and a definite decision.
During the war hundreds of thousands of group leaders -
foremen in war factories and officers in the Army and Navy - received
intensive training in this important department of leadership.
(Because the conference method will be useful in all types
of training beyond job-cperations-t raining, the reader may want to
examine Appendix B. Appendix B contains the minutes of a series of
foremanship training conferences which were planned and conducted by
the author at Hamilton Standard Propellers, a division of United Air-
craft, at East Hartford, Connecticut, in 1S44. Included in the series
are minutes of conferences conducted by leaders trained by the author.
We may note the same general result is obtained by competent group
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leaders. The subject matter covered was typical of such a series and
satisfied needs of the plant. Some of the participants in the con®
ferences, in this particular instance, because of their inexperience,
would have benefited more from a meeting-type instruction - with guest
speakers, such as the Labor Relations Manager, Sales Manager, Produc-
tion Chief, Chief Engineer, Chief Job Evaluator, etc.)
5. Better Compensation Plans
There are, of course, a thousand ways to keep employees on
their toes. Compensation is a subject by itself, but the point here
is that it is an essential complement to training.
The most obvious objective in the training of people - all
the way up and down the line - is to improve on the old ’’laws of aver-
ages" by improving the kind of work they do, as well as increasing the
amount
.
It would be shortsighted, however, to think solely in terms
of increased ability.
The National Society of Sales Training Executives senses
that :
^
"There is a growing tendency to recognize that
it is not enough to think solely of the influence
the quantity and quality of the employee’s work has
in determining the size of his pay check."
The method by which he is paid needs to be planned the
other way around. That is, it needs to have in it qualities which:
first attract the kind of man the management wants; and, second,
1. "Selecting and Training Post-War Sales Personnel", op. cit.
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encourage him to exert the largest quantity of his best quality of
effort.
Like the selection cf employees, the subject of compensation
is so spacious that it would be confusing even to attempt to examine
the details. It must be apparent that the method of compensation is
the most obvious place to bear down hard on the incentive and motiva-
tion elements of training.
6. Trainers
Perhaps the trend in the use of trainers within plants is
expressed by the answer to "Who will do the training?"
The answer to such a question will vary with the size and
nature of a business. This paper has established a truism that em-
ployees must be systematically trained if they are to do their jobs
well. No matter how carefully men have been selected, or how much
aptitude they may have for their jobs, systematic training is essen-
tial if they are to reach a satisfactory level of job performance.
Foremerly it was standard practice to have training done by the fore-
man or supervisor in charge of the work. Inexperienced men were sent
to the supervisor (or hired by him) and it was his job to see that the
new men were given the necessary training. But just as modern scienti-
fic management has found that experts should supplement the work of
the foreman in making job analyses and setting rates, so also management
is finding that the use of experts in training is advantageous as a
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supplement to the work of the foreman* “ This does not mean that
training specialists need necessarily do the training. Frequently,
in trying to tell how-to-dc-it
,
such specialists are apt to use lang-
uage and situations that are foreign to the experience of the employees,
and the resulting danger is the points do not get across and even the
most valuable idea may not gain respect because its presentation does
not ring true.
Rather, the function of training specialists might be to set
up the machinery for the training to be done by properly qualified
persons, to supervise the construction or writing of necessary manuals
or other materials, and to keep in close touch with the accomplishment
of the trainees during the instructional period. One of the greatest
advantages of having a regular supervisor do the training is that the
employee thus is more apt to consider it a part of his daily work.
The use of training specialists has the implication that top
management is backing the program and thus impetus is lent to it. Di-
rection of training should at least be made a specific responsibility
and at the highest practicable level of authority. It is not so much
a matter of title as it is the specific assignment of responsibility -
for only then can the necessary follow-through on the essential details
be assured.
The success of any training effort is dependent upon making
1. Tiffin, Joseph, "industrial Psychology", Prentice-Hall, Inc., New
York, 1944, p. 185.
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it continuous, and it should be company policy to make it so. As the
head of one of the best-trained life insurance sales organizations
puts it.
"it can be taken for granted that, to be
genuinely effective, the training offered sales-
men must be practical, interesting anc clearly
presented. The department in charge of training
will need all the brains and equipment that can
be provided; but, no matter how sound it is, the
whole thing will fall down, unless thoroughness,
patience and follow-through are emphasized from
first to last, and from top to bottom. «1
The case for continuous training was summed up in a "pep
talk" by Oliver Cromwell, back in the 1600's. ’"Alien you stop being
2better," he said, "you stop being good."
Trainers, in addition to assuring the continuity of a
training program, can coordinate programs and build each program
around the men for whom it is designed rather than trying to build
the men around the program. It should be their job to assure the worth
of their plans by interviewing employees and supervisors about speci-
fic needs.
This final section has been devoted to trends in employee
training. It might more properly be labeled additional or supple-
mentary trends since the whole thesis is in a sense a study of trends.
Certainly, the participation by the Government in the train-
ing of industrial employees has been an examination of a phenomenon
1. "Selecting and Training Post-War Sales Personnel”, op. cit
•
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p. 13.
2. Ibid., p. 9.
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while asking the question: "Is this a trend?" In trying to antici-
pate the post-war role of employee training services available through
Government services, we have seen trends of thinking in expressions
by individuals and groups. In a discussion of colleges and employee
training we may have pointed to another trend. t>o too has the remainder
of Fart III been devoted to tracing and suggesting trends.
fthile the author would like to be able to say (to labor and
management leaders and educators) "This is itl", he can in fact only
say this paper reveals some of the more important considerations of
trends which will influence employee training in post-war industry.
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APPENDIX A
Hypothetical Apprentice-Training
Profit and Loss Statement
developed by L. 0. Harvey and published in
"Personnel", January 1944
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Hypothetical Apprentice-Training Profit and Loss Statement*
DEBIT ITEMS
1. Total wages paid to all apprentices employed during
year
2. Bonuses placed to apprentice account during calen-
dar year
a. Piecework and job bonuses (included in item 1
above)....... Nil
b. Adjusted compensation bonus paid April 3
to all employees; proportional amount to
apprentices $436
c. Bonus amounts accumulated on books to be
paid to apprentices on completion of ap-
prenticeship period:
(1) 20 have completed 1st year, thus
credited with $25 each......... 500
(2) 23 have completed 2nd year, thus
credited with an extra $25 each 575
(3) 12 have completed 3rd year, thus
credited with an extra $50 each 600
(4) 12 have graduated, thus credited
with an extra *50 each (and paid
total amount in full)..... 600
3. Salaries for management and professional services..
a. Apprentice supervisor $4,000
b. Assistant supervisor. 3,000
c. School instructor (part-time).......... 1,800
d. All management salaries combined (pro-
rated as 0.5% for services on appren-
ticeship) 800
4. Other wages and salaries. ...
a. Clerical (estimated as equal to 2 clerks )2,000
b. Janitorial (estimated as equal to 6 hours
per day at 30 cents an hour) 500
c. Medical (prorated at 1/100 time) 80
d. Dispensary (prorated at 1/100 cost).... 150
$44,852
2,711
9,600
2,730
*To determine theoretical number of apprentices who worked a full
apprentice-year during the calendar year under consideration, divide
total hours worked by all apprentices for any length of time during
the calendar year by the number of hours contained in an apprentice-
year as defined and prescribed in the published or accepted conditions
of employment for apprentices. In this illustration the respective
totals are assumed to be 86,188 working hours and 1,750 hours per ap-
prentice-year, yielding theoretically a total employment of 49.25 ap-
prentices per calendar year.
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Utilities (prorated at 1/100 of total for plant)... 1,986
a. Kent. •••••••••• $1,500
b. Light. 86
c. Heat 172
d. Power.......... ••••••••••••••••••• 195
e. Water. •••• 33
Plant maintenance and repair (prorated as 1/100 of
total for plant) 500
Machinery and handtools for apprentice training.... 312
a. Total initial value of all machinery in
departments in which apprentices are
employed. • .$2,500,000
b. Estimated total life of this mach-
inery. .... 560 yrs.
c. Ratio of apprentices to all workers
in these departments during year
under consideration....... 1/40
d. ac/b $112
e. Handtools supplied (less repayments
made by apprentices................ 200
Stock materials which apprentices worked on as part
of their training (includes spoilage but ex-
cludes scrap used for training purposes)....... 20,000
Various other charges (each prorated as 1/100 of
total for plant).. . . • • 31,630
a. -Amortization................ $ 1,500
b . Plant insurance 10, 000
c. Unemployment insurance.... 8.000
d. Taxes 2,000
e. Depreciation........................ 10,000
f. Miscellaneous items 130
Other services and materials.... 400
Total cost of training 49.25 apprentices. . .
.
$114,721
Average cost of training per apprentice
per year $ 2,322
CREDIT ITEMS
1. Cost price of acceptable pieces produced by
apprentices 53,748
a. Piecework hours worked by apprentices.. 77,496
b. Estimated average hourly rate paid ap-
prentices on piecework........ 50 cts.
c. A x b $38,748
d. Cost of stock used in this work........ 15,000
2. Value of other services on group jobs 11,750
a. Cost price of all group work done.... $373,000
b. Total hours of group work done by all
workers on these jobs. 180,709
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c. Total hours of group work done by ap-
prentices on these jobs............. 5,692
d. ao/b.
5.
Cost difference between work done by apprentices at
apprentice rates and same work if done at jour-
neyman rates.... 26,065
a. Total hours worked by apprentices on
productive work. .................. . 83,188
b. Journeyman rate. Si. 25
c. Estimated average hourly apprentice
rate. ..•••.» 52 cts.
d. 2/3 ab-ac.
4. Profit on apprentice labor charges (estimated as
being equal to 1/3 of total wages paid to ap-
prentices). 14,950
5. Assessed value of equipment reclaimed by appren-
tices (prorated over estimated life of equip-
ment involved) 20
a. Estimated value of all machinery re-
claimed by apprentices (regardless
of where used), computed as of date
each separate reclamation is com-
pleted $32 1 600
b. Estimated total life of this machin-
ery... 40 yrs.
c. Ratio of apprentices to all workers
in departments in which apprentices
are employed during year under con-
struction. 1/40
d. ac/b.
6. Costs borne by apprentices, to relief of employer.... 250
7. Value of inventions by apprentices (estimated and
prorated over a 10-year period) 5,000
a. Estimated value of inventions by
apprentices $50,000
8. Any other values not included above Nil
a. Apprentice bonus refunds Nil
9. Potential value of apprentices as future employees 23,627
a. Total graduates past 10 years....... 520
b. Number of (a) who have had 5 years or
more of employment with company.... 110
c. Sum of items (l) through (8) above.. $111,783
d. bc/a..
Total productive value of 49.25
apprentices $135,410
Average productive value per apprentice
per year $ 2,749
Less average cost of training per appren-
tice per year. $ 2,322
Average profit per apprentice per year f 427
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APPENDIX B
Minutes of 20 Foremanship
Discussion - Conferences
prepared by author at
Hamilton Standard Propellers
East Hartford, Connecticut
1944

l II.
minutes
Group G PORSHAWSHIP DISCDSS1GH
February 2J, 19U*
Meeting No. 1
“ft
1
-® first naeting was opened at 5*00 P.M. with the following attendance*
PRESENT FROM
PRESENT OTHER GROUPS ABSENT
J * Cole
,
Jr
.
H. He s tor C. Chapin L. Gaudot
W. Curtis J. Psngonis A. Hoimgartner D. Height (day off)
A. Jones XI * Fetorson C
.
Keefer D# Moran (day off)
J. Larnor P. Frisk J
.
Kozak E. Sullivan (day off)
A. Lavigns C. Rollins
B. Lighton J. Ronakavitc
A. Hailloux 0. Slcidgoll
D. Mercer G. Williams
W. No Ison
Group Louder? J. R. McPherson
•
Group Secretary: D. Mercer
&r • P. A. ARinger opened the meeting by 3tating that the need for foremanship training
is more acute now than ever at Hamilton. As evidence of this fact he pointed out that
everyone, whoa© job is of a supervisory nature, from the General Manager down, is en-
rolled in a group for training in foremanohip problems.
Mr. Aeingor emphasised that the company feel3 these conferences are so worth while that
it is willing to oacrifioo one hour of production time oach week. Each member was
congratulated on th© opportunity and priviledgo of attending these conferences, Mr,
Azingor concluded by streuaing the necessity and importance of prompt and regular attend-
ance. Then he introduced the Discussion Leader to the group.
TOPIC* IT*S OUR JOB
INTRODUCTION
£his is urio fir3 fc conrerenco of Hamilton Standard Propellers 19i^4 Foremanship Disous 3 =
ions Series.
Many of you have participated in this type of conference in the past; many others, how®-
evor, are present at one of th©3e discussions for the first time. Those of you who hav;
taken part in these discussions before will remember that the term '’Foreman", as w© use
it, refers to any individual who is responsible for getting work done by other people^
whether his official title bo Foreman, Superintendent, Supervisor, Sot~up Man, or Group
Leader. Every men who is responsible for the production of othsre is a Foreman, Ho
mu3b plan and schedule work, oversee the carrying out of that plan and schedule by other
people, and give the necessary instructions to those people to enable them to do thojob. These basic responsibilities of management, supervision, and instruction, apply
to ©very one from the General Manager to the Group Leader. The difference is largely
one of -cope. So when we use the tom "Foreman' 1 in these discussions, romenber that
it means you.

= 2 =•
IJgw members of this group will want to know what wo hope to accomplish through Fore-
manship Discussions. Thooe conferences offer all of uc an opportunity to pool our
combined job knowledge and "know how" In order to work out practical methods for
solution of current shop problems; such problems for example as, vdiat to do with the
waiverod employee, how to handle women employe© problems, what should be my attitude
toward the Union, ©tcs. The conferences give us an opportunity to exchange experience
and idsau and to gain a botter grasp of 'the other fellows problems. Incidental results
of participation in these oonforenoes will be to equip you to fill higher supervisory
jobs sad to make your present job easier through understanding of company polioy and
the assistance vAiich you can obtain from staff departments®)
In order to mako these benefits possible and to handle discussions effectively* w©
have a simple group organisation® At each mooting we dioouso a single selected
problem. My job as Group Loader is to act as Chairman of tho discussion, to think
through the problem sufficiently in advance of the meeting^ to get necessary faota
for the group, and determine the main questions which ought to be disouseed* then
to writ© down on the blackboard tho points mado by tho group, assisting to the best
of my ability in finding tho correct wordings I am not hero in any sense aa an expert
or a lecturor 0
Ban Mercer will act as Secretary to the group and will take attendance, notify members
in advance of next mooting, not© down whatsvor is written on the blackboards and see to
it that each member receives a written copy of the minutes® In this way* each of us
will bo building up a text book on Foromanehip which ho himself helpsd to writ© and
which cannot bo purchased in any other market®)
Pleas© note that nothing will go into these minutos but what is written on the black®
board or said by tho loader. Everything else is ctrictly "off the record"®. The
Division wants all of you to feel froe to express your hon©3t opinion on tho topic of
the discussion®, This doe3 not mean, of course, that this is a place whore tho auper<=
visor oomes simply to air hie gripes and complaints, but so long aa your remarks are
constructivoly meant you need pull no punches. Arguments entered into in the heat of
discussion will not be carried beyond the confines of this room*
The real test of the value of our discussions, however, will bo tho extent to which
each one of U 3 takoa tho conclusions at which wo arrive in this room out Into tho
plant and puts thorn to work. It helps got things straight to talk about them with
other foremen, but in tho last analysis, it is action that counts ®>
Today, instead of a regular diaouasion, we are going to 30s a movie®. This film was
developed by Pratt & Vdhitnoy Aircraft for its own foremen® Some of the procedures
la the film are peculiar to Bratt & Whitney* and would not normally bo used at
Hamilton Standard* but tho important thing in the film is the fact that most of tho
problems it covers are things we encounter every day and tho spirit in which Forman
Joe approaohed those problems is ’the spirit in which wo should tackle our supervisory
jobs. In looking at this film, therefore, let us ignore the things that era different
from our regular procedure and concentrate on tho many things that ive can learn from tho
picture about the art of getting things dene through other people which is basically
every foreman’s job. 3ie motion picture "It’s Our Job" was then shown to the group®»
I
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SUM&AfiY
Until further notice this group will meet every Wednesday at the some timoo
Because our discussion period is limited to one hour, it will he necessary for
everyone of us to make a apodal effort to b© punctual o It is to our interest
to see to it that every 3ingl© minute of that hour is available for discussion*
At our next meeting wo are going to discuss the problem of job training. We will
work out methods of instruction by which a supervisor can moot effectively toaoh
a new employe© his job or an old employs© a now job. Sine© this problem of training
is one of the toughest that, many of us hav© to faoo* lot ua all b© hero on tha dot
at 5:00 ?. H. on next Wednesday©
• «
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MINUTES
Croup D POHEM&NSHIP DISCUSSION boating No. 2
March 2- 1944
fre second meeting was opened at 10:^0 A.M. with the following attendance:
PRESENT PROM
PRESENT GROUP E ABSENT
L. Berg R. Menard L. Fillier© E. Berneton (absent)
|C. Berner S. Millikan W. Flint M. Burns (absent)
£: Cameron 77. PerRowsky V. Olson G. Carmel (absent)
G« Clark A • Perotti P. Tautkus V. Caaerta (absent)
T. Coyne L. Sclurn L, Oliver (absent)
W, Goodrin A « Strong S. Rogers (absent)
J, Howarth P, Traficanto J. Sul liven (absent)
!!, Kossiok C, Vi Hard
B. McConnell J. Woodall
H. Madison
Group Leader: P. R. Hau.gan
[Group Secretary: L. Berg
JOB INSTRUCTION
ART OF TEACHING
INTRODUCTION
You will recall from our laat meeting that the three main divisions of a foreman’s job
and that means our jobs - ares (1) managing, or planning and scheduling, (2) supervising,
or overseeing, and (3) Instructing, or teaching.
ftie consensus of opinion is that the most important and the most difficult phase of our
job today ia that of instruction. Therefore, we shall taclcle this current problem be-
fore all others in order that we may work out practical methods hour to teach a now ©a-.
1
ployee a job or an old employee & new job.
Hardly a day goes by in which we arc not called upon to get a man to do & job correctly.
1
quickly, and conscientiously. You and I can contribute a large an." important share to
winning this war of production by getting each man to do each job properly 0
1
BBKOHSTRATIQF
Haw do w s get A man to c.o A job right? Telling a man how to dc a job may be aa excellent
r means of instruction when Heed properly. Lot mo illustrate with a selected simp e ex-
topis of teaching. How many know how to tie a Fire Underwriter* s knot?
||fcat ns explain that wo are going to take apart hho process of instruction and s 10
part separately.
(The leader then told t, member of the group how to tic the Fire Underwriter' ^ knot,
member, however, was unable to tie the knot simply by having it described oo s.iiij *
,
I ’2 =
It appears telling a?„on< is not good instruction* It wao net the metabor "a fault* lioat
people jus t”iorT~t~nget it rl through rtel ling” * Many operations are difficult to describe
in words ; few of us can U3© tha exact words necessary any how* Moreover, things eoem
complicated when listening to words* It is difficult to determine how much to tell and
whether the worker understands* Remember: if the worker hasn’t learned, the instructor
hasn't taught* But yet,, hew many workers are ’being told hov: "to'^6’''sT35B' cuxl
n
“bur Fen
jWy 'right now 'i
Since telling alone is not enough* let me show another member how to tie an underwriter
knot* Think of this example in terms of your own job and in your own department*
(The leader then showed another member of the group how the knot was tied* He made no
i comment during this demonstration!, Although this member came doner to tying tha knot
than did the member who was merely told how to tie it, hs did not succeed in tying it
properly) *
Failure to tie the knot was not the member’s fault* Shoeing* alone,, is rot good irate no-
tion, Ke saw the knot tied backwards , Even when seeing the job from proper angle p .«
doh't nget it”,. Many of us just copy motions; thus tricky points are missed and we den’ ;
know what to look for* We can't translate what wo seo into what we should do Yet, how
jany of our workers are being shown how to do their job at this very moment: Rejnsmbc c
P* the worker haen i, t learned* the instructor hasn't taught*
Practical industrial men have worked out a sure and dependable method of instruction that
work every time if it is applied. In the early stages of the present war our governmonn.
realising the tremendous! i increase in training problems which would fall upon supervision
invited these men to formulate a Job Instruction Training course for foremen and super-
visors* It is the content of "this course and which ia admittedly the most practical pi :
j
over devised for on^the=*job training* that we have adapted for the first five mo -3 tinge oi
this group*
.Another member was selected to holp to demons trato this method)*
Let ua analyse the method of instruction rather than the simple tieing of ’the knot
3hall be a "load manr‘“Ti.i~&n electrical shop, This man has boon in the labor gang for
several months „ Ee has been transferred to my group I’m going to make an assembler (
electrioal equipment out of him* X"m allowing xayself 5 3aye in which to do it* He in-
going to learn the first part of his new work - tho underwriter J 3 knot - now
-
The leader then taught the member how to tie the knot)*
Since the member tied the knot perfectly, the conclusion is: the worker has learned,
the instructor has taught* But what was tho method used that applies to your job and
your department?
*
»> •
.
1
'
(iSCUSSION: WHAT ARE TOE STEPS IN TEACHING A MAH A JOB?
I. Prepr.ro the worker.
A o Put at ease.
B, State job - find out hi3 experience
Cc Get inter® a tod.
D. Correct position.
II, Demonstration,
A, Tell, show, illustrate.
B, Stress key points.
C* One step at time.
D, Hot mors than operator can master.
III, Try out performance.
A » Have worker do job « correct him*
Bo Have worker dc job again and explain operations as ho does it
.
Co Repeat until he knows the job
.
IV, Follow up*
A, Put him on job.
Bo Designate help,
Co Chock frequently
o
Do Taper off on checking,
MARY
—
—
Oday we have developed a very simple method of instruction that has been analysed
ontaining four steps; (1) Prepare the worker, (2) Present the operation* (J)
ut hi3 performance, (ij Follow up,
ur next few conferences will be devoted to "learning by doing” in which almost a vs
er will be given opportunity for practice in actual instruction,
ith a reminder that the eagle“eye of criticism falls light upon b ginnero s th- Gr:
fcfcder called for one volunteer to put on a 15 minute demonstration of instruction
liple job. Other members were aekod to consider some appropriate example in ccnn<r
Mai their work that will lend itself to the topic of job* instruction.
Try
ary mom
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MINUTESI
Group K FORUMA TTSHIP DISCUSSION Meeting No. 5
March 7» 19^4+
The third meeting was opened at 1:50 A»M» with the following attendance:
PRESENT FRO”
PRESOFT CROUP V
J. Eartok S. Coda
Bicknell J. Mariner
s. Ca3ey W. Kereljza
J. Gas ter ta A. L. 'Heureux
R. Clough J. McTJiel
0. Dieg M. Midura
P. Dutton J. Muccio
P. Dykos T. Orefice
J. Fagan A. Smith
iff * Glode J. Unterreiner
Group Leader: J. R. McPherson
broup Secretary: R. Clough
JOB INSTRUCTION
JOP BREAK-DCMT f
INTRODUCTION
ABSENT
A. naleone (absent)
?I. Kawocki (day off)
(Hourly rated employees were reminded to insert the order number XXls.8111 on their job
tickets so that the time spent in the30 conferences may bo credited to the proper account
At our last meeting, we worked out a method of instruction that will work every tine if
we but apply it. The method was broken down into four step3: (l) Prepare the worker
(2) Present the operations (5) Try out performance* (I;) Follow-up.
be examined inadequate teaching as well os the correct method and concluded that if the
worker hasn't learned
,
the instructor hasn't taught.
Now we are to see a demonstration of job instruction. This example is not expected to be
perfect since it is put on to bring out some fundamental points to be discussed today 0
(Mr, Jesse L. Mariner instructed a learnor on spot facing four holes (notches) on a ring.
The group was invited to refer to last week's discussion on correct job -instruc tion and
to compare it with the sample being demonstrated)
^Jesso Mariner was good enough to give us a picture of how we really instruct or the job.
Po[ knew the purpose of presenting the sample job-instruction, so he will bo c.vrare that
any comments we make are not directed personally at him but are to bring out the problems
and the faults in instruction-.
• « *
.
I(A discussion of the demonstration followed in which the group noted the instructor hsf
laid particular stress on the parts of the operation which could 'make cr broad t -o 30.
The leader then distributed copies of a job break-down sheet - ESP F-5U?)>
In order to got ready to instruct properly it is necessary to organize the job in our
pwn mind. One quick and simple way to organize a job is to break it down into its im-
portant steps and key points. An important step is (definition): a logical oognent of
the operation when something happens to advance the work. A key point is ( d m.;. tier
•
.
(1) a thing that may "make or break” the’ job ( 2 ) a hazard ( H) a thing that makes
tha job easier to do.
I have said that a job break-down should be a help to organize che operation in the j in-
structor's mind- In ether words it should not cover every conceivable step, point, notion
or precaution, tier provide at: instruction sheet for employees . However, it rsuould no
the one best way the operator should do the job - in short, a job break-down is jeco
note from ourselves to ourselves.
Let us run through the process of making a job break-down on the board. Let x-i use
an example
,
an operation with which we are all familiar . What are the inpor w. t stop.,
and what are the corresponding key points of tiexng the underwri tsrs kuc L?
II3CUSSI0H
wpie discussion stimulated b’ this question established
underwriters 1 knot with only 5 steps and I|5 words (see
Iras ted with a detailed description demanding Ip stops
a job break-down for fcioing the
below). 'this breakdown was con
and l6b words
.
II1P0R TATTT SHIPS KEY POIHTS
I
(1) Untwist and straighten (1) 6 inches ~ with thumb end 1st finger.
1 (2) fake r. h. loop (2) in front of main strand.
I (5) Fake 1. h. loop (5) pull toward you, under stub, behind main
g trend
I U) Put end through loop ao back to front.
I (5) Pull taut (5) ends even, knot snugly adjusted. .
StoTARY
are all aware that often we think wo know a job so well that we ieel ic is anncco.
tc plan how to put it over to another with the result thac we overlook tho p-ciats that
'’stump” the learner. Sometimes we find out we really don't knew a job until vo t... y to
instruct someone how to do it. Therefore, it is always necessary to '-riink ihr.;ugu .-*
advance an orderly plan for presenting on operation ^o a worker.
:Yc have seen how simple a job break-down can be and how little time it I
^or;e
.
The process of making a job break—down becomes even easier a sen, vim
we fix clearly in mind, the definitions, as they are described on the break-
I hove distributed.
to prepare
practice,
down sheets
. Jn
( pie three members
advised to prepare
The next nesting o
who volunteered bo put on & demons tration at vt conference were
a job break-down of the ;job they intend to instruct).
:• this group will take place on Tuesday, l.’arch li* 19ii|, at Is^O A.I’»

FOREI'AWSHTP DISCUSSIONjup E Hooting Ho. i;
Ilarch 17, 19^
* fourth neetinp; was opened at 10:20 A .M. with the following attendance:
PRESET ABSETTT
Andreo tta A . Lang J. Desso ( absent)
Bergeron D . Lof tus M. Hallowe 11 ( absent)
Calkins V». HeAdam E . McMahon (absent)
Civiello A. Mannella H. Quiraby (absent)
Dion U. Mason S. Pa tern (absent)
Dubiel V. Olson
Piliere K. Pitkin
Fogarty P. Tautkus
Hancock R. Ton Eyck
Hemingway
Hunay
S. Vondoloski
3up Leader : P. R. Uaugan
rip Secretary: A . Lang
J0 n ITTS TR f 'C TIOTT
Application of "How to Instruct"
FROUDC TI0>T
our first meeting, i t was stated that we would discuss in these conference? current
problems. Since job instruction is ono of our most press in;; problems, we worked
fc a sure-fire method of how to instruct, hast wool:, wo examined a Job- Preakdcvm Sheet
i found it to he a quick and simple aid to organising a job in our own mind before
3tructin&. Poth the method of instruction and the break-down of a job into its in-
rtant stcpE and key points will help u.s to do a better job of teaching with Ions offor
i time . Kcroover
,
we nay be assured that the worker has learned his job properly if
apply what wo have worked out here,, When we have workers who do well because they
re taught well, we get the credit- So, it certainly is worth the effort to apply this
aful schene of instruction.
ten wo have heard ;he remark, "That st\iff is true enough and looks good when written
m, but so what? Hoy/ do I benefit from it?" At this session we are going v.c see how
apply what wo havo discussed at previous conferences 5 we aro going to "learn by doing' -'}
at is, v/o are going to use the whole plan of "How to Instruct". It is a. reel advantage
each member to got the benefit of the comments of others. Therefore, everyone who ha:
0 opportunity to put on a demonstration before the group should invito criticisms and
ggostions from the group so that he can perfect his method of instruction.
H (Tmlcader then distributed break-down sheets, H.S.P. ashed the
members to jot down the steps and key points as they wore brought out in
mhe demonstrations that followed.)

)I,
. McAdan instructed a learner how to make i\ shipping carton for a control unit.)
[ the discussion that followed it v/as brought out that the instructor
had an organised
Jan of ho'v to instruct, Hie job was broken down into its inportar.t steps and key poiir
linco. in each case, the 'worker had learned, it was concluded the instructor had taught*
(Aftar the demonstrations had been discussed the leader called for four
volunteers to continue to ”learn by doing", tc pu.'c on more demonstrations
of typical instruction at tho following meeting. Each member was invited
to br«ak~down, on IKC.P. F»#»7, that job in his department which ho most
commonly had to toach beginners, and to pa33 it in to the leader at the
next conference. The group was asked to consider the process of breaking
dovfli .0 job for instruction* as a specific aid to making their job of in-
struction oasior. Hie leader offered :o moot any member 'of his job to
ana.Lyre and to break-down into steps and key points the job for instruction
purposes
.
)
STS,WARY
e explore i quite fully today one thing, a job break-down sheet that an instructor should
prepare in order to got ready to instruct.
ijiother aid to proper instruction i3 a time table. A question that must be answered
jty all of us is how much skill should a worker have? and by what time should he have it?
'fo that training may be done by plan, and not by chance, it is worthwhile to prepare a
time table that will servo to cursolves as a chart of the status of training. A table
for a grouo cf 10 - 15 workers can be prepared in ton minutes, and it can be checked and
revised weekly in five minutes. Let me sketch out on the board a timo table of a few
operations fer which &. supervisor might be responsible.
Drill Pore Ream Face
Taper
Turn
Puri- h
Finish Etc
.
tfHITE X X X X X X
NOUN X X X 11-10 — —--
SMITH 1.1-1 11-20 X X 12-1
JONES — X 11-15 12-1 12 - 0
ETC.,
1
1
* X ~ hears the worker can already do the job.
— = Roans he doo3n 5 t need to know the job,
10-15 , 11-5# etc., indicates the dates the supervisor ha3 set for himself when
he plans to heve> his man TRAINED to do the jobs required
.
-*
.
L jobs will bo different of course. However, the idea is the same everywhere. You
ai easily nako a similar time table for your operations
.
J making of a time table is no less planning and scheduling than the allocation of
ibs and the checking of the flow of materials „ Thus, we become aware that the functions
cur job to instruct is closely related to our function to manage. The inter-relation
these functions will be even more apparent in our later, conferences
,
ie next mooting of this group will take place one week from today, at the same hour.
.
. HHUTFJS
FC mmsuiv DISCUSSION
March 21, 1?U-
he fifth mooting was opened at 2:50 A«M. with the following attendance:
Mee t in r *b<. 1
PRESENT
PRESENT PROM
GROUP M ABSENT
, And ar 3 on
palfour
. Cad 3
!. DeFasio
. Finley
.. Ivers
.
Kobylevic
.
Kvartuaas
F, Larson
F . Lennon
A, Litvinchyk
L , Matthews
D, Smith
'
Y». Smith
P. Tiarney
R, Yuterick
A . DieInn J. Bmerck (abuonr,)
W. Finley {absent}
J. Lavoie (absorb)
R. Southergill (abaont)
roup Leader : J
,
roup Secretary;
R, McPherson
L, Matthews
JOB IKSTROCTIOa
JOB BRFAX-DOWW
JIRODICTION
et us examine the Pocket Carl (H3P Form 572) * You will notice on one side the fou st
n teaching t. job: (1) Prepare the worker, (2) Present the opvation. (5) try out
erfornance
.
(k) Follow up. On the othai sice, the four steps L:. getting rea try to
job: (I) Have a time table
.
(2) Break dor n ah. job, (;?) Have everything- r>mC :
^ve the work place proparly arrange !.
t the four, vtv have discussed oho first two. ’,Ye have seen how, by preparing a tin a r.l>
; supervisor can eliminate much unnecessary instruction and schedule what must ha b . , c
lib his own tine, be have seen further how, bv preparing a job break-dom, the -up
reduce what he has to teach to the essential minimum, 'shone two g©t-roady ; x- p
:
ttportant to the supervisor since thy save hie tine. Without them, everyone vi
»3 spent twice ae much time teaching as he really r. coded to spend,
be rase. ining -fewo a tops -have everything ready, and have the vrork place properly v :•
list as the worker will be expected to keep it- arc important frorr the rtan boo?: it »f
ha supervisor and the learner. Apo Logizing for wrong equipment, :> r forgetting
ssaena the worker * s respect for his instructor. Ary single thin 3 that :u aig
icor example to employees » It 'a our job to set the right example . Evan baa hnvatr
n some departments
,
is directly attributable to : -loppy teaching. (f vre set tiu
its worker learns good work standard ; which reflect back upon us v good :01a true ‘.or .
|«n you look at the following demonstrations, check the four get -.ready po.hrto v
Bp way in which the job is instructed.
S Pocket Card (ESP For .a 572) is thn only refer one-; we need for instruction.
lent program of "Job Instruction Training*’ take t "ev hours j but, von then, j r;c -
toning only 'five hours or our .allotted conference time to job inn a-uetion, wo ih-' l havo
pt nothing if we refer often to tho Pocket Cards e

iEMOflSTRATXO:;
iisaussioi?
[a order to help the instructor to perfect his method of instruction, the group was more
s9¥3ro in its criticism than at any previous conference- However, it was concluded that
,ii instructor Lad a plan of instruction in mind, and tnat no did apply the method, and
‘learned by doing” so" that if ho were to repeat the instruction now, ho would present it
won more clearly to be assured the worker would learn
.
•aay members of this and other groups have commented that this method of instruction works
>1$ fine for the simple demonstrations that have been put on here, but they doubt the
applicability of it to jobs in their departments that are mads up of several operations,
?icL cf which takes a long time « j,f we have an operation taking several hours, it ^
broken up generally into several smaller operations using the ip-n tap method of instruction
go put over each operation *
Lbther special instruction problem in encountered in a noisy section of the shop. Hers
Sain, small, units should be presented at a time. In a noisy atmosphere we must show to
hH tliat the showing carries the whole instruction. Before and after showing, we can take
the worker to a lees noisy place to discuss the operation and check his knowledge. Xf
-.a use such consideration in teaching a job, our own job of instruction will bo easier
•
It is to the advantage of each of us to bec.omo good instructors. Aa the war progresses we
rill have to instruct more and more now workers . ?/hat sticks in the worker *
3
mind ia what
counts when we have finished our instruction. Once again, let us remind ourselves, i~ vie
Aaker hasn»t learned the instructor haen*t taught S
Hie next meeting of this group will be one week from today at the sans hour e
•-
Tiniss
Group D FOREMANS! 'I? DISCUSSIGH
Marsh 50 , 19hh
Tho rixth 1096ting was opened at 10:^0 A.M* with the foi3.avj.ng atuenuancc
,•
Meeting fie o
PRESENT
PRSSEITT FROM
GROUP E ABSE'Kf
L» Berg L» Oliver E* Andreotta M„ Burns
So Cr.mercn ¥J * Parkowaky Jc Hancock V* Caserta
q 4 Clark A, Perotti A » bang J* Howarth
T* Coyne L , Solum R. McConnell
17. Flint P* Traficante H* Madison
W. Goodwin C„ ViHard S« mil liken
I; o Kossick Jo Woodall A* Strong
.
Menard J* Sullivan
Group Leader; Po J * Haugan
Group Secretary: L* Berg
JOE B'STRUCTION
S t: M II A R Y
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(absent
)
(absent)
(absent)
( absent
(absent)
jpTfiQDUOJ'TQH
jhia is the .fifth session wo have devoted to Job Instruction* Since "•’•h.ie ir. t:o f. .u.v. *
session devoted to our job of instructing,, let us make a determined effort, to got all
we can out of it*
ffe are all familiar with the four step method of ins truetion 9 as well as Ifre four points:
l'o be used tc get ready to instruct* Wo sure conscious ox tn© s aoc sh&c ,,i w.ic .,
hitan ' t le&rnsd, the instructor h»on # t taught.
In these days of production for war , when time is seemingly mor© impor tan :* vuu e /e.-.
fore,, it is a "must* that this sure method be used* Our problems those ciayc have bee'
increased as the quality of available labor has deteriorated > xhs onjy \-c.y un ;-ne *•,. .
can work himself out of these problems is through training* Otherwise, ho is nothing
cut a trouble shooter, dealing with one emergency after another 4 . nowr gc';t...ig nis p*
blonu:t solved; he just "patches them up" temporarily, the constant use of these four
of how to instruct, and the four gethready points ( reference s HSP j’ *•::»?«-} wi.:. - <.•
to work toward a permanent solution to the many problems that normally runxiy
equate instruction“’and we have seen that most of our headaches sr« cause .1 ^ u 1 '
the workman had not "learned” in the first pls.ee*
»©»
i
•;tor
3 COpts
US
coau
While all. of us are convinced that this method of instruction is the one,, sirs
teach* some have voiced the opinion that they think tney oq not hare the
min thoroughly themselves* 'lice reason, they say, why they cannot vruu uie -j.lk:-. ..
iTeomcthing ie always coming up"* Why are those things always coming ’..p >
>
i^ 1
because a man has not learned & job? If an instructor takes tn© time to oj-euu .-.s -
firac contact with the worker/"the emergencies oauaed by men (a® opposed to hr:-

ay machines or material) will become fewer as each worker really learns What is more,
she four get-ready points and tho four stops of instruction, beyond being tho method that
assures us the worker will learn, gives us idle means to reduce our teaching time to about
half of that which moot of uo use now, Braining is one tool, as it were* that a super*
risor can talc© hold of and do something with, as we shall witness in the demonstratv. :-ns tc
day. Since these demonstrations are the last we shall seo in this phase of our -series of
egnfarences, lot us be hyper "Critical, today, and let no single significant error jo un-
neatloned*
DEMONS TEATIOI I AND DISCUSSION
S, Cameron instructed Angelo Psrotti how to replace a broken blade in a hack saw* E- nr.
though this job appeared simple at first glance s the group pointed out to Cameron why tho
i}*etep method of instruction would ensure him every time that the worker had learned.
p&t Traficante ins truetod L, Solum how tc handle a blade properly in order to put it into
a fixture. Pat had a definite plan of instruction and carried it through until the worker
had learned* The group made suggestions bo Bat as tc ways he night point out tho key
points of a job* A discussion as to the advantages and disadvantage c of instructing in o,
positive as opposed to a negative way followed#
l The leader asked the question, f: If you were pressed for time, which of the four a tape of
instruction would yen leave out?" This group was unanimously in agreement that no otr ?
jbhould be left out if the worker is to learn; and, if time is pressing, it is better to
cut off the teaching job until time is available when tho whole process of instruction
can be used*
SARY
At our first session, we saw that "Our Job" is a big one and a difficult one* Teaching,.
we noted, is only one phase of our job* Nevertheless, because of the quality of new wer
era, and the demands of Selective Service, we felt that instruction is so vitally import-
ant that we have devoted five discussion periods to perfecting the correct method of xo=
the -job instruction#
3ven though the problem of instruction is co important as to demand five full oaocic::o s
vro have seen that there are only a few points that must be remembered in order to pm. t lie
method of instruction tc work:
First of all, each foreman should analyse the problems of ine truction in bis
department (or lino)* Then, he should schedule his teaching to fit his needs
and his time#
Secondly, he should analyze each jcb from the point of view of instruction*
That is, use a job-breakdown sheet to note the important stops and hoy paints
so that nothing essential will be overlooked end nothing irrelevant will be
ir eluded#
Wm Finally, by using tho four stops outlined on the Pock 31 Card, tho instructor
^ presents the job, logically, to the worker#
.'
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Vo have seen how this method will make our 'job easier. However , no single solution.
Ky problem we discuss here is claimed to be a cure-all, Ifobody contends that even
noRod Job *»Instruetor-Training , a supervisor automatically cures all his problems; but,
experience of every plant uning J. I. T. and giving the system a fair trial has been to
their problems of production, personnel, end safety have been materially reduced oy that
effective method of job instruction.
Once workers are properly taught, we need no longer spend most oi our time corroc vCug
troubles that need never have arisen. Wo must remember ,
r
‘Xt 9 a Our Jbb fr to s. erica, f- -~ -ha
if the worker hasn’t learned, the instructor hasn’t taught.
Next week, when this group meets here at the same, time „ we snail diacuss a problem
directly connected with another phase of cur job than chat cf ins trueting
«
••
'
.
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POREJfARSHIP DISCUSSIOKS
April 1a, 19i4*.
roup l
[-he seventh meeting me opened at S;JC A
.
33 . with the following at.tendr.noo t
PRESENT ABSENT
?. Balfour
j. jBmorok
U Cade
J, DeFasio
f. Finley
J. Ivors
2. Kobylevicz
I. Kvartunaa
tareon
J. Lavoie
Iroup Loader; J. R. JJcEieraon
]roup Scoretary: L» Matthews
PLANNING ATTP SCHEDULING
frlRQDUCTION
fhe mooting opened with an informal discussion on the question on "Why are so many people
ibsent from those discussions when the discussion falls on the last day of the month',
fhe loader pointed out that it had been observed in this and previous years that Bitten®
isunoQ at those conferences tended to fall off in the last week of each month. Partic-
ularly vrhen the conforonoo happened to fo.ll on the last day of the month t there are fre-
luently rv> 1v>ny as ?Q% absent. The group explained that this happened because they worn
isu&lly pressed at the end of th© month to complete their production quota for that mo vbr.
[t was further developed that there are many factors more or loss outside of the foreman*
jontrol which operate to prevent him from meeting. his schedule , ©*g. absenteeism, mater:
shortage, machine breakdowns, etc.
to view of the fact that there were apparently so many adverse factors beyond, the con
)f the foreman, the leader then raised the question whether it was not highly unfair
sxpsot tho foreman to complete his schedule on time* In order to arrive at a corroe*.
laswar to this question, th® loader' sketched out on the blackboard a s imp j.
treting some of the general problems cf planning and scheduling of the work cf t.u ci\
in & whole o It was shown that the importance of each supervisor mooting his indir;
schedule on time arose from the vital importance of the division meeting its agreed
of delivery of finished propellers. It was shown also that the planning and schodulin
done at Hamilton Standard was part of an immensely larger job of planning and ac
involved in the prosecution of the war, but that small as wae> the part each of us pic
'
in this larger picture, it was nevertheless perfectly possible that cne >- i. trs
one of uo to plan and schedule properly might result in the failure of the plan, ar a
It was further pointed out that Hamilton Standard could not offer *0 who .. a.,; - r-- 'occ
for failure to deliver propellers on the agreed date suon ac absenteeism, mr.e. Inc oi o...
down-?, material shortages, etc. A sound job of planning and scheduling must all
euoh contingencies and succeed in spite of them. In the same way, Hamilton S d cs
F. Lennon J. Smith (absent)
A. Litvinchyk
L. Matthews
P* Piwaroaylc
p. Smith
W. Smith
R . Southorgill
P. Tierney
Ho yuteriok

~ot; oxpoet excuses of this typo from a foreman who failc to coat bis individual - ho-:..;, u
jn war tijao aa well t\tn in peace time the aucoeae of a oosapamy or a foreman io based on
their ability to discharge responsibility; to deliver tho goefla according to plan and or.
sohcdule.
In view of these facta, tho group agreed that it wae important to consider those motors
rrhich might disrupt the foreman f, e plana and schedules and -to determine what must bo done
to make allowance for thorn,
'iTHA? ARK SOME FACTORS FOR WHICH %IE FCREk'AN 1IUST ALLOW I!I PLMWING ArTD SCKSDULIffO?
1. Breakdown maohino
2o Shortage of materials
Jo Absenteeism
iu Labor-green
5o Engineoring ohangoe
6 o Re-work and scrap
7® Lack of interest on rough parts
Lack of cooperation
La ok of sufficient time
6. Etc,
The group agreed after a general dlscuaaion of thee a factors,, that the foreman oould b-
allow for them by planning to produce a somewhat higher daily quota than was necessary
to exactly moot his schedule , It was further agreed that if this ware done in tho earl-
ier part of the month, foremen should not find thomaelvca bogged down with work at tho ond
of the schedule period,
SUMMARY
Planning and scheduling is the essence of Management, At tho outset of cur discussions
w have soon that there are three principal parts to a foreman # s job " instruction, manage
sent, and supervision* We have diocueaed instruction at some length during the past five
esaeiono and today wo have covered in a very general way 'idle foreman f e responsibility ac
& manager, Future discus sions will give us an opportunity to talk over specific problems
whioh involve management and tho ability to plan end schedule, and these will give ur a
better grasp of this subject than w© can hop© to obtain from today’s discussion, FFext
*«ok, however, we will take up the third phase of & foremans job, supervision, or over'
racing the work of others.

FOREMANSHIP DISCUSSION Meeting Noiroup L
April 11, 19^U
•he eighth meeting was opened at 2:J>0 A.M* with the following attendance:
PRESENT ABSENT
Balfour
* Bmorck
„
Cade
,
De^azio
.
Finley
,
Ivors
.
Kobylevics
.
Kvar tunas
,
Larson
,
Lavoio
roup Leaders J.
roup Secretary:
F. Lennon
A « Litvinchyk
L. Matthews
P, Piwarczyk
D, Smith
J. Smith
W. Smith
R c Southergill
P. Tierney
R. Wuterick
R 5 WcFherson
Leo Matthews
None
SUPERVISION
raODUCTION
It'* Our Job" has key-noted our series of conferences this year* So that we might
aalyte our job, we have separated it into three main divisions: namely, instruction,,
inagemont, supervision *
a order to discus* our job, such a division is possible although we realize that these
wee functions are inseparable in practice* We have concluded that our job will be
isier if we instruct properly* Last week, we discussed the general, over all job of
wagement and noted particularly that,, dus bo reoccurring emergencies, it is necessary
3 allow a margin for the factors that might disturb our individual planning and schedu-
ling.
3day, w© have as a topic, supervision, Supervision is a word that is often used as a
Lanket term to cover our whole job, in order to avoid confusion, it is worthwhile to
istinguish between the function of management and supervision* ( Instruction, or tench"
ig
t is seldom confused with the overseeing functions, or supervision )*
st's bring out this difference more clearly by talcing a specific case. Suppose Joe
scides he needs a storage rack to be placed at a now machine which i3 to be installed*
3 must decide how large the rack must be, how it is to be designed, where it will be
Laced, which way it will face, etc. Also, ho must decide when the rack must be ready
i order to have it installed at the smue time as the machine is installed. So far Joe
is been planning and scheduling* Thiu is management*
sin sends a maintenance man up and Joe give a him specific instructions as to exactly
mt he wants and when he wants it. Then Joe mus t~ToIlow-up "tfto" ’job""’to be sure it is

J3I-
;uat what he ordered and that it will be ready on time. He will check to be sure it
.3 the right aise, that its design is e.o planned, that it is placed right, and late)'
in that it is used correctly. Jo© is now making sore -the Job is carried out as planned
.
’hia is supervision.
,et us set for our goal today the working out of ft general method by wh icly any foreman
;an improve his supervision. The job of supervision and worth serious
"
"iJiougRto
fca general plan vnicla ^hb th ~th
i
a country and this company is going to follow has been
aid out. 7/e examined the planning anc! scheduling la3t week. The big job now is to
•09 that the results come as planned =» the responsibility for this job is right in cur
ands. The ball has been thrown to us - we've got to run with it I
lur job of supervision is not less difficult than that of instruction or management,
ince we have already given some thought to the other phases of our job, let ua deter
-
line now, what supervision involves, how we recognize poor supervision* and what we esn
o to improve our supervision.
IISCUSSIQK
Tfhat Are Some Of The Foreman’s Supervisory Duties in Carrying Out A Plan And Schedule?
A. Give orders andfollow up.
Be See that right man is on the right job.
C. See that proper tools are available.
D. See that machines and equipment are properly set up and in good condition.
B. See that material is available.
F. See that work is checked ( so to eliminate scrap and rework « to maintain quality ).
G. See that operation sheets are used.
H. See that schedules are met.
I. See that safe practicc.fi are observed 0
J. See that safety equipment is in use.
K. See that company rules are obeyed.
L. See that morale is maintained.
!!. See that paper work is kept up.
N. See that good housekeeping is maintained.
O. Maintain good industrial relations.

n / 3i-
InFtha general disousaion of this question, it was decided that "give clear orders' and
jllc!? up” were the most important supervisory dutio3. Always, of courje, a sharp oye
auat keep coots down, regardless of peace or war 0 •
11, What Are Some Signs Of Poor Supervision?
A, Poor housekeeping*
1, Littered aisles
2„ Part# scattered
Jo Dirty floors
he Badly stacked mater ialo e
5» Untidy benoheBo
B. Idle men.
Co Excesoive machines, breakdown,
D. Missing guards and hoists, loose parts, make-shift fixtures, empty oil cups*
Eo Lighting system and ventilation.
F, Poor discipline,
G. Insufficient or broken down trucks and equipment,
Zn the discussion of these signs of poor supervision it war conceded that virtually
everyone of them could be found in Hamilton today. In an effort to find a means to
eliminate them, the group discussed the next question.
Ill, What Can A Foreman Do To Improve Supervision?
A. Be sure orders are clearly undere tood s
1, Know the plan and schedule,
2. Give orders to right mon,
1 *
B. Follow-up.
1. Have a check list and a time table.
2, Take action promptly,
C. Developing leadership qualities.
1. Be cooperative.
2 , Be fair.
.
J33.
5c Bs tactful.
ho Study other man -a point of view*
5» Maintain respect,
6. Know your own mind,
SUMMARY
The group leader summarized the discussion by pointing out that s to improve his cuper=
vision, a foreman must, first of all* be suare every employee understands exactly what
he has to do. In order to be assured of that,, a foreman must have a definite idea him=
self of what must be done - in other words he must give clear orders to properly trained
help and the orders must be based on hits clear-out plan and schedule.. Moreover., he must,
follow up all jobs systematically but in order to do that he must, first, determine
what should be followed up and then perhaps prepare a chyck list and time table. Finally,
this method can be applied by a man who hts leadership andcommands the respect of his
workers. Henoe, a foreman who develops qualities of leadership, makes his job of super-
vision more interesting and easier for himself.
It was reemphasized that the funotion of supervision cannot be separated in practice
from that of management or of instruction, but that we have discussed it separately
in order to w ork out a simple formula that might, bo applicable to any foreman's job
as a way he can improve his Supervision*
Since today’s discussion emphasized the importance of giving clear orders, the leader
announced that perhaps it would be worthwhile to devote next weeks “a discussion entirely
to the subject of giving orders.
The next meeting of this group will be one week from today, &t the same time.
'
MINUTES
Group L FOm'AN3HIP DISCUSSION Mooting No,
April l8 f 19hU
flie ninth meeting wae opened at 2:30 A»M* with the following attendance:
PRESENT ABSENT
P* Balfour
J. Bmerck
A. Cade
J* DeFazlo
J. Ivors
K» Kobylevicz
S. Xveu* tunas
P. Larson
Jo Lavoie
A, Litvinchyk
L* Matthews
D» Smith
P=. Tierney
R.* Y/utarick
W a Finley
P. Lennon
P u Piwarcsyk
Jo Smith
Wo Smith
R. Southergill
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(day off)
(day off)
Group Leader: J. R. MoPherson
Group Secretary: L. Matthews
GIVING ORDERS
INTRODUCTION
If ire wore to ask the man in the chop to define a foreman’3 s job, he wouldn’t say any-
thing about management, supervision cr instruction* He doesn’t think in that kind of
language. To him, the foreman 1 b simply "the boaa” s the man through whom he gets hi:
orders* Actually that ie a pretty good definition of a supervisor. Everyone of urs
spends a considerable part of his time directing the actions of others. All of cm*
managing, planning, and scheduling, every decision that we make has to be translate.,
into orders before it. oan become effective* However, giving orders in itaolf is not
managements but merely the channel by which plans, schedules
,
and" "decisions are put
worko
‘
There in a lot more to this business of giving a good order than merely barking out e.
military command* No plan can be followed nor any schedule met, unless the order
give are clear and complete* Further, we must remember always that we are dealing
human' beings » » ® » each of whom is different from all other human beings* Wo must
adapt our manner of giving an order to the situation with which we have to deal*
It has been said -that the day of giving orders has gone* "Polite requests 1 ’ have had to
take the place of orders* That is to say the boss-type ha© been replaced by the leader
type foreman. Let us not waste time quibbling over terminology since the fact remains
fch vfc "the something”, which we shall call an order is the only channel bi which wor.-:
gets done, it is well worth our time to give considerable thought to what goes into c,
complete order* what factors have to be considered in giving an order, and what is
beet manner of giving an order*
'.
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X, WHAT QUESTIONS MOST AN ORDER ANSWER?
A o What?
B. When?
Co How?
Do Where?
Eo Why?
F, 7fho?
In a ganeral diflcussion of the above points it was pointed out that ail questions rust
be answered either directly or by implication in giving an order 3
II o WHAT V.U3T BE CONSIDERED IN GIVING AW ORDER?
At Give the order to the right mfm<>
B» Make aure the order is understood,
lo Explain clearly and in sequence,
2 C Follow up <=«• correct when necessary,
3, Proper materials and tools to do job,
U* Have order repeated,,
5, Demonstrate if necessary*.
Co How long will it take to do job =•-- plan and schedule.
Do ’Write out long or complicated orderc,
Eo Caution man on pitfalls, such sis scrap,, ©to.
F» Keep orders simple.
Go Caution man on safety.
Ho Give orders in positive rather than negative way,
lo Geo proper approach =•= take the man into consideration,
Jo Knew what' you want yourcoif.

in WHAT ARE THE VARIOUS KINDS 0? ORDERS ?
A- Dcm&nd or Direct Order
Should he used
lo For emergencies -- special job,
2 a To discipline
„
J, Where speed ie Important,
i| a In dealing with careless and/or lasy workers „
5o In cases of danger
„
B« Request Order
Should be used
1» To develop cooperation,
2, To get unpleasant job done,
J. To get difficult job done,
Uo To obtain extra effort.
To the sensitive cr nervous worker,
C. Suggested or Implied Ordor
Should be used
lo To got improvement from experienced employee,
2, To correct without antagonising,
J, To encourage initiative,
h* To the man who as b union responsibility
»
When giving an order:
1, Bo sure it answers tho nix questions «=» v;ho, what, when., how, why, when
2, Take into account the man and the situation. Put yourself in tho other
shoes — adapt the matter and manner of your order to these factors,
J, Unlesa a direct ordor is clearly indicated, do the tactful thing use
r. request or a suggestion.
' •
fnl
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ho Felloe up bo cure the order ia carried out.
It was pointed out that giving orders is the only channel through which a supervisor can
put hia plans, sch©du?.eo and decisions to work.
The next meeting wae announced for one week from today at the same time.

MINUTES
FOREMANSEIP DISC DS3ION
April 28, 19l)U
Mooting Hop 1 0
Iha tenth meeting was opened ait 9:00 A olio with the following attendance):
PRESENT ABSENT
lio Civiello
J. Desoo
Ro Dion
L. Pilliero
F. Fogarty
13. Kallovrall
S. Hancock
J c Humaj
A» Lang
Do Loftus
Y/. McAdam D* Andrcotta (absent)
A. Mann©Xla A. Bergeron (absent)
R. Mason J* Calkins (absent)
E„ Morriasetto M. Dubiel (absent)
W. Shearer D« Hemingway {absent)
N. Quimby Ec McMahon (day off)
P. Tautkus V. Olson (absent)
R. TenEyck X. Pitkin (gIcI:)
So Vondoloski S 0 Tatem (absent)
Group Loader: Po R. Haugan
Group Secretary: A, Lang
SCRAP AND REWORK - CAUSE AND EFFECTS
INTRODUCTION
•Ip to this point in our conference series wo have been taking the foreman’s job apart
and for purposes of analysing it wo have broken it into a job of (l) mans.gom.ont (2)
supervision (3) inotruotion. But in practice v.o knew that we cannot break it down
in this manner; the foreman must be manager
*
supervisor and instructor all at the cams
time.
From this point on, therefore we ehall examine problem a which challenge cur ability to
use all three parts of our job. Wo will atart today with a problem which, is pre-
eminently a foremans! -ip rather than a management problem - the problem of scrap and re-
work.
The importance of our scrap problem today is obvious when no look at some of tho fig-
ures* During the month of March I9hh- the net '..os a to the company in dollars duo to
work spoiled in handling or processing was slightly more than & quarter of a million
dollara* A quarter of a million dollars is a. lot of money, but perhaps, in this day
of astronomical figures, if we consider what could b© done with this mousy our con-
cept of tho amount may bo clearer* A quarter of a million dollars would buy average
6 room houses, or 250 Ford autos, or 10 Bullard Mult=av-=matiOffi or 50 standard engine
lathes, or it would pay the salary of 1200 additional expert employees* If permitted
to continue at this rate, our losses from scrap and rework will exceed three million
dollars for 19144?
Yet this quarter million dollars which no squandered on nothing last month is only a
small part of the real cost of scrap and rework* From every point of view it would
be far bettor for ^ihe “Company to take tho quarter-million one-dollar bills, pile It
up in the parking lot, and destroy it by fire fchs.11 to lose it in scrap and reror *
..
Tho money that in loet can be recovered, but the time that ia lost,, the machines that
are tied up and ineffectively used, the vitally needed propellers that should have beon
in uao tro so much scrap metal those things can never ho recovered* You people who
participate in those conferences are the only ones who can roal'ly do something about
this scrap problem. And if you reduce corap and rework in your department you will
have done a great deal more than nave your Division some money. You will contribute
in a very real way to your Country’s war effort,
DlSCOSSlOff
lo WHAT ARS SOME CAUSES OF SCRAP AND REWORK?
A, Faulty material
o
Bo Insufficient inspection of rough mater i£.l 0
Co Lack of interest of job*
D, Lack of training
o
So Inexperienced halp 0
F. Engineering changes.
Go Improper use of tools*
Ho Poorly designed or defective fixtures *
lo Poor supervisions
Jo High quotas o
Ko Poor housekeeping =>
Lo Carelessness,
Improper handling,
Ho Low morale*
During a general disoussion of the above? points the group decided that the overall
cause of norap and rework is carol©3sneas 0
IX. WHAT ARE TEE COST ELEMENTS IN SCRAP AND REWORK?
A, Laboi’
B. Material
C Overhead
1• •
A dioouaoion of the apportionment of coats followed and the group made interesting
calculations ac to the spread of costa over these three elements, It was pointed
out that sale of acrap as junk bikings back a amis 11 Giaour,t of money which ie not con-
siderable enough to alter the coat picture,
III .WHAT ARS SOME OF THE OTHER EFFECTS OF SCRAP AMD REWORK?
A . Lower morale
.
Bo Failure to meet eohedule,
C. Higher cost of finished products
Do Loaa of prestige.
Es Loss of HS? labor.
Fo Loaa of HSP time.
G. Loaa of vendor time.
Ho Increased defective material,,
lo Increased quota..
Discussion on tnis question brought out the fact that the effects of scrap extend far
beyond Hamilton Propellers and that time and effort was tod on scrap and rework ia a
vital loss and one that can never bo recovered.
SUMMARY
Iho leader summarised the discussion by pointing out that this group had
(1) Seen the tremendous coat of scrap and rework both in time loot and money loot-,
(2) Found the various causes of scrap and rework and decided that poor supervision
and carelessness were the moat important causes.
(5) Found that the effects of scrapand rework extend far beyond Hamilton Standard
Propellers .
The next meeting was announced for one week from today at the same time <=• at which., iiv
this group will discuss acme of the cures for the problems raioed here today.

MINUTES
Group J FOP.EHANSHIP DISCUSSION Hoetin- go. 11
May h, 1914+
flic eleventh mooting was opened at 6:30 P.M. with the following attendance:
PRESET ABSENT
C* Chapin B. McNeil E. Bamford (absent)
A. Churilla TT. Mainville Ao Chorea
t
(absent)
T, Gutown Id. J. Racicct Wo Crlbba (absent)
F. Hobba E. Renault S. Goldberg (absent)
G. Johnson R. Soderquist H. Knos (absent)
W, Kbwalowski C. Swenos F. Landers (absent)
S. Maonicki (absent)
T. ^Newberry (absent)
E. Parker (absent)
Group Leader: R, W. Briggs H. Roberts (absent)
Group Secrettiry: Co Chopin W. Shearer (absent)
SCRAP AND RESTORE - CURE
INTRODUCTION
Last wee?* this group discussed the cause and effect of scrap and rework at Hamilton
Standard Propellers, We found that scrap and rework were extremely expansive in terms
of dollars and cent3o This year, if we continue at the rat® we are going, Hamilton
Standard Propellers will lose in spoiled work over three million dollars - a tremendous
sum! If we in these conferences not only this group, but each of idie eleven other
groups — can arrive at some method of reducing this loss to any substantial extent,
'the money which has bear, invested to make these foremanship discussion groups possible
will have paid for itself over and over again.
Yet this group found also, last week, that this loss in money, great as it io, is the
lease part of the actual loss from, scrap and rework. So far as money is concerned, it
would be better for the company to take the three million dollars and burn it than to
1st it bs lost in scrap and rework; for scrap and rework not only lose money, but, mor
important, lose time, and time at this particular stage in human events is far more p. e-
ciou3 than money- The man-“hour 3 that go into scrap and rework Instead of into the pro®
dvetion of propellers are loot irretrievably, and their loss o&nnot be estimated in
mcney-
j
This group listed last week a number of possible causes of scrap and rework lack of
I skill or precaution on the part of the operator, failure to check on the part of the
|
foreman, defective machinery, equipment or tools, wrong blueprints and outmoded in-
structions =® and had wo devoted more time to the problem ws might have listed z. great
I many more. But in tho discussion it was found that in moot cases the fundamental cause
was carelessness. Scrap and rework are mistakes, and it is men and not machines which.
I make mistakes. Part of our problem today, therefore, is the elimination of carole-n
I carelessness of the part of ‘the operator, and carelessness on our own part,
I The purpose of this meeting is to determine methods for the reduction of scrap c:id re-
j
work at Hamilton.

DISCUSSION
I. SHOULD Y.TE TRY TO ELIMINATE SCRIP?
Discussion of this question brought out tho following points:
Ac The primary objective} is to turn out the greatest possible number of propellers.
Be In the effort to turn out the greatest poasibio number of propellers acme scran
ia inevitable and normal.
C « Normal scrap, however, is not a fixed percentage; it can only be defined as the
residue of scrap which still ooours after everyone concerned has done his level
best to prevent it.
D, Therefore, vre should try to eliminate scrap, since only by trying to eliminate
it v can we make sure that what scrap does occur is normal and healthy.,
II. HCW CAN WE GO ABOUT REDUCING SCRAP?
Ac Closer supervision
B. Build up employees attitude and confidence
.
C« Careful and simplified instructions on job.
D. Investigate possible causes before and after,
fell
.
HCRT CAN 7<E HAKE MEN CAREFUL?
A. Reprimand careless work.
Bo Recognise oareful work.
Cc Stimulate competition in quality.
1. By departments
By lines => between shifts
IV. HOtv CAN WE ELINITIATE POSSIBLE CAUSES OF SCRAP?
A. Analyse every phase of every operation.
B. Hota every possible cause of scrap human and mechanical.
Co Hake sure every possible cause is covered by checkup.
D» Slake sure everyone concerned knows these causes.
V. HO.Y CAN WE PROFIT BY OUR MISTAKES?
A a Datemine tho causes.
..
B» Work out methods of preventing a repetition.
C® Follow up =>=> make sure method is carried out®
In summarizing, th© leader pointed out that oach of tho throe main divisions of a fore-
man 'a job ia involved in the problem of reducing eorap and reworka As a manager, ho
just analyses the causes of scrap in hia department — not only the oausolTcxi^acrap al-
ready made, but the posaible causes inherent in every job and plan syatoms of cheoks
and controls that will cover everyone of them® As a supervisor
,
he just must do the
checking as planned, and make sure that every man in hia department is doing hia job in
the right way. And as an instructor, he must teach hia men the how and why of their job„
and be sure that oach of them known "and is on the watch for the possible causes of scrap
in hia own job. Finally, aa a leader he must oet his men an example of oareful workman-
ship, and build up tho same attitude in theme
We have accomplished the purpose of this meeting by determining a method reducing scrap
and rework at Hamilton. But if we merely content ourselves with talking about it,
Hamilton still stands to lose three million dollars and a lot of men and machine hours.
It is squarely up to us to cut that loss to the irreducible minimum, and wo can do it
if everyone of ua will carry into hia own department the methods we have worked out in
this meeting and put them to work.
The next meeting was announced for a week from today.

MINUTES
Group L F0REJ1AMSHXP DISCUSSION
May 9* 19tk
JfiiJS m’.L C.f*
The twelfth nesting was opened at 2:p0 A.U. with the following attendance j
PRESENT ABSENT
P. Balfour
J, Bmarck
A, Cade
J, DeFazio
W, Finley
J, Ivsrs
M. Xobylevioz
S , Kvarturaa
F» Larson
J. Lavoie
F. Lennon
A. Litvinchyk
L« Matthews
Po Piwarcsyk
D« Smith
W, Smith
R. Southergill
Po Tierney
Ro V/utariok
Group Leader: J„ R. McPherson
Group Secretary: L, Matthews
(none)
PUTTING THE RIGHT MAN CN THE RIGHT JOB
INTRODUCTION
The topic for the meeting today is "putting the Right Man on the Right Job"* During
several of the discussions this group has held to date there was mentioned the need
for putting the employes on the job for which he is beat fitted and the job that fits
'him beet. In those discussions this need wrae mentioned only in passing, but today wr
will spend the entire meeting discussing some of the problems connected with "Putting
the Right Man on tin9 Right Job", and the methods that a foreman should use to accev.pl:'.':.-
this goal.
Suppose we look at this topic from a different angle* As a supervisor you must t
cold facts. You all know that your job io to produce the goods or somebody alee ' ill.
The job ia there •= it must be don®. Basically, as a supervisor, your job is to
(1) Produce a high quality.
(2) Produce a large quantity,-.
(3) Produce economically,.
(£j) Increase the quantity of output*
They areWithout pulling any punches whatsoever, those are the demands of Managements
not requests. There can be no alibis. Management want -A to put somebody on the job
who could produce, ana that is the reason each of you is there.. You recognise the good
|
managerial sense in making these demands * It is good sound business. Therefore, . .s
•4 cj i ivvnimrA 3/>»« Tt'k-wr v» r\ 4~ onnn H-Vi & Matrixa supervisor, why not issue
right job,
bhe same orders to yourselves. Put the right man on the
In order to put the right man on the right job it ia necessary for the foreman te "-re
two things: first, the requirements on the job, the second, the qualifications of the
man. Qnoe you have thoroughly analysed the jobs in your department and the man ia your
..
'
dipertraent, it is fairly simple to pick the beat job for a particular man, or the oeat
man for r particular job..
Someone haa said that there are three basic classes of wen in all departments j the "Fxf
the 'Misfits”
,
and the "Unfits”,, Toe "Fits" are the men who produce the maximum amount
of work are interested in their jobs,- satisfied with conditions,, make practical suggest
lens., and cooperate with you<>
Tii* ‘Misfits** are the men who try hard but co«‘'t get anywhere They do their beet, but
because they are not on the right job» their beet efforts are not effective* These
should be shifted to score suitable jobs at the first oppor fcuni ty 0 In most cases, it
reede only % little personal help from the aupeiprisor tc turn ft '’Misfit” into a "Fit”,
the reel “Unfit” i* a rare bird,. Moat, of the case© you may think of offhand are not
really unfit at all, but only badly misfit-, aive such a man * job he can do and likes
to do and you will have no further trouble with him-. The real ” Unfits * =• the chronic *
ally 1aty, the disturber, the viciously inclined, or the mentally irresponsible = are
comparatively easy to discover, and the man who does not have these glaring difficult!©*
should not be classed as "‘unfit" o
the purpose of this discussion is to discover way© and means of “Putting the Right Man
tils Right Job “ 0
1 WHAT BENEFITS RESULT FROM FUTTlNfl THB RIGHT MAN ON THF RIGHT JOB?
A, Increased production,; )
h Better quality
-
v-- Lees coat ,
D, Less scrap*
E« Higher morale
F, Fewer aooidents*
a. Better cooperstion c
H, Smoother operation,,
J, Lee a waste -
) Makes foreman's job easier
c
)
)
)
)
)
IT HOW SHOULD THE FOREMAN GO ABOUT PUTTING THB RIGHT MAN ON THE RIGHT JOB?
Pi,-, Analyte the man 0 (Find out want he can do)
B > Analyze the job* (Find out what is required)
A side discussion developed the point that the foreman must analyze the job first, th
the man.. He oan then “dovetail" the facte together so as to put the right man on the
'
-3 -
1 1 1 /.iHAT FACTORS 'MOST THIS FOREMAN CONSIDER IK1 ANALYZ ING THE JOB?
A» Experience required,,
Bo Tolerance allowed
«
0* Tools required*
Do Time allows d<,
Sc Output required
«
? a Quality required*
Go Physical .requirements
»
Responsibilities
*
X o Job r« ting
Jo H&r.ardeu
S. Training required*
IV, WHAT FACTORS MOST THE FOREMAN CONSIDER IN ANALYZING THE MAN?
A, Experience,,
Bo Intelligence,,
C- Attitude,
I* Toward the job.,
2c Toward the foreman*
3- Toward fellow-employees,
D 0 Adaptability,,
So Fhysioal ability,
F Training*
Go Personality,
H„ Temperament.
X * Age,
Jo Dependafci lity

jv was pointed out in conclusion that just as it is sound bus!neats sense on ho cJvrt
of management to put the right, man or; the right job when filling supervisory positions,
so 2 1 is good cense for each foremen to carry out the same policy in his own depart-
ment If each foreman analyzes his jobs and his men, and 'Movetails" the two together,
it will help him greatly in achieving the main objectives of his job
-This meeting has been the first, devoted to the general problem of proper placement of
help . ?Jext week, when this group meets here at the same time, ws shall consider another
jphas f> of this profcl'sm; namely { . r'The W&ivered Employee” a

FOREMANSHI P D1 SCUSSI Oil 3i«otin
May 19, 19UU
The thirteenth mooting was opened at 9=00 A-.M. with the following attendance
:
PRESENT ABSENT
D. Andreotta D. Loftus A. Bergeron (Absent
}
K. Civiello trIf. MoAdam J. Calkine (Absent)
E- Dion E. McMahon J. Basso (Absent)
jl. Filllero A. Mannolla }J* Dubiol (Absent)
F. Fogarty R. Mason S. Hancock (Absent)
K. Hallowo11 E. Morriacette V. Olson (Absent)
T. Hemingway N. Quimby K. Htkin (Sick)
J. Hum&j P. Tautkus W» Shearer (Absent)
A. Lang R. Ten Syok 8. Tatesa (Absent)
Group Leader s P.
Group Secretary;
R. Haugan
A. Lang
S. Veado To ski (Sick)
THE WAIVERED EMPLOYEE
INTRODUCTION
I
You will recall last week we agreed wo would devote the next few discussions to the pro-
blem of the proper plao®nont of help. Last week we discussed putting the right man on
tie right job. We concluded that if each foj-eman examines his jobs and his employees
and dovetails the two together it would help him greatly in achieving the mein objects
ivec of his job.
Today let’s tackle the problem of the waivered employee =- the employe® who comes to
hare with a definition physical limi tation. Only a few years ago this would not const! tut'.
& major forem&nshi p problem. The annual report of the Medical Department reveals that
up to I9/4.O only 25% of the applicants examined were found to have defects that required
the signing of waivers. Last year, 19J.j.p, ^Wa of all examinations showed such defect::
Ereak=dovms of employees hired for individual Hamilton departments showed thac as high
£8 of new employees hired were hired on waivars, This steady increase in tho num=
'bsr of waivered applicants is attributable of course to the fact that Selective Sarvi
haa drained this area of most of its ab’lod bodied workers® As the demands of tho So*
lactivo Service increase, this tendency will continue and higher and higher percent'; .
°" those hired will be waivered for physioal disability.
i’ihat is not so apparent ia that the high percentage will continue after tha war, probably
for several years to come. Even now., some 39 p 000 persons are discharged from the Aru.-j
Foroos each month wounded, shell shocked* or otherwise disabled® While 0 small per*
oantago of these ex=aervioe men will be hospitalised indefinitely* th© greater part of
then will have to be absorbed by private industry® As the war increases in intensity,,
the number of these applicants will also increase. Whether we like it or not* we hav.;
amoral responsibility to absorb as many such applicants as v.e eanj and* this responsi-
bility, more over, will be enforced by pressure of public opinion. We must, therefore,
r**® tho foot that for several years to come, at any rate, the waivered employs© ic apt
*f
/ V?.
;o become one of the moat serious foremanship problcmG
.
It is, therefore, important that each of x\c, understand clearly what a waiver is and
whut we can do about it* Admittedly we in this room « Set-up Pan. Supervisor
a
6 Assis-
tant Foreman, cannot solve the problem by ourselves. Much must be dona by tcp^rnr . a; .
,
« such more by the department heads, but we have an important share in the problem
lYe are closer than anyone else to the jobs these people mil havo to do* Whatever
they get from us. Too often in the past our comments on this problem have been gove; :
by prejudice and narrow thinking. It is^ therefore, important that wo clear up any
misconception we may have about waivers, handicapped employees and make an honest offom
to work out a solution to the problem they present*
I* WHAT 13 A WAIVER?
In a general discussion the following points were brought out*
A. A waiver is (definition) a sworn statement to the Workmen '
3
Compensation
Commissioner of Connecticut by an employee to the effect that ha waives
any and all rights to compensation on behalf of himself, and, in case of
death resulting therefrom, for his dependability for any injury sustained
by him while in the employ of United Aircraft Corporation of East Hartford,
Connecticut,, which may be attrlbutablo in a material degree to the physical
defects described in the certificate above the employee’s signature.
Ss 1» A waiver benefits the aompany in that (a) it limits the company 3 a
liability, (b) it gives the company a larger labor force from- which to draw,
(c) it enables the company to place an employes where he may be best utilised.
2. A waiver benefits the employee in that (a) it emphasises to the employee
what his handicap is (b) it emphasises to him the importance of doing only-
work v/ithin his limitations { 0 ) it enables him to exercise his skill and
trade by making him employable, and hence capable of earning a larger in~
come than he otherwise could*
Co A foreman is obligated to place a waivered employee in a job that v;i 1 -L suit
his limitatioxiso Moreover, in accordance, with instructions stamped on
the put~on0 the Medical Department must be consulted before the vaivered
employee is transferred to any other job*
Do Under certain circum stances an employee can be wai vered in the course of hi a
employment. Since this type of v/aiver would not appear on the put- on
c,
the
foreman must be careful to note it on the department records whenever it occurs
p. WHAT PHYSICAL HANDICAPS CAN EE WAIVERED? HOtV DOES EACH LIMIT THE w'OliKEK?
HANDICAP LIMITATION MEDICAL CODE
1* Weak baok No heavy lifting 3F<R)
2o Varicose veins No prolonged standing 3F
5° Fbor vision No aloes work
Hernia No strenuous 3fi
5o iVeak soar No heavy work 3A
6. Loss of member No heavy work 3A
'.
A general disodoalon emphasized;
iSo.
A, A foreman can tell that an employee is waiver©d by noting medical cod:;
letters on hi a put=>on»
B. A foreman can te.ll from the medical code on the put=on to what general
type of work the employee la restricted®
C. A foreman may get more detailed information from the Medical Department
Not all waivers restrict or limit the employee on type of work.
D, There are two typos of waivers;
1* Those type waivers signed for physical defects which limit the super®
visor in placing the employee on any job in his section - such a a
heavy lifting and prolonged standings
£„ Tha typo which places no limit as far as type of work® Can bo p'
1
on any job ~ and no medical restriction ® such as a person with a s opor=
ficial scar for which medical deemed a waiver to bo signed bv.t spool; I at:'
it as no detriment to job ? hard of hearing would be another.
E® Some conditions are not waivered, but medical neverthloaa places a limit®
atlon on the type of work. In such oases, the medical coco on the put® or.
will not contain the letters WA (waiver required) but will contain those
indicating the man' a limitation. Foreman should treat such individuals
just as though they wore -waiver ad.
II . HOW CAN kE GET MAXIMUM VALUE OUT OF QUK WAI7ERED EMELOYESS WIIKIN OUR l^FAKBIEKr?
A-... Proper PIa a.-ament
1* Find physical limitations
2* Analyze the man
3* Analyse the job
1}., Consult with medical
B.- Adjust jobs
1» Hoists, conveyors,, etco
2. H©1 per
a
3« Platforms, chairs, benches
lj% Extra instruction and supervision
5 a Safety, ' maintonanoe
o Tool and equipment engineering, machine repairs6 .

In our disciuasion of tills increasingly important problem of The Waiverod Employ©;; irr;
have seen everyone who has authority to have man do work must?
1» Know the physical limitations of ©very man working for him 0
2o Check tho Medical Department for more detailed recommendations
.
3* Placo the waivered employe® on the right job and alter the job if necessary s
I4.o Give whatever speoial supervision that is necessary to put the employee in tho
mental and physical enviroment that will enable ua to get the maximum value
out of the waiver ed employee*
Next v/eekp when we moot here at the same time, we shall disouss another Problem of
Pl&oementj namely,. The Injured Employees
.
EMPLOYMENT REPORT
A - Group 1 or 2
D ® Deferred report, (until glasses obtained
IA - Group 3 (Limited acceptance)
E - Group 6 (Rejected)
EMPLOYMENT MEANING
Fit for any employment <,
Average type for any job B
Pit only for certain job when
specifically apprerved for it
by Itodical Department,
Pit for specific task for which
examined (for no other task)
No rough* hoary work.-,
Color Blindness.
No nervous strain.
Dry work only <
Keep away from moving maohi nery
No prolonged standing
»
Hard of hearing..
Immature
»
No mental strain 0
No heavy lifting ,
Free from dust.
Poor vision,.
Recommended for task,.
Waiver required.
Avoid skin irritants 0
Fie jested -
tsx
waiver filed* infection clears * onc„)
MEDICAL REASONS
Perfect physically and excellent mental]
Average o Minor defects only 0
Defective (reason described in letters
a 6 b e o, etc,)
Poor development,, musoulatur® * too young
too old* skeletal deformity*.
Color Blindness,
High strung* neurotic* hyperthyroid., etc
Rheumatism*, arthritis* ohronio lung
disease* T. B
Epilepsy* tabet
*
paresis* ataxia „
Varicose veins* spinal or extremities
deformity o
Both ears below Q 03 normal hearing
Under 16 years of age and immature ,
As for group 3C and also low mentality
groups
,
Hernia* hydrocele* varicocele* weak back
Chronic lung or sinus disease „
Near vision beiorw 0.7* distant vision bo
low 0,6* one or both eyes* corrected ,
After vision is corrected.
Vision leas than Q.-.2 one eye* deafness,
hernia* variaocclo* marked disability
Acne or other dermatitis present*
Insanity* contagious diseases,, venereal
disease* nerve diseases* or markedly
abnormal physical finding®* loss of
vision in cither eye*

L'HTUTES
foremausuip discos ion
May 25, iShk
Meeting Ho. 1 .
Tho fourteenth meeting was opened at 5*3$ P.M. with the following attendances
PRESENT
PRESENT FROM
GROUP G ABSENT
G. Beauchamp
R. Cono
J. Frahar
G. Guy
A. He ipartner
15. Karp uska
H, Kloter
P. Laduk
P. Packard
E. Sawicki
M, Scaglia
IN. Tof ill
F« Ledger II. Leighton
B. McManus J* Pangonis
P. O’Connor C. Rollins
G. Bonnet
R. Burch
D» DeGray
J. Hillce
E. Sullivan
R. Bancroft (absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
(absent)
Group Leader: R. V',. Driggs
Group Secretary: II* Scaglia
PLACING THE INJURED EMPLOYEE
INTRODUCTION
Last woek, as one phjj.se of the problem of proper placement of help, we discussed the
Waiver3d Employee and we concluded thet wo must know each man’s limitations and consider
it carefully when having him do any job if we are to got maximum value from his efforts,
'.Thile wa were discussing the placement of the man 7/ho has a physical disability prior
to employment - The V.aivered Employee - much interest was shown concerning tho person
?/ho incurs a physical disability during employment. Therefore, today let us examine
this problem of The Injured Employe®.
From our point of view there are two types of injury:
I. Injuries involving permanent disability. These v/e can handle in exactly the
same way as the waivered employee about whom we talked last week, and, therefore,
we need not discuss them further today,
II. Injuries involving a temporary disability. These are tho cases about which wo
are directly concerned today. For discussion purposes let us limit our con-
sideration to the injury involving a limitation of about thirty days.
Injuries thet cause a temporary disability may be occupational, i.e., the result of
an accident sustained in tho shop, or non-occupational, i.e., the result of illness,
or operation sustained outside the shop. Perhaps It v/ould be well to determine first
of all •how this group feels about differentiating between occupational and non-oceu-
pational injuries.
I. SHOULD 7,5 TREAT OCCUPATIONAL AND NON-OCCUPATIONAL CASES DIFFERENTLY?
A general discussion disclosed that the group felt the foreman should make no dis-
tinct:-. :c\tional and non-occupational injuries in placing an injured,
in on light work.
SISCUSS ION
'.
II o WHAT ARB THE MOST COfeflKW TYPES OP OCCUPATIONAL INJURY? OP HOMCCUPAYIONAL INJURY'!
INJURY LIMITATION
Laceration
Sprainu
Fraoturoa
Dermatitis
Eyes
Appendix
As thraa
Dry work
Light work
Light work
Dry clean work
No cloao work
Light work
No dust
UI SHOULD WE REQUIRE THE INJURED MAH TO STAY OUT UNTIL HE CAN DO HIS REGULAR JOB?
In a general discussion tho group indicated some very definite advantages of having a
can at&y out* Among thorn wore:
A„ Eliminates problem of placement.
Bo Ho worry about cry of favoritism, •
C« Roduoos indirect labor costs*
Do Tends to discourage faking of strains, otc,» for the purpose of engineering
transfers
„
On the other hand, equally definite advantag00 of having an injured man do a light job
woro liotody among them were;
A, Keeps insurance rates down.
Bo Keeps workers morale up bcoauco of higher income and fooling ho is being
oared for,
Co Adds efforts, even though light, of a man that would otherwise be loo to
Do Prevents faking for the purpose of getting "leave of absence” c.
Thera was substantial agreement to the effect that this group was definitely in favor of
the latter polioy.
IV, SHOULD WE REQUIRE HIE INJURED PAILS DEPARTMENT TO GIVE HIM TEMPORARY, LIGHT WORK?
Even though such ©. policy would ba more difficult to apply in some departments than in
others, there was general agreement that each department should be required to give
temporary, light work to its own injured employees c It was felt that many fraudulent
claims of injury could be eliminated in this way. More important, such a polioy would
fester morale by having a worker think hie supervisors were sincerely interested in
him as evidenced by their efforts to take oaro of him rather than "’pass the buck” and
ha,vo someone elno ksop him busy as a "favor” to the marf'a foreman,
SBBMARY
In ci; nation, the conclusions that this group reached concerning the Placement of the
Injured Employee were pointed out to bo:
(!) Bo distinction between the occupational and ron^occupationaj injury should
be mad© ao far as the foreman is concerned 0

(2) This group would favor putting all injured employees on light jobo ins toad
of keeping thorn out until fit to do their regular job,
(3) Substantial agreement was reached on the point that the injured man -• a depart®
ment should be required to give him temporary, light work 0
Next week, when this group moots &t the same time, in the same place we shall dioouas
profc?tams concerned with women employees s
.
MINUTES
group J FGF.EMAHSHIP DISCUSSION Meeting No,
May 18, 19^4
Ihe thirteenth meeting was opeaod at 6?30 ?J, with tho following attendance:
PRESENT ABSENT
C Chapin T , Newberry Eo Baraford (absent)
A. Char©at E. Parker S a Goldberg (absent)
A.. Churilla J» Haoioot To Gutowski (absent)
W, Cribbs E. Renault H, Knos (absent)
P. Hobbs R, Soderqulat Fo Landers (absent)
G. Johnson Co Swenos B. : McNeil (absent)
71 o Xowalewski Vi* M&inville (absent)
S, Masnioki (absent)
L* Mochau (absent)
H> Roberts ( absent
)
W> Shearer (absent)
Group Leader: R, W„ Urigga J, Slavinoky (absent)
Group Secretary: G> Chapin
THE WAIVERED EMPLOYEE
INTRODUCTION
Tou will reoail laat *eek we agreed we would devote the next few discussions to the pro-
blem of the proper pivoernent of help* Last week we discussed putting the right man on
the right jobs We oeuoluded that if each foreman examines hie jobs and hie employees
and dovetails the bwc together it would help him greatly in achieving the main object
ives oi* hia job.
Today let" s tackle the problem of the waivered employe© - the employee who comes to wor]
here with a definition physical limitation.: Only a few years ago this would not conafcitv
a major foremanship problem.: Hie annual report of the Medical Department reveals that
up to 19l|0 only 2$% of the applicants examined were found to have defects that require!
the signing of waivers, Last year, 19U3* of all examinations showed such defects
Breakdowns of employees hired for individual Hamilton departments showed that ae high
as 66% of now employees hired were hired on waivers This steady increase in the num-
ber of waivered applicants is attributable of course to the fact that Selective Service
hae drained this area of most of its abled bodied workers., As the demands of the 3e
lective Service increase, this tendency will continue and higher and higher percentages
of those hired will be waivered for physical disability.
What is not so apparent is that the high percentage will continue after the tot, probably
for several years to come. Even now, some 39^000 persons are discharged from the Armed
Forces each month wounded, shell shocked, or otherwise disabled, VThile a small per-
centage of these ex-service men will be hospitalized indefinitely, the greater part of
them will have to be absorbed by private indue try , ha the war increases in intensity,
the number of these applicsmte will also increase, Whether we like it or not, we have
* moral responsibility to e.bsorb as many such applicants as wa con> and, this responsi-
bility, more over, will be enforced by pressure of public opinion, ?/e must, thoroforo,
faoe the fact that for several years to coma, at any rate, the waivered employes is apt
to become one of the moat serious foremanship problems
,
* *
It is therefore, important that eaoh of us vnaorstand olea.rly what a waiver is tud
what we can do about it , Admittedly we in thia room - Sot-Up Man, Supervisor,, A'G.ia-
tent Foreman, cannot solve the problem by ourselves- Much must ho done by top^mcnagemo: t
- suoh more by the department, heads s but we have on important share in the problem
Wo aro closer than anyone else to the jobs theae people will have to do. Whatever
they get from un 0 Too often in the past our comments on this problem have boon governed
by prejudice and narrow thinking. It is* therefore, important that wo clear up any
misconception we may have about waivers, handicapped employees and make an honest e: for
to work out a solution to the problem they present.,
I what is a waiver ?
In a general disc'.iseion the following point* were brought out:
A \ waiver i* (definition/ * sworn statement to the Workmen's Compensation
Commies loner of Connecticut by an employee to the offeut that ho waives
any and all right* to compensation on behalf of himself, and, incase of
death resulting therefrom, for his dependability for any injury sustained
by him while in the employ of United Aircraft Corporation of East Hartford,
Connecticut, which may be attributable in a material degree to the physical
defeats described in the certificate above the employee's signature &
B. 1, A waiver benefits the company in that (a) it limits the company's
liability., (b) it give* the company a larger labor foroo front which to draw,
(o) it enable* the company to place an employee where he may be beet utilized
2-, A waiver benefit® the employee in that (a) it emphasises to the employee
what his handicap ia (b) it emphasized to him the importance of doing only
work within his limitations (c) it enables him to exercise his skill and
trade by soaking him employable,, and hence capable of earning a larger in-
come than he otherwise could,
Co A foreman la obligated to place a waivorod employee in a job that will tsui
hie limitations , Moreover, in accordance
^
with instructions stamped on
the put-on s the Medical Department must bo consulted before the waivorod
employee is transferred to any other Job*
D- TSader certain circumstances an employee can bo rraivorsd in tho course of p h.U;
employment., Since this type of waiver would not appear on the put=on„ the
foreman must bo oareful to note it on the department roccrds whenever it oco
II. WHAT PHYSICAL HANDICAPS CAN «E WAIVEP.ED? HOT DOES EACH LIMIT THE WORKER?
Handicap LIMITATION MEDICAL CODE
1 > Hernia
2 , V&rioose veins
3 , Poor vision
h ’ Dermatitis
5 • High blood pressure
6, Skeletal deformity
7- Weak soars
No heavy work 3R
No prolonged standing 3P
No close work 3V
Dry clean work 2*3X
No high exertion (mental or physical)
Care study 3A
Care study 3A
a.
*
A general discussion emphasised s
Ac A foreman can tell that an employee is waivered by noting medical code lettvrs
on his put-on
„
Bo A foreman can tell from the medical code on the put-on to what general type o r'
work the employee is res trie ted .
Co A foreman may get more detailed information from the Medioal Departments Not a
waivers restrict or limit the employee on type of work.
D- There are two types of waivers?
i„ Thoso type waivers signed for physical defects which limit tha supervisor
in plaoing the employee on any job in his section * ouch an heavy lifting
and prolonged standing
2., The type which place® no limit as far ae type of werko Cba be placed on
any job «• an no medical restriction =* such as a person wi"h a superficial
scar for whioh medioal deemed a waiver to be signed but specified it as
no detriment to job » hard of hearing would be easier,
E-> Some condition* are not waivered, but medical nevertheless places a limitation
on the type of work. In such oases,, the medical code on the put-on will not
contain the letters WR (waiver required) but will contain those indicating the
man's limitation. Foreman should treat such individuals just as though they
were waiver© d,
III,HOW CAN WE GET MAXIMUM VALUE OPT OF OUR WAIVERED EMPLOYEES WI THIN OUR DEPARTMENT ?
Ac Job adjustment
1, Provide hoist
2> Provide chair
5- Supply oreams for dermatitis
Better light
5» Relocation of job
B o Placement
lo Check medioal
2, Analyte job
5° Analyte man
SUMMARY
In our discussion of this increasingly important problem of The Waiverod Employee we
have soon everyone who has authority to have mop do work roue
t
;
'.
1, Know the phyaioxl limitations of every man working for him*
2c Check the Medical Department for more detailed recommendations
5= Place the waivered employee on the right job and alter the job if aaceoanryp
U° Give whatever special supervision that is necessary to put the employed in the
mental and phyaioal environment that will enable ue to get the maximum value
out of the waivered employee.
Rext week, when we meet here at the same time* we shall discuss another Problem of
Placement j namely. The Injured Employee 0
o•
r
XJ v
W 0,'f '
•
A
I £,0
A - Group 1 or 2
D - Deferred report (until glasses obtained, waiver filed, infection :l;ar.r
IA - Group 3 (Limited acceptance)
R - Group U (Rejected)
EMPLOYMENT MEANING MEDICAL REASONS
Pit for ary employment* Perfect physically and excellent mentally
Average type for any job* Average. Minor defects only.
Fit only for certain job when
specifically approved for it
by Medical Department.
Fit for specific task for which
examined (for no other task)
Defective (reason described in letters*
a, b, c, etc.)
No rough, heavy work* Poor development, musculature, too young
too old, skeletal deformity.
Color Blindness. Color Blindness.
No nervous strain. High strung, neurotic, hyperthyroid, etc
Dry work only* Rheumatism, arthritis, chronic lung disc.
T. B.
Keep away from moving machinery. Epilepsy, tabes, paresis, ataxia.
No prolonged standing. Varicose veins, spinal or extremities
deformity.
Hard of hearing. Both ears below 0.3 normal hearing.
Immature
.
Undsr l6 years of age and immature.
No mental strain. As for group JC and also low mentality
groups.
No heavy lifting. Hernia, hydrocele, varicocele, weak bc.cc >
Free from dust. Chronic lung or sinus disease.
Poor vision.
•
Near vision below 0.7, distant vision o: ..
0,6, on© or both eyes, corrected.
Recommended for task. Aftor vision is corrected.
Waiver required. Vision less than 0.2 one eye, deafness,
hernia, varicocele, marked disability.
Avoid skin Irritants. Acno or other dermatitis present.
Rejected. Insanity, contagious diseases, venerea],
ease, nerve diseases, or markedly abnormr. .k
physical findings, loss of vision in either
oyo .3
.'
MINUTES
Group L FOREMANSHIP DISCUSSION
June 6 C I9l^
Meeting No* 16
The sixteenth meeting was opened at 2:J0 A*M. with the following attendance:
PRESENT ABSENT
J. Bnerck
A. Cado
Flnloy
J, Ivers
M. Xobylavicz
S, Kvartunas
J. Lavoie
A. Litvinohyk
L. Matthews
P, Piwarozyk
D „ Smith
W, Smith
R. Southergill
P. Tierney
R. VTuteriok
P. Balfour
J. DeFazio
F. Laraon
F Lennon
Group Leader: J 0 R. McPherson
Group Secretary: L» Matthews
OVERTIME PAYMENTS TO HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES
(Day off)
(Absent)
(Day off)
(Day off)
INTRODUCTION
So far in this series of discussions we have been concerned with methods and policies.
In today” a diaouseion we will begin consideration of those Standard Procedures which
directly affeot the foreman in hie dealings with hia employees.
There is a marked difference between a polioy and a procedure* A policy is a principle
by which we agree to aoto It may be quite simple in expression* A procedure is the
mode or method of oarrying out the polioy and since it must allow for every possible
oftoo, ia apt to become quite complicated* A common illustration of this point i« to
be found in the law* The policy or principle upon whioh the law ia baaed is that of
simple justive, but the procedure, the rules of evidence and appeal that have boon
built up to enable the courts to oarry out this polioy are do ooraplex that it requires
at least four yeara of legal training and several years of courtroom experience) before
ft man can master them. Industrial procedures of ocurse, are not so complicated as legal
procedure, but they do afford many opportunities fer the unwary foreman to go astray.
Tho firot Standard Procedure we are going to consider is that which governs the payment
of overtime to hourly rated employees* All of ua at one time or another have had our
employees oome up to us indignantly shouting, "I’ve been gypped", When that happened
to you wore you able to compute Yfhat tho man 0 a earnings should bo from a study of his
time card? Or did you have to send him to Personnel or Payroll to get his difficulty
straightened out?
Perhaps you are thinking, "Why should I ho a wage expert?" Thero are several reasons v
Apart from the general responsibility of everyone in a supervisory capacity to trans~
mit company policies to our employees clearly and correctly we must remember:
I* To tho average employee the size and correctness of his pay chock is
tho most important single fact in hia working lifeo
.'
2o More grievances > real and imaginary, have arisen from misunderstanding
about the basis and compilation of weakly earnings than from any other
causso
3o If wa, his supervisors , cannot axxcwor his questions about wages the em-
ploye© must either (a) go on in ignoranoe of the facta or (b) seek in-
formation elsewhere. In the lattor case the information may be wrong
and may be biased.
The purpose of this meeting, therefore , is to study briefly the Standard Procedure
governing overtime payments to hourly rated employees e
(Hie group leader at this point dietriouted copies of Standard Procedure 7 ->2,9 to the
group. He then read through the procedure and the group discussed it point by point
Following this discussion the following specific problems were given out in e form of
a test and the correct answers subsequently given,)
DISCUSSIOW
See the attached sheets for the cases discussed at this meeting,
SUimRY
Thus we see that although the problems which arise under this procedure are tricky
they are not difficult for anyone who has a working knowledge of the procedure itself
It is, therefore, advisable that each of as keep our copy of this procedure on hand,
and be sufficiently familiar with it, to be able to refer to it when necessary to
straighten out employee problems 0

rCase 2
Case 3
Casio L’t
Gas e_ 5
Case* 6
gas; Tsr-n a tn > ' < i. r rna.+ - . ts. .li - /:
<> Employee clocked in at ?:50 A.Mo Lunch 11 *. 00 = .11:30, Out at 5 ‘*35 P„
^osMcnj^ Is employee given credit for' Day Worked?
Answer c Joj
Question • BWi employes got \jj; pay on 6th Day forked?
Anr«or : Yss a sxoept for 3/10 of one hour..
At request of foreman
*
employee rang in at 9* DO A»M 0 Lunch 12 00 =
I2i$0 Out at 5 ‘00
Clueaction? How xauoh overtime? Is it a Day Worked?
Mewer^ One * vcr-.. Credit for D&y Worked,
Employee rang in at 8:00 A,M, Lunch Hr 00 « 12:00* Out at h*0Q P,K„
Question^ Is credit given for a Day Worked?
An£w®rj^ Yob,
Employee punched clock at 8:15 A,Me Lunch 1.1:00 * 12:00, Out at i^iOO
P.Mv
Question: Is credit given for a Day Worked?
Answer: No,
Quos^tions If smploy^e had punched clock at 8:10 A 0M.,?
Answer : Ho c
Employoo punched olcck in at 0:30 AcM* Lunch 3.1:00 - HjyO AoM,
Out at li:00 P,Mo
Question^ Day Worked?
Answer^ Yea,
Employee in at 7 :30 A,II0 At 8:30 Ac 13 c employs© was aout home because
there as no work for him*
Question? How many hours credit given? Is day work considered?
Answer: Ij. hours and day work*
T
Gas© 7
»
Case 8..
Cass 9->
Case 10,
Caso 11
,
Cass 12.
Case i)-
Case 1 1;.,
Employee la in at L*.: CO P.,M. and at 5 ; 00 PdiL Hodlo&l sent him home
because of illness. (Occupational)
Quo stioti s How many hours? Day Worked? Bonus
Aiiswerj Yes. Paid for 8 hours, Credit for Day Worked, Shift bonus.
If non=ocoupational injury, and same ciroumatanoes as Case ?•>
Question i Same benefits as Case 7?
Answer? No, Paid for 1 hour worked,, Credit for Day Worked, Shift bonus
Employee has been to New Haven for Selective Service physical exam, Re-^
porta to work at 8?00 P 0 M-> Lunches re usual and out at 12?30 A,M.
Question: Shift bonus? Day Worked? Hew many hours?
Answer ? Shift bonus. No Day Worked, 4 hours worked.
Employees buby siok so has stayed at hospital until 5*00 P= M 0 In at 5*50
Lunohes as usual. Called to hospital at IQsOO P.M.,
Question^ Credit for Day Worked?
Answer^ Nc
Questions If he oame in on time any difference.
Answer^ Yes. oredit for Day Worked,
In on time Out in 1 hour for Onion Meeting.
Questions So what?
Answer? Paid for one hour worked. Credit given for Day Worked,
Employee in at 12*50 A M, Lunohes 3*30 - 1+jQO A-M, Out at 7*30 A M
Question ? Credit for Day Woi'ked? Paid for 8 hours? 7^?
Answer? Credit for Day Worked? Paid fur 6 l/lQ hours, yiy
Employee in at X?31 A„M, Lunch at 5*30 = U-'OO A, 11., Out at 7;30 A,M„
Qu^s^ioru_ Credit for Day Worked? 8 hours pay? 7^/?
^awer^ Credit wus not given for Day Worked, 7a/ Straight time.
In at 12;i40 A.M.- Liinch regular. Out at 7*30 A.M,
Quest^ion^ 3^ hours? 7's/" Credit for Day ’Worked?
^sworj^ 8g hours. 7a/* Credit for Day Worked
.
MINUTES
Croup I F0REMAH8HIP DISCUSSION Mooting No. 17
June lp,
The seventeenth mooting was opened at 2:30 A„M. with the following attendance:
HHS3ET*
_
• ABSENT
Pc* Balfour
A. Cado
Jo DeFasio
W 0 Finley
Jo IverE
Mo Kobylevicc
So Xvartunas
Fo Larson
Jo Lavoie
Fo Lennon
A. Litvinohyk
L 0 Matthews
P. Piwarcgyk
W. Smith
P.o Southergill
Po Tierney
R. VYuteriok
J o Finer ok { ah a ont
)
Da Smith (absent)
Group Leader: J, R„ MoFhorson
Group Secretary: Lo Matthews
INTRODUCTION
Last woe:k wo agreed to examine and diaouss General Standard Procedure* We studied Pro-
cedure 7*2.9 concerned with ’’Overtime Payment to Hourly Rated Employees." In our die-
ousoion of real cases that frequently confuse many, we noted how to find the answers to
©very case we could conceive. Wo found many cases presented problems that, oven though
tricky, wore not diffioult to solve.
Wo had intended to discuss today "Transfer Procedure” or "Termination Procedure" 0 Whilo
it is recognized there is a need for such discussion,, another topic has been suggested
for discussion today and next week, our final session in this series. Du© to the urgency
oi the problem of Safety, Management has asked ua to spend our last two meetings dis°
cussing the problem of Safety.
Wo all remember how cur lost tin© accident record declined sharply January cf this year.
Our i ooorci was a o outstanding that in March wq were awarded a plague for working more
than a million man hours without a single loot time accident® However, oinco tho time
of the award our frequency ourvo has shot up oo sharply that today Safety is one of our
most urgent topics for forcm&nship consideration.
This week we in this group shall witness two .films "Cause and Cure" acid "Production Through
Safety"
. Next week, tho Safety Supervisor, Mr. Johnson, and Liberty Mutual’s Safety
Engineex
,
Mr® Green will be hero in person to lead our discussion. Since we shall have
two experts here, let ua think of the most difficult problems facing us in the plant to-
day and prepare to put them "on tho spot" while working out our common problems.
Mr. Green has asked me to pass out a quis after the showing of "Cause and Cure" p have you
enter a cross under "True or False", and inform you to save them until our next session
at which time he will give you the correct answers to the quis and will discuss tho
question. Mr . Green and Mr. Johnson will bs eager to discuss tho films we shall sc®
now 0
. If any point in the film raises a question in your mind, please jot down the ©lido
number and. bring up the questior for discussion next weak*

I.
'fr ; i "{ use and avre” was then I’hown to the Group* /. "True r Falsa" wa i the
ac.:ci.p .iahed by all present u
The 1 ;. :r ’'Production Through Safety" tme also r.hotm
A brie;: die cussion of the films followed,
A continuation of the discussion will bs the subject matter at our next neeting whan
we shall have present two guest experts on Safety „
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PORBMAI-ISHIP DISCUSSIOH Mooting No, 18
Juno 20, 1944
> Sis eighteenth mooting was opened at 2:^0 A.M. with the following attendance:
J « Sdi l»h
W. Saith
E, Southorgill
P. Tierney
R. viatori ok
Group Leader: Ho Green and X* Johnson
Croup Secretary: L. Matthews
SAFETY
raasetrarsic^'cayoi
Last week we witnessed a film called "Cause and Cure ;; „ The film dealt with the invest:'. =»
gation of industrial accidents to discover the causes and the things that can he don©
to eliminate the causes in order to prevent future accidents,*
At this meeting, a continuation of our discussion on Safety, Hr. L. E. Johnson, Safety
Supervisor introduced Mi’. H. R. Green, a Liberty Mutual Insurance Company Safety Sngia-
cox*
«
. AU-* Vl-» A
p.
J.
•A.
o
w.
Balfour
£norok
Cade
DeFazio
Finley
t? *
M.
Q
C‘*
F.
Ivor e
Kobyievloz
Kvartunaa
Larson
Lavoi s
A.
Lennon
Litvinohyk
Matthews
Piwaroayk
Snith
Group L
Hr. Green pointed out during his opening remarks that the primary purpose of cur safety
I
discussions is to soeuro the cooperation of tho supervisory staff iaH.S.P.’e safety
program* Hr. Green suggested that each supervisor be continually on tho alert for un*=
safe practices and other hazard e that night cause injuries to his employees, and that
such conditions bo eliminated by taking care of them himself* or reporting them to
Mr. L. Johnson or a member of tho Safety Committoo.
Roto: Any reports made to Safety Committee members will bo turned over to
Mi’. L. 3. Johnson by them 0 Tho members of tho Safety Committee are
listed below:
1. F. B* Bradley 6. H. Heim 11. T. Plumridge
2. G. Churl 1 la 7» Lt. Jacobs 12. B. Shea or Dr. Gibso
3. J. Dwyer 8. L. B. Johnson 13. C-. Simmons
4» 0. K* Grant 9* L. C» Olmsted 14. H, Streitel
5« IT. R« Green 10. D. Osti on 15® VY. E. Zobhorvris
Mr. Croon stated that since supervisors aro tho Key Men in any Safety Organization, tho
full cooperation of those present is vital to the success of H«S. P. ’ s program for safety.
A lively discussion followed in which considerable agreement was finally reached as to
the "True and False" answers to the quiz based on the film "Cause and Cure". Hr. Green
explained various problems in detail during the discussion.
I Jo may summarise the most important points of tho discussion in this manner:
The whole theory back of the business of investigating accidents is to prevent the
kcc.no mistake from happening twice. In tho words of too narrator in the film7~" fStudy“thc
accidents tEalThavo occurred, decide what caused them and then take steps to see that
they do not repeat. Almost every accident results from a combination of unsafe acts

/ (o%
* 6<J
L.
;
boen discovered#
Kvestlgation of accidents that occur here* "
At tho end of this discussion# i!r # Green explained the purpose o.. the toot
ooidont Fr oqueaoy Boards which are prominently displayed in each plant and how Lo
Lme Aooideat Frequonoy Curves are computed in the iI,3oP. Division# A paper# pr
jpe/ed by Mr, Green# explaining tho computations in a simple and under atandable manno
Ee distributed# It ic hoped that ©aoh supervisor will include the paper as a par~
Kanent part of his manual.
At the close of the talk by Mr, Green# Mr. Johnson* Safety Supervisor# thanked
Jhe supervisors for their past cooperation in safety matters and pointed out that
heir continued interest and cooperation should result in an improved accident record
)
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